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An Introduction to Western Frontier and Tribes of Pakistan 

 

 

 

I started my Ph.D. dissertation on North Western Frontiers of Pakistan especially 

focussing on the ‘Gilgit Rebellion of 1947’; the story of this rebellion or war of liberation which 

changed the geo-strategic complex of subcontinent
1
 have its roots in North Waziristan as the 

operation itself was christened as ‘Operation Datta Khel’ by its planner and executioner Major 

William Brown, Datta Khel is a small town in North Waziristan. Thus, I made an endeavour to 

see Datta Khel and as such got an invitation from the commandant of Tochi Scouts to visit North 

Waziristan, in lieu I was to compile a short history of the corps. It is at this stage I change my 

focus of thesis from Gilgit to the North Waziristan Agency. Reason for change was mainly in the 

dynamic, dangerous, fluid and historic character of North Waziristan, the freedom of observing 

the three thousand scouts hailing from varying background and tribes by itself added weight to 

the shift in research topic.  

Despite the difference of almost a thousand miles Waziristan like Gilgit also came into 

prominence due to Great Game 
2
 the game itself gave birth to two distinct school of governance, 

                                                 
1
 As end result it simply cut off the land ties off India with Central Asia or Russia/communism. The real impact was 

felt when Russian invaded Afghanistan in 1979.  See Major William Brown, The Gilgit Rebellion. (Rawalpindi: 

Ibex, 1998.) Major Brown was commissioned in British Army but in July 1947 he resigned his King commission 

and was inducted in Kashmir State Forces and posted at Gilgit as commandant Gilgit Scouts. 
2
 Great Game is the name given to the rivalry between the Great Britain and Russia for the control and domination 

of Central Asia. The term itself was first used in 1830 and made famous by Rudyard Kipling. Even today all moves 
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‘Forward Policy’ or open-door favours interaction with tribes whereas  ‘Closed Policy’ cuts off 

ties from tribes .
3
  The hundred odd years of British rule and Great Game along the frontier 

1837-1947, there remained a constant debate over the adoption of either of these policies, and it 

caused a havoc along the frontier. The three Anglo –Afghan Wars of 1839, 1878 and 1919 along 

with over fifty military expeditions along the north-western frontier are all attributed to this 

shifting of policies. The Great Game and subsequent policies also resulted in the marking of 

boundaries among Balochistan and Iran known as Goldsmid Line
4
, between India and China in 

Himalayas known as McMahon
5
 and McCartney Line

6
 and between the India and Afghanistan 

known as Durand Line,
7
 it also resulted in having border demarcation between Afghanistan and 

Iran and between Afghanistan and Russia.  

In 1947, Pakistan was carved out of India as an ideological Muslim country and Forward 

Policy played a pivotal role in defining the western border and frontiers of Pakistan. The Pashtun 

tribal areas of Afridi, Mohmand, Turi, Wazir and Mahsud which formed political agencies, the 

political agency of Baluchistan, the princely states adjoining the frontier like Chitral, Hunza and 

Nagar, Gilgit agency, the province of North Western Frontier, were all made part of Pakistan 

through referendum and mutiny.  The tribal areas had a special constitutional importance,  to 

many scholars, they were neither part of the administrative provinces and neither they were 

                                                                                                                                                             
either diplomatic or military in the region are taken and referred as an extension of Great Game. Also see 

https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/south-asia/1980-03-01/great-game-asia 
3
 Magnus Marsden & Benjamin D.Hopkins Fragments of The Afghan Frontier ( Karachi; Oxford, 2013),pp,69-73. 

Algernon Durand. Making  of a Frontier, five years experience and adventure in Gilgit, Hunza, Nagar, Chitral and 
eastern Hindu Kush.  (London: John Murray,1899). A Collection of Treaties, Engagements and Sanads relating to 

Federally & Provincially Administered Tribal Areas, Kashmir and Afghanistan, rearranged and reprinted under the 

authority of Ministry of Kashmir Affairs and Northern Areas and States and Frontier regions, Islamabad, 1997. 
Richard Isaac Bruce,The Forward Policy and its results or Thirty Five Years work amongst The tribes on our North 

Western Frontier of India ( London:1900). 
4
 British India had entered in treaty with Iran over the borders in 1871,1896 and 1905. Line is named after Major 

General Fredrick Goldmid also see http://www.iranicaonline.org/articles/goldsmid 
5
 In 1914, Sir McMahon drew the boundaries  between  British India & Tibet and between Tibet & China. 

http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/china-does-not-accept-the-mcmahon-line-agreed-on-by-britain-
tibet/articleshow/59417 
6
 In 1898-99, MacDonald-Mcartney line marked the border from tri junction at Wakhan to Karakorum Pass in the 

west and from this point till the McMahon Line the area remain demarcated and open. 
7
 Durand Line is 1,640 miles long, agreement was signed on 12 November 1893. Lutfur Rehman, Durand 

Agreement; its impacts on Bajaour, Chitral, Dir and Swat, (M.Phil Thesis), National Defence University, 

Islamabad, 2011. http://111.68.99.107/libmax/opac/index.aspx. The American Institute of Afghan Studies “The 

Durand Line: History, Consequences and Future.” Nov 2007. http://www.hollingscenter.org/Reports/07-

2007_Durand_Line.pdf (accessed January 8, 2011).  Mujtaba Razvi,The Frontiers of Pakistan, a Study of frontier 

Problems in Pakistan’s Foreign Policy(Karachi: National,1971), p-143. Muhammad Qaiser Janjua. "In the Shadow 

of the Durand Line; Security, Stability, and the Future of Pakistan and Afghanistan". Naval Postgraduate School, 

Monterrey, California, p-22. 

https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/south-asia/1980-03-01/great-game-asia
http://www.iranicaonline.org/articles/goldsmid
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/china-does-not-accept-the-mcmahon-line-agreed-on-by-britain-tibet/articleshow/59417
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/china-does-not-accept-the-mcmahon-line-agreed-on-by-britain-tibet/articleshow/59417
http://edocs.nps.edu/npspubs/scholarly/theses/2009/Jun/09Jun_Janjua.pdf
http://edocs.nps.edu/npspubs/scholarly/theses/2009/Jun/09Jun_Janjua.pdf
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treated as princely states; thus their status was open for interpretation.
8
 Tribal areas  retained 

their pre-independence status quo and also remained a bone of contention among Pakistan and 

Afghanistan.  Under the 1973 Constitution, following areas were declared as Provincial 

Administered Tribal Areas (PATA); Chagai, Marri and Bugti in Balochistan, Chitral, Dir, Swat, 

Malakand, Manshehra, Kohistan in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KPK). Whereas following areas were 

declared as Federally Administered Tribal Areas (FATA), South Waziristan, North Waziristan, 

Kurram, Khyber, Orakzai, Mohmand and Bajaur, political agencies. In addition the areas 

adjoining the districts of Peshawar, Kohat, Bannu, Dera Ismail Khan, Tank and Lakki Marwat 

were declared as Frontier Region(FR) and  made part of FATA. 
9
    

The Russian invasion of Afghanistan in 1978 ,  validated the hypothesis of Forward 

Policy and it also brought into limelight the tribes of north western frontier. Before this invasion, 

the tribes were never accorded the world attention in so detail. Their battle, stance, resistance, 

courage, sacrifices, culture, values were accepted and glorified by the Pakistan and Western 

civilisation. The resistance cry was on the religion, thus this attracted the Arabs and other 

Muslim fighters. 
10

  

9/11, overnight made the same heroic Mujahedeen as the evil Taliban. The world was 

divided into two, either with us or with the Taliban. Pakistan under military rule did not took 

long in joining the USA led coalition against the Taliban; in such environment the truth is the 

first casualty . The seventeen years long war on terror
11

 is still alive and potent as highlighted by 

recent spate of attacks across Pakistan.
12

 From the onset , the campaign for manhunt transitioned 

into a clash with the tribes of north western frontier, and it kept on escalating and engulfed the 

                                                 
8
 http://www.legislation.gov.ukIndian Independence Act 1947. Also see The Times, 4th July 1947. 

9
 FATA have an area of 10,510 miles.with a population of 3.1 million(1998 census) . Till 1947, there were only 4 

political agencies in the NWFP. Namely Khyber, Kurram , South and North Waziristan Political Agencies. Bajaour, 

Mohmand and Orakzai  were raised between 1952-1973. 
10

 Lester Grau and, Michael Gress ,eds, The Soviet Afghan War, How a superpower fought and lost a war (,Kansas 

University press,2002) Mohammad Yousaf and Mark Adkin The Battle for Afghanistan ,the Soviets versus the 

Mujahedeen during the 1980s (Yorkshire: Pen and Sword, 2007). Ali Jalali and Lester Grau, Afghan Guerrilla 

Warfare in the words of the Mujahideen fighters (Mminnesotta,2001). Kamal Matinuddin The Taliban Phenomenon 

Afghanistan 1994-1997 (Karachi: Oxford,,1999). 
11

 War on Terror  is the term use for the campaigns launched by USA and its allies in Afghanistan, Iraq and other 

part of the world since 9/11. In Pakistan, the operation was initially launched as Operation Al Mizan. Also see 

Pervaiz Musharraf In the Line of Fire a Memoir (London: Simon & Schuster, 2006). Bob Woodward, Bush At War,( 

New York: Simon & Schuster,2002),p,81. Bob Woodward ,Plan of Attack,( London: Simon & Schuster),pp.6-14.  

12 Till 2012, a total of 37,888 casualties including 3974 security forces, 11,809 Civilian, and 22105 insurgents. 

Brigadier Sajjad Ahmed, 2012, Terrorism and Extremism in Pakistan post 9/11 reappraisal and the way forward, 

(M.Phil. Thesis),p-92, National Defence University, Islamabad, also see 

www.whitehouse.gov/the_press_office/Remarks-by-the-President-o.. 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/
http://www.whitehouse.gov/the_press_office/Remarks-by-the-President-o
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entire country with Federally Administered Tribal Areas(FATA) being reckoned as the hub and 

core of militancy. The most common perception that has emerged domestically in last two 

decades, is to associate the terror with  lack of economics and education in the tribal areas. An 

unlimited number of newspaper articles and television talk shows not to overlook the seminars 

have highlighted the same theme. On international front, the country and specifically military is 

blamed for associating with the Taliban and facilitating the certain factions most notably 

Haqqani for acts of terror in Afghanistan.
13

 There are allegations and counter allegations among 

all the belligerents as to who is not doing enough to stop this stem of terrorism. As a result the 

FATA has been closed for outside world, there is no media here, and no visitors from outside 

world.
14

  

World and Pakistan adopted two opposite viewpoints of morality regarding the frontier 

tribes, they were good when they fought against the Russia (communism) but are considered as 

evil when they fight against the America and own military; although from tribal perspective they 

fought and still fight against the very presence of foreign troops. 

The pattern of current war followed historical currents as well. The historical similarities 

in it are too identical to be avoided, in 1936 a military operation was initiated in the North 

Waziristan Agency with a single aim to capture Mirza Ali Khan Tori Khel of Uthmanzais 

Wazirs known as Fakir of Ipi and it failed to do so till 1960 when Fakir of Ipi died of natural 

death with his grave still a mystery.
15

 In present time, the war primarily started with one single 

aim to hunt Osama Bin Laden, who again like Fakir of Ipi was believed to be hiding in the same 

agency; he was finally killed in 2011 at Abbottabad, like Ipi his grave and death is still an 

enigma. It was hunt for Osama which initiated operations in South Waziristan Agency, spread to 

adjoining North Waziristan Agency, then move further north and north east in the settled district 

of Swat and engulfed the bordering Mohmand, Bajaur and Khyber Agencies. Kurram Agency 

which is an adjoining agency north and north west of NWA has also been affected.   

                                                 
13

 https://www.dawn.com/news/1197598/jalaluddin-haqqani-is-dead-say-taliban-sources also see 

http://www.voanews.com/a/afghan-taliban-statement-puts-american-author-whereabouts-question/3744123.html 
14

 Unlike the Russian campaign of 1979-1989, the media and visitors are not given a free access. 
15

 Fakir of Ipi’s grave is at Gurweikht, western end of Tochi valley inside a cave but no funeral was ever held at time 

of death and even exact location is uncertain. 

https://www.dawn.com/news/1197598/jalaluddin-haqqani-is-dead-say-taliban-sources
http://www.voanews.com/a/afghan-taliban-statement-puts-american-author-whereabouts-question/3744123.html
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Western Frontier and Tribes 

 

Frontiers are the edges of the civilisation and  ideologies; overlapping of past and present. 

They are natural, political as well philosophical in nature, therefore they have historical roots and 

validation.  K-2 (8616 meters)  Broad Peak (8068 meters) in north Pakistan, surrounded by 

largest glaciers outside polar, are the source of life, it is the dawn of ice age, it acts as the  

physical reference for Indus Civilisation’s origin.  Flying south, Naga Parbat (8126 meters), 

Rakaposhi (25,551 feet), Trich Mir (25,289 feet) are the other cardinal  points. Himalayas, 

Karakorum and Hindu Kush
16

 mountain ranges junctures at Jaglot , near Gilgit. The western 

frontiers are  aligned with the Hindu Kush range (Caucasus).
17

  The western frontiers descends  

down  gradually to the south and terminates at Arabian Sea covering a distance of 3161 

Kilometres, out of which 2,252 Kilometres is  Durand Line and borders with Afghanistan, 

remaining 909 Kilometres is  Goldsmid Line and borders with Iran. Thus it can be seen that it is 

Durand Line which can be termed as north western and western frontiers and Goldsmid is south 

western frontier. 

The very concept of frontier is   ambiguous in modern political systems, states are more 

relying upon the border as it gives them definite meaning of territory and with it the concept of 

sovereignty. Frontier on the other hand is a broad term with no precise measurement, thus it 

convolutes the authority, power and sovereignty, the very principles on which our present 

international political system revolves around. Frontiers are historical entity whereas borders are 

manmade. Thus whereas the border disputes can be resolved within a reasonable time limit the 

frontiers disputes takes generations. Frontiers overlap with each other, thus natural, political, 

historical, religious, ideological and military frontiers should be identical but they are not. In 

case of Pakistan, its natural, political, historical frontiers are identical with Durand Line , 

however its ideological frontiers are not the same, thus there are clashes when frontiers are not 

overlapping. 

                                                 
16

 HinduKush name was used by Ibn Batuta in 13th century A.D due to the fact that many Hindu slaves died in 

crossing it. Greek called it Kaukasus. the Karakorum means Black Gravel. 
17

 Dutt.T.A. Geography of India, comprising an account of British India and various states enclosed or adjoining, 

(London: Allen,1870),pp-7-25, also see George Smith, LL.D. F.R.G.S Student manual of the geography of British 

India, political and physical (London: John Murray,1882) 
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Lord  George Nathaniel Curzon
18

 highlighted that as viceroy he has to look after 5700 

miles of frontier, conducted the proceedings of five boundary commissions, ‘yet not work or 

treatise in any language which so far as I know affects to treat of the subject as a whole’
19

 what 

frontiers mean and what part they play in the life of nations, the majority of the most important 

wars of the century have been frontier wars,i.e., Wars arising out of the expansion of states and 

kingdoms. In his opinion the rivers were not a natural frontiers in  primitive days, rather 

mountain constituted the earliest form of barriers or frontiers. He classified frontier as natural or 

artificial, in his view the sea, desert and mountains form part of natural frontiers where as wall or 

road is an artificial frontier. 

 

Along the western frontier of Pakistan,  the geography vary, north western is green, 

western is barren and south western almost desolate;  so is the demographic pattern of the 

people. The way of life is tribal, they have own culture, language, customs and way of life. The 

only common factor among this three thousand Kilometres frontier is the religion Islam.  Gilgit 

and Chitral in north form a very distinct geographical entity; they follow Islam but adhere to Shia 

sect, it was  known as Marwa Ul Nahar in  history .  They are rich with water and have extreme 

winter, politically they have a princely form of government. The Kafir is a small tribe which 

even today adheres to millennium old rituals of worshiping idols are living in the thick forest 

area of Chitral. The state of Chitral is part of PATA and Chitral Scouts maintain law and order. 

The stretch of frontier from Chitral down to Khyber(Peshawar) is another geographical 

entity, inhabited by Uthmanzai, Mohmand and Afridi tribes, they are Pashtun tribes and follow 

Sunni sect of Islam. Two major passes namely  Nawa Gai and Khyber are situated in this area, 

these passes have been the most frequent route of all traders and invaders into the Indus Valley; 

it was known as Ghandhara and also as Kafiristan in history.  This tribal territory is at present 

administered through political agencies and political agents, namely Khyber, Mohmand and 

Bajaur. The militia units are Khyber Rifles, Mahsud Scouts, Bajaur Rifles and Mohmand Rifles. 

                                                 
18

Lord Curzon was the Viceroy and Governor General of India 1899-1905,   Thomas Raleigh Lord Curzon in India, 

being a selection from his speeches as Viceroy and Governor General of India,1898-1905. (London: 

MacMillian,1906)pp,415-432. Also see Ikram Ahmad Butt. Lord Curzon and the Indian State 1899-1905. 

University of London,1963.  
19

 George Curzon , ‘Frontiers’ The Romanes Lectures , 1907 delivered on 2
nd

 November 1907, Oxford Lectures on 

History ,1904-1923, Ten Volumes in One . Library Press,1924. 
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Stretch of territory south of Ghandhara is known as Waziristan encompassing present day 

Kurram, Tochi, Shawal, Wanna with, Kohat, Bannu , Miranshah and Jandola as major towns. It 

is inhabited by  Turi, Orakzai, Bangash, Wazir, Mahsud , Daur, Khattak and Bhittani tribes. All 

tribes less Turi in Kurram along with clans of Bangash  and Orakzai follows Sunni sect of Islam 

and it is the sectarian difference among these tribes which have been the major cause of violence. 

Waziristan in terms of geography  encompasses area between Kurram – Zhob Rivers. 

Waziristan , historically is the area between the Safeed Koh mountain in the north to  the 

Gomal Pass in south. In 1895, the area was administratively divided into three political agencies 

namely Kurram, North Waziristan and South Waziristan. There are six major rivers between the 

Safeed Koh in the north and Sulaiman Koh in the south. Moving southward Kurram River is the 

first then Kaitu, Tochi, Khaisora, Gomal and Zhob. These rivers were once full of water and life 

but gradually they all died down and with this the migration of tribes took towards further east 

where Indus became a natural obstacle and in the south Zhob River was the extreme extent of 

these tribes. Area between the Kurram River or the Peiwar Kotal Pass down south till Gomal 

Pass or Gomal River is the country of Wazirs, it is in terms of historical contest, in terms of 

administrative boundary the area is divided into valleys thus  valley adjacent to Peiwar Kotal is 

termed as Kurram Valley and inhabited by tribes other than the Wazirs 
20

 Within Waziristan the 

political agency of Orakzai, Kurram, North and South Waziristan exists, the militia includes, 

Kurram Militia, Orakzai Scouts, Tochi Scouts, Shawal Rifles and South Waziristan Scouts. 

Frontier below Zhob, is void of any worthwhile water channel and as such is barren and 

is inhabited by tribes other than the Pashtun, they are known as Baloch tribes and the entire 

frontier till it joins with sea is known as Balochistan in history. In Zhob, the Zhob Militia is 

stationed, travelling south, the other militia outfits like Ghazaband Scouts, Chagai Militia and 

Mekran Scouts are stationed astride the frontier. 

Oral History of Tribes 

 

Oral history of Pathan tribes vary with each tribe. Traditionally the Pathans considers  

themselves to be one of the lost tribe of the  Moses for the reason that it gives them a lineage to 

the Abrahamic religion rather than to be termed as kafir. The Pathan( Afridi) tradition highlights 

                                                 
20

 Constable Hand Book Of Indian Maps was published before the Durand Line treaty  
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that they are one of the early converts of Islam, one of their tribal leader was called by the most 

famous of all the Muslim and Arab General Khalid Bin Waleed to the Mecca and there they 

embraced Islam, the one logic which the Pathans gives in support; the fact that they have the 

same name of their pass the Khyber which is also the name of another important place in the 

Arab and early Islamic history ‘The Khyber’ of the Jews.
21

 However there is no empirical or 

even rational evidence to add logic to this claim. There is a stone at Khyber Pass which is 

attributed to the tradition that Caliph Ali himself came here and threw the stone. This amply 

highlights the religious fanaticism of the tribes.  

The origin of Wazir is obscure in history the tradition goes that once upon a time long 

long ago there were two brothers and one of them was childless and the other had a daughter, 

they both were out hunting when they found a child who was left at an army camping ground
22

 

they  found an axe also. The childless brother adopted the baby which in Pashto was named as 

Karlanri (meaning axe). When the boy grew up he was married to the daughter of his uncle. This 

Karlanri had two sons, one was named as Koday who in turn had two wives, from the first wife 

the Orakzais took birth and from second wife the Afridis, Khattaks, Mangals and Turis were 

bred. Kokay was the second son of Karlanri , he  had two sons one named as Sulaiman and the 

other as Shitak, Daurs are the descendants’ of Shitak. 
23

  

 Sulaiman also had two sons; Bangash are the descendents from Malikmir the youngest 

son of Sulaiman.  Wazir the eldest son of Suleiman had two sons namely Khizri and Lali. Khizri 

had three sons namely Musa, Mahmud and Mubarak. Musa was called Darwesh from his 

religious character and thus clan that is today known as Darwesh Khel Wazir are his descended. 

Musa had two sons namely Utman and Ahmed which thus forms the sub clans of Darwesh Khel 

as Utmanzai &Ahmedzai. Mahmud had a son called Mahsud which forms the Mahsud Wazir 

Tribe or clan similarly Mubarak had one son name Gurbuz which forms the Gurbuz Wazir tribe. 

Thus it is seen that all the clans are interlinked through blood. All these tribes are Aryan 

genetically and culturally, they have fair complexion {exceptions are there} with broad head 

with plenty of hair, narrow long nose and dark eyes; it is the length of their nose which gives rise 

                                                 
21

 Olaf Caroe, Pathan 550 B.C.-1957 A.D.( New York: McMillan1965},p-26. 
22

 This is almost identical to history of Rome. 
23

Olaf Caroe Pathan, p-463. Also see Imperial Gazetteer of India Provincial Series NWFP, 1909, pp 72-73,182,243-

248. also see Imperial Gazetteer of India Volume 1, Indian Empire Descriptive. (Oxford: Clarendon,1907-1909) 

pp,360-370. 
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to the theory of their being Jewish by descends.
24

  Some of these  tribes notably Wazir and Afridi 

are also Turk culturally and socially, Turk was the general name given by Arabs to all nomadic 

tribes of Central Asia.  

 

The combination of these Aryan (Iranian) & Turk tribes gave birth to the  two distinct 

tribes one known as Afghans and other as Pathans. An Afghan tribe is primarily constituted from 

a number of kindred groups who are not descended from a common ancestor where as Pathan 

tribes have a common bloodline and ancestor. Both groups accepts reluctantly but as a necessity 

any alien tribe within them; the reluctance is overcome by the advantage of extra manpower for 

feud settling but an attached tribe is always seen as an inferior and marriages are seldom 

contracted among them. The woman so given goes back to her own tribe on the death of the 

husband. The differentiating line between Afghans & Pathans is thin for the reason that both hail 

from the rugged mountainous region west of River Indus, Pathans are the one who lives within 

the Indus Valley and Afghans out side it but there are exceptions. The word Afghan appeared for 

the first time during the reign of Mahmood of Ghazna it depicted the area between the Ghazna & 

Sulaiman Koh territory
25

 it is a Persian word for the people inhabiting east of Ghazna.  On the 

other hand people of Indus Valley considers themselves as ‘ the one who lives out side the 

western frontiers of Indus Valley’. Just like the word ‘Turk’, the word ‘Afghan’ also is 

complicated in nature. It is safe to assume that Pathan, Afghan & Turk are nomadic tribes inter 

linked with marriages, blood lines & Islam yet retaining fundamental, animalistic, natural and 

historical grievances and vengeance against each other. 

 

Language spoken is an Aryan derivation and known as Pashto which have written 

characters (Baluchi does not have written characters) it is a harsh language with two main 

derivate, in the north east of Waziristan it is called Pakhto and in south west as Pashto, Wazirs 

have a dialect of their own known as Ormurt spoken in south east Waziristan. Afghani is also 

quite similar and both ethnic groups can communicate with each other. 

  

North Waziristan - Heartland of Wazirs 

                                                 
24

Imperial Gazetteer of India Volume 1, pp 186 & 293. 
25

Imperial Gazetteer of India Provincial series NWFP (Calcutta,1908). 
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The layout of ground between Tochi River and Gomal is most pleasant with green 

pastures and lively valleys dotted with fruit trees and wildlife however the area over all cannot 

sustain the inhabitants purely on its own produce. The major crop is maize and wheat , rice is not 

produced in the area. Fruits are in abundance especially the apples, grapes, walnut, pomegranate 

and watermelon. Weather is tolerable both in winter and summer however the cold weather does 

force temporary migration of nomadic peoples known as powindahs who at the start of winter 

season migrates from the highland west of  Indus Valley towards the plains of east and then 

return to their lands in summer.  

The over all topography of the area is pleasant and seems lively when compared to the 

Balochistan and extreme northern Hindu Kush. The rivers are the source of life but they seems to 

have dried out in the era of Aryan migration and one cannot rule out that the major reason and 

cause of migration was this dearth of water. For last five hundred years these river beds 

occasionally comes to life due to heavy snow fall or rain which causes the small innumerable 

riverine and streams to gush down the mountains and joins the major rivers thus the population is 

based around these beds of fertile land ,over all the area is rocky but not menacing in nature. 

Mountains are high yet none is higher than 12000 feet.  

 With the passage of time the tribal structure and the society developed around clan 

system intermarriages among blood relations bonded the ties and each family settling around 

some water source. These river are unlike Nile, they are not based upon a single water reservoir 

rather the mountain streams called Aligad are formed due to melting of snow and frequent rain . 

The valleys are thus inhabited by clans of same blood line who fought with each other as they are 

doing so even today for the right over water and land.   

Small villages are scattered all over the agency. The inhabitants live in villages of all 

sizes. The general grouping and frequency of villages vary from valley to valley but these are 

invariably defended by mud bricks wall and towers. The way of life is as primitive as it was 

almost thousand years in every aspect not only in terms of construction of houses but also in the 

form of social values which are termed as Riwaj. Each village is the home of a certain clan 

which for all practical purposes acts and behaves as a sovereign state, formulating and ratifying 

treaties and declaring war providing amnesty and shelter to outlaws from other clans depending 

upon either a collective decision or at times acting at their own will. Surrounding grazing 
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grounds are joint property and so are fruit trees and orchards. There is no central hereditary 

power junta rather it varies with time to time. Polygamy is a common practice which becomes a 

necessity because of frequent feuds and war. There is no concept of population control rather 

more the children stronger is the clan and tribe. Women are treated with respect and are seldom 

seen outside their walled compounds. Kidnapping or rape of females is a rarity. The practising 

religion is the Sunni sect of Islam. Elders are respected, Jirga is the parliament of the clan where 

collective decisions are taken and are bound to be observed. 

Tochi Valley is part of North Waziristan Agency
26

  and inhabited by Wazir and Daur 

Tribe. From 1895 onwards when British established their political control
27

 along the Frontier 

especially in Waziristan this valley alone has been the most violent in nature, often erupting 

suddenly and then calming down. It has happened in 1898, 1915, 1919, 1936,1957 and now 

again since 2005 this valley is in forefront receiving almost hundred per cent more Drone attacks 

as compared to any other valley. The very fact that Tochi Valley 
28

 shares a border with 

Afghanistan (Durand Line) makes the study as part of international relations and affairs. 

 

There are 245 theses in National Defence University Islamabad, out of which a dozen 

deals with the tribal areas of Pakistan or more specifically FATA, yet not a single thesis is on 

North Waziristan Agency, or on Frontier Corps. Among the sixty-odd thesis of foreign 

universities mainly USA and Canada the term FATA is being used exclusively for all the tribal 

areas.  

The general perception that emerges from the media, thesis, policy statement world over 

is FATA and tribal areas are ungovernable; the state of Pakistan intentionally avoids doing 

anything in tribal areas. Pakistan being the hub of the International terrorism, bastion of 

militancy, Islam as the primary factor in the increase of violence all over the globe, Pakistan 

military being implicated in the support of the militants especially with reference to the hiding 

                                                 
26

 . https://fata.gov.pk/ accessed on 12
th

 January 2017. http://www.nwfpbos.sdnpk.org/nwfpds/2000/5.htm. 

http://dsal.uchicago.edu/reference/gazetteer/pager.html?objectid=DS405.1.I34_V19_155.gif 
27

 Captain Warburton became the political  officer of Khyber on 31
st
 July 1879, Till 1902, the political agent of 

Khyber was designated as political officer, the only political officer among the agencies authorised to communicate 

directly with central government. 
28

 Khajuri.is the gateway to North Waziristan from Frontier Region Bannu. As the name indicates it has an 

abundance of date palms covering an area of about five square miles. It is situated on the left bank of Tochi River at 

its junction with Shana Algad. Other main towns in North Waziristan are Datta Khel Miranshah, Boya, Mir Ali, 

Razmak, Shiwa, Dosali and Ghulam Khan. All these are located on the river banks or water source 

https://fata.gov.pk/
http://www.nwfpbos.sdnpk.org/nwfpds/2000/5.htm
http://dsal.uchicago.edu/reference/gazetteer/pager.html?objectid=DS405.1.I34_V19_155.gif
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and later killing of Osama bin Laden in May 2011 at Abbottabad.  The leadership of Al Qaeda 

and Taliban has settled into the tribal frontier lands of western Pakistan, Pakistan army plays 

double game, on one hand it accepted billions of dollars and permitted strikes by American 

unmanned aircraft on Al Qaeda leadership, on other hand it shielded other terrorist groups and 

leaders as a ledge in case the Taliban again seized the power . 
29

  

Pakistani scholars have based their arguments upon the economic disparity that exist 

between the FATA and the rest of Pakistan. The conclusion of native scholars is towards 

highlighting the lack of infra-structure, facilities and education along with the misinterpretation 

of the Islamic teachings as the main cause. 

   Problem Statement 

 

 

 Western Frontiers of Pakistan inhabited by tribes
30

, historically have been in a state of 

violence.  Present  volatile situation in North Waziristan is adversely affecting the 

international relations of Pakistan thus it needs research to understand the cause  

         

 

                                                                    

 

 

 

 

                                                 
29

 http://www.cnn.com/2017/08/21/politics/trump-afghanistan-pakistan-india/index.html President Donald 

Trump on Afghanistan , he pledges to fight to win, 21
st
 August 2017. http://foreignpolicy.com/2017/08/22/trumps-

presidential-afghanistan-speech/ also see General John Nicolson statement on Pakistan support for Taliban 

http://www.newindianexpress.com/world/2017/aug/28/pakistan-fumes-over-us-general-john-nicholsons-taliban-
remarks-164921. 
 
 
 
30

 Pakistan have a population of 180 million with an area of 79,6096 square kilometers. FATA have a population of 

3.1 million spread over an area of 27,220 Square kilometers. North Waziristan have a population of 3,61,246 in an 

area of 4707 square Kilometers. 

http://www.cnn.com/2017/08/21/politics/trump-afghanistan-pakistan-india/index.html
http://foreignpolicy.com/2017/08/22/trumps-presidential-afghanistan-speech/
http://foreignpolicy.com/2017/08/22/trumps-presidential-afghanistan-speech/
http://www.newindianexpress.com/world/2017/aug/28/pakistan-fumes-over-us-general-john-nicholsons-taliban-remarks-164921
http://www.newindianexpress.com/world/2017/aug/28/pakistan-fumes-over-us-general-john-nicholsons-taliban-remarks-164921
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  Chapter 2        Review of Literature 

    War and Peace on North Western Frontiers of Indus Civilisation (Pakistan) 

 

 

 Abstract. 

  Western and more specifically the North Western Frontiers of  Indus Civilisation have 

been a subject of interest through the history. Literature review thus begins with the earliest 

forms of the history available. The Vedas, three Divine books,  Greek Historia, travelogues, 

court histories, memoirs of Mongols and Mughals Emperors, all are important in establishing 

the basic parameters of the culture of Indus Civilisation. Focus is on the western frontiers. 

British historians created a romance of frontier aura, the memoirs of viceroys field marshals’, 

generals, officers, soldiers and political agents , do convey the scarlet thread of their expeditions 

and campaigns. The cabinet papers and historical newspapers of British Government, the Jinnah 

Papers of Pakistan’s Government , have been consulted in order to understand the mind of 

policy makers. Militia has been amply covered in  literature  between 1840-1947, but there is a 

vacuum in post 1947 and almost a darkness in post 9/11. 

 

Vedas of Aryans.  

 

 The scholars have no unity in terms of numbers of civilisations which exist or existed, 

they vary from seven to twenty four civilisations. Indus Valley Civilisation is a matter of debate 
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‘Probably one or more civilisations emanated from Indus civilisation’.
31

 Whereas the history or 

the epigraphy
32

 of Nile and Euphrates has been able to pass down to us the culture and religion 

of these two great civilisations  in the form of tablets and seals which inform us of the deities, the 

codes the life pattern of those ancients people with certainty. No physical evidence was available 

for India other than the oral traditions which are called Vedas . Rig Veda
33

 is thus not only a 

poem but a history,; depending upon how a scholar interprets it. The Vedas speak of the battles 

that took place between the Aryans and the Dravidians. Aryans had no rituals  neither they had 

any temples, for Aryan his horse was the most sacred and he used it in a chariot, Aryan was fond 

of warfare . Regarding Aryans the mystery deepens as to who they were it is again established 

that they had narrow skull and light skinned and this to some extent is related to even present day 

high esteem for fair skin and colour which is notably regarded as a nobility in the person. 

‘Aryans , Persians all originated from Pamirs’
34

 it is very much possible that these Aryans came 

down with the flow of the river from its source in the far off mountains .There exist no literary 

tradition throwing light on the origin and growth of great cities of north west India
35

. 

These Indo-Europeans were white men like the Semites but they spoke a different 

language they had lived among the peaks which surround the plateau of Iran and that are why 

we call them Aryans Under the leadership of Zarathustra (or Zoroaster) who was their great 

teacher many of them had left their mountain homes to follow the swiftly flowing Indus River on 

its way to the sea.
36

  

2.2 Alexander the Great and Indus Civilisation Military Culture. 

 

                                                 
31

 Samuel Huntington;,  Clash of Civilizations,, Foreign Affairs, Volume 72,No.3  
32

 Issac Cory  Ancient Fragments of the Phoenicians, Chaldeans, Egyptians, Persians, Indians and other writers, 

,{Pickering,London,1832} 
33

 Vedas [ means knowledge] which are four in series the first one was composed in 11
th

 or 12
th

 century BC and is 

called Rig Veda the second is called Samaveda and is composed of hymns of the Rig Veda the third Veda was 

composed in 10
th

 or 9
th

 century BC and is known as Yajurveda and is composed of prayers the fourth veda is called 

Atharvaveda.  Raeshwar Gupta  The Rig Veda a History, {Jogendra Nath,Chittagong,1904},p-12 
34

 Mattew Arnold& Marie Snell Sohrab & Rustam an episode, ,{Werner,Chicago,1896},p-82. 
35

  Houter &   Wooley History of mankind volume One ,p 451-458, 
36

 The  Story of Mankind By Hendrik Van Loon, Ph.D. November 27, 2009 [EBook #754] 
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 Historia
37

  is the first written account of Indus Valley
38

 and throws light on the culture 

and military aspects of the Persian Empire
39

 and its relation to the Indus Valley. It highlights the 

wealth and diversity of culture in the Indus Valley. It was paying tax more than any other twenty 

Satrapies
40

,  Persian language lacked the S phonetic thus Sindhu became Hindu and that is how 

the area and people living astride River Sindhu or Indus Valley became Hindustan and Hindus. 

word for river in Sanskrit is Sindhu. Herodotus wrote about the Sindhu, ‘these people dwell 

northward of all the rest of the Indians and follow the same code of life as the Bactrian’s, they 

are the most war like than any other tribe.
41

    This phonetic variation have a deep impact on later 

and present history, as majority of Pakistan’s population considers the very word Hindu as a 

racial and religious taboo, therefore it is almost blasphemous to associate history with it.  Indians 

were the most in number in terms of population in all the world. 

After the Persian came  Greek into Indus Valley. Alexander the Great’s historians also 

compiled the accounts of his campaign in Indus Valley. Alexander
42

, had campaigned through 

the present day FATA, thus this account is the very first detailed account of these tribes
43

.  

Alexander had no less than twenty official historians with him , what is more important is in the 

fact that these historians have highlighted the militant fighting nature of the Indus Valley. ‘The 

Greeks which entered India through Khyber Pass were offered resistance by the city of 

                                                 
37

 Herodotus The History, translated by George Rawlinson,ed Manuel Komroff,{Tudor,NewYork,1928}. Apart from 

Herodotus, Thucydides {455-400BC} Polybius {198-117 BC},Livy {59 BC-17 AD} Tacitus {55-120 AD} are other 

Greek writers and historians. 
38

 Arya Desh was the name of India, Northern Tribes call it India or Hindu as noted by Hsin-Tu in 7
th

 AD, see The , 

Jawaharlal Nehru Discovery of India,p-63.Chinese called India as Shin-Tu see James Legge, A Record of Buddhist 

Kingdoms The Chinese Monk Fa-Hien of His Travels in India &Ceylon AD 399-414,{Oxford,1886},p-26.also see 

Jhon Keay History of India{Grover,NewYork,2000},p-57,
38

  
39

 Cyaxares {625-593 BC}  and his descendants Cyrus {550-530BC} were able to conquer the Greek cities  of Asia 

minor and later to extend their rule in the east to the inclusion of the Indus river and to its upper mouth at Taxila 

which the Persians called  Sindhu  and Gandhara respectively , they made a satrapy{province } of this Indian 

conquest . 
40

 Darius I {521-485BC} had his empire divided in twenty satrapies  Tashkila {Taxila} was one among them, the 

most rich among all, paying tax in gold rather than the silver. It establishes the fact that there existed a trade route 

between the upper India and the Central Asia passing through Khyber . 
41

 Herodotus The Historia, translated by George Rawlinson,ed Manuel Komroff,( NewYork Tudor, ,1928},182. also 

see Olaf Caroe, Pathan 550B.C.-1957 A.D.( NewYork McMillan, ,1965),28..also see Pliny Natural History Book 

VI,p-30. Also see Micheal Woods, Story of India, a video,  British Broadcasting Corporations, London, 1998. 
42

 Alexander the Great {356-323 BC} carried out campaigns in Indus Valley 326-323 BC. 

Arrian’s The Campaigns of Alexander translated by Aubrey de Selincourt{Penguin, 1971} first written in 70 AD are 

a valuable and most authentic record. Alexander the Great sacked Turkey in 334-333 BC,Phoenicians in 333-

332,Persepolis in 331-330 and pushed into Arachosia{Afghanistan} & Sogdia{Uzbekistan}in 329-328 BC,he was in 

vicinity of Kabul in 327 BC.  Yenne Bill Alexander The Great, { Palgrave, McMillan, New York,2010} pp-134-135, 

Lionel Pearson The Lost Histories of Alexander The Great, {scholar Press,Chicago,1983},p-1 
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Peucelaotis{ present day Peshawar} resultantly the governor of the city was killed in the battle 

which took place after a siege of thirty days . 
44

   At Massaga, 
45

 the capital of Asaciens {the 

town is not yet identified} ‘Indians offered stout resistance…siege lasted for four days…many 

Indians were butchered even after surrender. 

Greek faced the Porus, King of Punjab at Hydaspus, in which Greek were able to 

overcome the native resistance yet they acknowledge. ‘ a man of character he was different from 

the Persian Darius who fled from the battlefield.. Porus’s  two sons died in the battle field….he 

looked majestic after the defeat in his over seven feet tall frame .
46

   Alexander was critically 

wounded in the citadel of Multan and the casualties which were suffered both by the natives and 

Greek, between the start of his retreat from Hydaspus till the crossing of Multan are in excess of 

80,000.  Harassment and attacks on Greeks continued all along the Indus, from the ancient towns 

of Mohenjo-Daro and Kot Dijio as well as from the tribes of Baluchistan. Alexander regarded 

himself lucky and offered many sacrifices en route and at the end because Darius when he 

invaded India was able to leave with only seven companions.
47

 The route which Alexander opted 

for retreat was adopted by the Arabs in 712 AD for invasion of Indus Valley; presently a coastal 

highway has been commissioned that links Karachi to Gwador passing through the withdrawal 

route of Greeks.  

.At all places including Swat, Peshawar, Jhelum, Lahore, Multan, Thatta, Mekran, the 

natives offered stiff resistance to Greek army. Alexander himself was wounded at Multan. Thus 

the logical deduction is that Indus Valley, the abode of Aryans , which as a race were termed 

militant by Vedas now stood the mettle as they persisted with their tenacity and militancy against 

the Greek as well.  This was the beginning of Greek civilisation’s influence in Indus as 

Alexander had left and divided the empire among his generals. 
48

 

                                                 
44

 Robin Lane Fox Alexander the Great {London, Allen Lane, 1973}, 341-350. Sir Aurel Stein On Alexander the 

Great’s Track to Indus Personal Narrative of Explorations on The North-West Frontier of India ,(London 

1929}.43-48. 
45

 Curtiss called it Mazagae ,Anabasis p-233. 
46

 Arrian, Annabis, 280. Webster Hunt, Readings in Ancient History{Boston, Heath,1913},p.147. 
47

 Semiramis and Darius kings of Persia had made an invasion of Indus Valley almost 500 BC but Semiramis was 

lucky to be able to take flight with 20 people and Darius with only seven people ,also see Alexander Robinson 

Junior  History of Alexander the Great extant historians & fragments by (Brown University,Rhode Island,1953), 

130. 
48

 Raflaub, Kurt. and Nathan Rosenstein. Ed. War and society in the ancient and Medieval World, Asia, the 

Mediterranean, Europe and Mesopotamia .{ London: Centre for The Hellenic Studies, trustees for Harvard 

University,1999} ‘’our sources do not give us precise number for the armies of Philip or Alexander in relation to the 

total population’’. {p.174} 
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 Aristotle kept the war separate from political philosophy, Plato
49

 declares that military 

science and theory of warfare form a part of art of citizenship referring here to skill in the use of 

arms
50

. Morality to Plato was a key factor of the human life and the debate about what is good 

and what is bad starts form here, Plato did not reached any conclusion in is dialogues other than 

that morality si something which only an individual can judge what is wrong and what is right 

 

2.3. Old Testament, New Testament and Holy Koran 

 

The three divine books have a richness of history,  present international affairs and 

conflicts revolves around the followers of these books,  Jews, Christians and Muslims 

respectively. There are many concepts common among all three, they do believe in the heavenly 

creation of the universe, Jews and Muslims have similar dietary laws, one striking feature of the 

Judaism faith was its absolute disliking of pig and its meat (Leviticus 11:7-8), so much that in 

one incident seven brothers willingly accepted death in front of their mother but did not touch the 

pig meat and later mother also accepted death by fire yet did not ate pig meat, it just highlights 

the severity of the faith. Jews were also forbidden to eat  the meat of camel and the fat of goat 

,ox and sheep (Leviticus 7: 23-24)  

 Jews the children of god, persecuted Christians when this new religion emerged ,with 

both subjects under the Roman Empire. Christianity does not change much in nature from the 

Judaism after all the Jesus said ‘ I have not come here to change anything ….everything which 

was said before even the comma stands as it is’(Matthew 5:17-19). However  the one change that 

is visible in Christianity as compare to the Judaism is the tolerance of the adulteress women 

basing upon the Jesus’s reaction to the treatment of Lady  Magellan When Roman Empire did 

converted to Christianity the Christians in retaliation persecuted the Jews which lasted as late as 

till 1933-1945 in Europe. Islam
51

 took birth in same geographical area as the other two,( present 

day Israel ,Jordan, Saudi Arabia). Islam initially had very cordial relationship with other two 

religions, later it developed a much severe outlook especially towards the Jews, but overall Islam 

allowed marriages with other two religions. The laws of Islam does not vary much from the laws 

                                                 
49

 Plato Republic, a new translation by Robert Waterfield, { Barnes & Noble, NY, 1993},p-56 
50

  M.G. Forsyth edited, The theory of International Affairs selected texts from Gentilli to Traitschke {George Allen, 

London, 1970}, p - 18 
51

 Muhammad{pbuh 571-632 AD} was born in Mecca 
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of Moses as both detest eating of pig meat idolatry and adultery, whereas the punishment for an 

adulteress is  death in Judaism the same is applicable in Islam, the difference lies in the extremity 

of the laws whereas  in Judaism, the King Solomon had seven hundred wives ,Islam restricted it 

to four, however in term of idolatry the reaction of both is same, Tribes of North Western 

Frontiers do trace their origin from one of these wandering or lost tribe of Jews.
52

 And later their 

oral history especially that of Afridi tribe traces their origin to accepting Islam at Mecca.
53

 

Conquest of Indus Valley by Muslims(Arabs) started in 711 AD, when Hijaj Bin Yousaf 

send his nephew a seventeen year old general Muhammad Bin Qasim in  a two pronged advance, 

Qasim literally followed the footsteps of Alexander’s retreating forces for his invasion.  Arab 

also  invaded Oxus Civilisation and clashed with Turk
54

 , resultantly the region embraced Islam, 

later Indus Civilisation also after loosing in battlefield accepted Islam as way of life and 

religion.
55

 Thus two religions{Islam and Hinduism} emerged which later became as two 

civilisations and ideologies within the Indus Civilisation. Nothing parallels the phenomenal 

spread of Islam within decades the two most powerful empires of Roman and Persians were 

exterminated from the region ,the Romans lived for another few centuries but Persians were 

made part of history.
56

Islam itself divided into two main sects, Shia and Sunni with Shias having 

more sympathy in Persia than in Arabia, resultantly in India also the same enmity continued 

which is present even  today.
57

 The tribes of frontier are overwhelmingly adherent of Sunni sect 

                                                 
52

 Its part of Oral History and tradition of these tribes namely Wazir and Afridi 
53

 Olaf Caroe, The Pathans, Macmillan & Company, London,1958 
54

 Arabs called all nomadic tribes as Turk. 
55

 Brigadier S.K.Malik The Muslim Conquest of Central Asia,{Rawalpindi, Army Education Press,1981}. 
56

 The Cambridge 1, The Central Islamic Lands,edited by P.M. Holt{caambridge, 1970}, Bertold Spuler translated 

from German by F.R.C. Bagley The Muslim World, Part 1, age of Caliphs, {Leiden,Brill,1960},  For Ismailism see 

Bombay high court reports , reports decided in the high court of Bombay 1866, Daya Muhammad & others Vs. 

Muhammad Hussein and others ,p-333 also see Gazetteer of Sind by E.W.Aitkin 1817 and 1907 edition 
57

 Third Caliph Uthman was assassinated, his kinsmen which included Muawiyah already governor of Syria were 

blunt in reaction and demanded justice which included apprehension of caliph’s murderers, Ali’s( fourth caliph) 

reaction was rather lukewarm and this infuriated Aisha the wife of late Prophet{pbuh} resultantly the two faced each 

other in the Battle of Camel{656 AD}. Ali was victorious and he with due respect send Aisha back to Medina. 

Muawiyah refused to pay homage to Ali and another battle took place between them at Siffin in 657AD with no 

clear result , Ali was assassinated in 661AD while he was offering the prayers , the caliphate was now with the 

Muawiyah as Ali’s elder son forfeited his claim to the caliphate. Later Yazid son of Muawiyah ascended to caliphate 

but he was challenged by the second son of Ali, Hussein who marched towards the Kufa with his family and small 

bands of followers numbering  not more than two hundred but they were slaughtered by the Yazid’s forces near 

Karbala in 680 AD,  with only women and children escaping the death who were made prisoners ; it rocked the 

Islam at its roots  and till do date Islam is divided on the lines of people who believe that caliphate was the right of 

the Ali and his family and others who deny this. Tthe followers of Ali or the family of prophet as they later came to 

be addressed as ‘Ahle bayt’ are known as Shias which literally means followers ,party ,group, associate ,partisans or 

supporters.  
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with Turi, Bangash and clans of Orakzai adhering to Shia sect. In Gilgit, Chitral, Hunza, the 

Shias are in majority, Ismail (Agha Khan) sect is the most populous in Hunza and Nagar. This 

sectarian difference has been one of the major cause of violence on the frontier in the past and in 

present too. 

2.4. Autobiographies, Biographies, & Travelogue 

 

Among the literature review the importance of autobiographies and travelogue
58

 is 

immense as they shed light on the cultural values. Mongol and Mughal Kings are vital, 

fundamental and early source of the area, they allow a window inside the history makers. 

Tamerlane carried out  campaign on India chiefly due to religious reason, he massacred over 

hundred thousand Hindus in his brief stay in India. The very fact that Mughul army carried out 

many campaigns on the north western frontier , put these autobiographies on a high pedestal. It 

was a battle for control of Kabul and surrounding territories. However like the Greeks the 

Mughuls also remained confined towards the Peshawar, Khyber, and Khyber Pass, area north 

and east of it. The gems of knowledge hidden among these autobiographies and biographies is 

immense
59

, it was Emperor Akbar
60

 who can be rightly called as father of modern sociology. His 

research methodology in determining whether a child is inborn with language or it is adopted 

with the environment is a classic, something which cannot be repeated in modern era, he had 

over 100 new-born babies confined in a palace with none to talk but only to look after, after a 

year and half when Emperor Akbar visited toddlers again, he found that they are unable to speak 

any language . Another matter of interest is the government policy adopted by the Sultans of 

Delhi during the Mongol invasion, not much is known about that era, other than from the court 

historians. In dealing with court histories and auto biographies the guideline given by  Ibn 

Khaldun in his Muqqaddama is very useful. 

                                                                                                                                                             
 
58

 A good work is the A Record of Buddhistic Kingdoms the Chinese Monk FaHien of his travels in India & Ceylon 

A.D., 399-414, translated and annotated by jamesLegge,professor of Chinese in Oxford university{Oxford,1886}. 
59

 Tamerlane wrote Tuzk I Taimoori, Babur wrote Tuzk I Babari, Humayun’s sister compiled Humayun Nama, 

Jahangir wrote Tuzk I Jahangiri 
60

 A good work is Darbar I Akbari, history of Akbar the Great translated from Persian by  Moulana Muhammad 

Azad,  First edition 1910. 
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 During British Raj, quite a lot has been written by the soldiers, statesmen, and 

administrators. Parliamentary debates, questions and answers, policy and command papers, 

official reports, gazettes, speeches and documentaries are rich source for analytic induction. 

Among the published material Colonel Sir Robert Warburton’s Eighteen Years in the Khyber 

1879-1898
61

stands out. Warburton has a unique place among all the British officers who served 

on Frontier, he had the Afghan blood line and he is credited with maintainig peace and control of 

strategic Khyber Pass and the Afridi tribe. He took all the leading Maliks of Afridi tribe on a 

month long tour from Peshawar to Calcutta on train and came back via sea to Karachi then 

onwards to Quetta and back to Peshawar; it provides such a rare glimpse of tribal mind, seldom 

has any one stayed with these tribal Maliks for so long on such a pleasure trip.  Another 

important work by an equally important personality is that of  Richard Isaac Bruce
62

, a former 

political agent of Baluchistan and later commissioner Derajat division.  Bruce’s work is 

important as it draws comparison between the Baluchistan and the North Western Frontier (it 

was part of Punjab till 1903), secondly, Bruce was instrumental in opening the Gomal Pass and 

establishing of political agencies in Waziristan. H.L. Nevill Captain
63

, Campaigns of The North 

West Frontier is the very first account of the campaigns on the North Western Frontier,  from the 

very first in 1850 against Afridis of Kohat Pass – Mohmand Field Force in 1908, Field Marshall 

Roberts wrote the foreword ‘The history of the North west Frontier of India is one long record of 

strife with the wild and war like tribes that inhabit the difficult mountainous region which is the 

borderland between British India and Afghanistan…a discussion of the policy which regulates 

our dealings with the tribes on the north west frontier is outside the scope of this book’. 

Colonel Algernon Durand was the younger brother of Mortimer Durand
64

 the foreign 

secretary of India , who drew the famous Durand Line.. Algernon, led the military expedition 

and also established the Gilgit Agency in the north, his work Making of Frontier
65

 is a primary 

source in understanding the very basic policy consideration and the cultural values in north. 
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A Collection of Treaties, Engagements and Sanads
66

 and Imperial Gazetteer Provincial 

Series
67

 are important primary sources, gazetteers  provides quantitative primary data about the 

districts apart from history and administration. The census reports which are part of these 

gazetteers are a continuous link of data. For example the population of NWFP increased by 32% 

between 1891-1901. The gazetteers also highlghts that census was carried out in Tochi Valley in 

1903, having a  population of 23,000 

 Evelyn Howell’s, Mizh
68

 is rated as classic and was compulsory read for all officers 

posted in South Waziristan Scouts {SWS} . Few officers who have served on Frontier published 

their autobiographies,  Frontier Scouts by Colonel H. R. C. Pettigrew{1955, Sussex} it is rare 

and very limited edition, it is about South Waziristan Scouts and the Agency. 

Partition of Subcontinent and birth of Pakistan and India itself covers a whole study of 

literature; more than politics and religion the threat of communism also weighed in making the 

western frontiers of Pakistan.
69

 By and large partition was on historical pattern thus the Indus 

Civilisation transitioned into Pakistan and Ganges Valley became Bharat. Sir Mortimer 

Wheeler’s  The Indus Civilisation{1953 , London} is a watermark work, as it links the history of 

past Indus Valley to the newly born Pakistan.  

 

2.5. Mujahedeen The Hero; 1978-1990. 

 

 The Russian invasion of Afghanistan in 1978 , first validated the hypothesis of Forward 

Policy and it also brought into limelight the tribes of north western frontier. Before this invasion, 

the tribes were never accorded the world attention in so detail. Their battle, stance, resistance, 

courage, sacrifices, culture, values were accepted and glorified by the Pakistan and Western 
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civilisation. The resistance cry was on the religion, thus this attracted the Arabs and other 

Muslim fighters. Ahmad Shah Mashud emerged as the most charismatic guerrilla leader ‘Lion of 

Panjsher’ 
70

 

2.6. Taliban the Evil; Post 9/11 Literature; 

 

9/11, overnight made the same heroic Mujahedeen as the evil Taliban. The literature 

reveals that not a single book worth mentioning was written in defence of Taliban
71

, to portray 

their perspective and to highlight the morality of international affairs . The world was divided 

into two, either with us or with the Taliban. In such environment the truth is the first casualty .In 

Pakistan, as the war expanded, more it became to analyse the conflict on morality, law and 

ethics. 

In the post 9/11 world, tribal areas once again gained the primary focus of scholars all 

over the world, it was mainly the historical repetition of this particular geographical entity which 

is baffling the wisdom of all those who are interested in the understanding of present politics.  

Scholars differ in opinion as how to make a sense of this kind of violence which has caught all of 

them off guard, none predicted it to be coming, for many it was End of History
72

.  

Grau a retired American army officer had written few books about the Russian invasion 

of Afghanistan, his thesis
73

 covers the entire war in Afghanistan and as such differs from other 

who were concentrating on one particular area..Umer Khan’s
74

.: The case of the Pashtun Tribes. 
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and Intikhab Alam’s
75

. A case study of Khyber Agency Intikhab’s thesis thus is the second thesis 

on the Khyber Agency, first being that of Richard Christensen , and again the role of Militia or 

Khyber Rifles is glaringly missing. Katja,Rikomen
76

. Beyond the Sipah, Jaish and Lashkars. and  

Najeeb ,Jan’s
77

 Metacolonial State: Pakistan, Deoband.. These two thesis do justice to the 

research on religion, especially the thesis of Katja is classic in a sense that she was attracted 

towards the very subject of her inquiry through a newspaper news while being in Islamabad.  

 The key person in post 9/11 scenario was the President General Pervaiz Musharraf, and 

his account of diplomacy, intelligence, initiation of war and most importantly the very reason 

that he decided to join the American efforts in combating the terror. Musharraf’s account thus is 

the most authentic to come out from Pakistan in post 9/11.
78

  On the other side, Shabana 

Fayyaz
79

, A Case Study of Musharraf Regime is an indepth analytical study of Mushararf’s 

regime itself.  Leslie 
80

 had been writing the memoirs and visited Peshawar again in 1971 after 

his repatriation in 1947. ‘  Leslie very aptly summed up his visit with remarks, ‘The present 

situation, which is in danger of causing friction between Pathan and the rest of Pakistan, was due 

to pressure from the tribal areas’, Leslie died in 1978. Jules Stewart’s 
81

 is one among very few 

which highlights the Frontier Corps of Rifles, Scouts and Militia, popularly known as Militia, 

Frontier Corps or FC,. Contrary to the title it deals only with the Khyber Rifles from inception in 

1878 till 1947; the word Al-Qaeeda is a deception. Charles Chenevix Trench
82

 is another writer 

who has contributed literature on Militia in the pre partitio0n era, the limitation of Charles and  

Frank Leeson
83

 another veteran of Frontier is that there work covers only period uptill 1947. On 

the other hand, they have the advantage of consulting the primary sources in London regarding 
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their work. Trench’s father was a political agent also thus he has been able to contribute 

positively.. In terms of research work and publication,  The Mujaheedin Movement
84

 by Jahanzeb 

Khalil deals in depth with the area north and east of Peshawar, it traces the unrest at that 

particular time to the history. Durand Line 
85

 by Azmat Hayat Khan was a timely inclusion on 

the crucial and vital Durand Line
86

, which for many is the apple of discord in the province. 

 Bing West
87

, writes.. ’ The leadership of Al Qaeda and Taliban settled into the tribal 

frontier lands of western Pakistan, Pakistan army played double game, on one hand it accepted 

billions of dollars and permitted strikes by American unmanned aircraft on Al Qaeda leadership , 

on other hand it shielded other terrorist groups and leaders as a ledge in case the Taliban again 

seized the power’ . Carter Malkasian
88

, studies  one district in Afghanistan, to help answer, 

whether the USA and its allies were bound to be defeated in Afghanistan , should  the USA 

heeded the warnings of history and stayed out .Sean Maloney
89

,. Confronting the Chaos, a rogue 

military historian returns to Afghanistan. Annapolis: Naval Institute.2009. his book covers the 

war in Afghanistan from 2003-4, he states a statement of Osama Bin Laden ‘ Why are your 

government especially those of Britain, France, Italy, Canada, Germany and Australia allying 

themselves with America in the attack against us in Afghanistan’ Doug Stanton
90

, Writes about 

Taliban, these guys{Taliban} do not surrender, they fought to the death. Professor Lieutenant 

General Peter Leahy who was chief of army staff in Australian Army[2002-2008} and now at 

University of Canberra writes in the preface of the book ‘ today our soldier face the descendants 

of the hardy Afghan warriors on a  field of battle that has changed little over the 

centuries…provides valuable insight into the conduct of today’s campaign, which can help 
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deliver us from the perils of repeating the mistakes’.
91

 One very fundamental question that arises  

is regarding the Arabs settling in frontier among the Pathan. One useful book is. The Arabs at 

War in Afghanistan.. It highlights that  there was an Arab Village at Jalaabad. 
92

 

  2.7. Thesis & Dissertations 

 

 There are 245 thesis in National Defence University Islamabad, out of which a dozen 

deals with the tribal areas of Pakistan or more specifically FATA, yet not a single thesis  is on  

Militia or on Frontier Corps. Among the sixty odd thesis of foreign universities mainly USA and 

Canada the term FATA is being used exclusively for all the tribal areas. The general perception 

that emerges from these thesis is ‘ FATA and tribal areas are ungovernable, the state of Pakistan 

intentionally avoids doing anything in tribal areas, the safe haven of terrorist and al Qaeda are in 

these tribal areas, the lack of education and economical disparities are the major reason for the 

present state of situation, women and human rights have no standing in these tribal areas, war in 

Afghanistan cannot be won unless and until these tribal areas are incorporated in the main stream 

of government. Among the scholars, only one has been in Pakistan from University of Austin, 

Texas, others relied mainly on theoretical framework of conflict theories. Women scholars have 

their bias on highlighting the plight of women in the tribal society. 

Pakistani scholars have based their arguments upon the economic disparity that exist 

between the FATA and the rest of Pakistan. 

Frontier and British raj has been a subject of interest to many historians and quite a 

number of research has been carried.  Gagan, Kumar’s
93

  is the pioneer study by an Indian 

scholar within India on the north west frontier and army. Gajendar Singh
94

 although deals with 

Indian army but it does not touch upon the conflicts on the north-western frontier. Timothy 

Robert Moreman. ‘’Passing it On’’
95

. and Brandon Douglas Marsh’s. Ramparts of Empire, are 
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two classical studies which are on the army on north western frontier; main emphasis is that in 

that period, the British army had a fear of getting a knockout blow in Waziristan and as such it 

expanded rather than cut down as was being done in rest of India . However the Militia seems to 

be almost non existent in these studies and same holds true for Salma’s Grudging Concession
96

 . 

Christensen Richard’s
97

. although is an anthropologist study and research yet the study not only 

misses the Khyber Rifles but what little has been added is  quite off the mark. Another thesis on 

the tribal area is Mohmand Agency carried out in 1974 by Abdullah Mohmand in Peshawar 

University, this is the only doctorate level study carried out by a native of the agency, however 

the Militia or the Mohmand Rifles are almost negligible in subject matter. One of the key reason 

for the omission of Frontier Corps and that of local Militias is the absence of research culture 

within Pakistan. A weakness or shortcoming highlighted by Abedin, Najmul in his thesis
98

 

another thesis which links the present day tribal areas to the past is that of Ikram Ahmad Butt’s
99

 

Lord Curzon and the Indian State 1899-1905. Relations between the British India and 

Afghanistan along with Russia  have caught the imagination of quite a number of scholars
100

 , 

the three Anglo Afghan wars and finally the actual invasion of the Afghanistan by the Russia in 

1979, the very act for which the events in 1839 were taken .  

Army and military are basic bricks on which our modern state ship is based upon, the 

character and behaviour of the military is subject to a wide range of studies and research as to 

why a particular army behaves and acts in particular manner thus to understand Pakistan Army 

culture apart from Shuja Nawaz’s Crossed Swords {Oxford,2000}. Ejaz Hussain
101

.: The case of 

Pakistan. Kirk S.Campbell. Civil Military relationship Pakistan.
102

. Paul Ernest Lenze.
103
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‘’Islamic Democracies’’: Ashraful Hasan
104

. nature of rule in Pakistan., are few of the thesis 

consulted in order to understand the cultural behaviour of the military. 

Media, in terms of movies
105

, there have been three international movies, The King of 

Khyber Rifles,  The Man who would be King and more known Far Pavilion. 

2.8.Knowledge Gap 

  

 The major gap in literature is manifold, first is the absence of any methodology of 

conducting the research in such environment; war like. The Lester Grau’s methodology of 

similar research in Afghanistan is different in a sense that the culture of American academic and 

military is different from Pakistan military and academic culture. Same holds true for Carter 

Malkasian’s thesis, although it focus on a single administrative unit in Afghanistan. Specifically 

no such attempts have been undertaken in Pakistan, thus an absence of methodology in violent 

stricken tribal areas encompassing both military and militia.Other point that has surfaced is the 

absence of literature regarding the Militia, specifically in post 1947 and post 9/11 period. The 

literature amply covers the Militia but that is during the British era. This gap in literature needs 

to be fulfilled as Militia is a vital component in war on terror. There seems to be a misperception 

about the Militia, they were accused and alleged during the fakir of Ipi campaign of being soft 

and similar ideas are being held today by the military. The few books that have been highlighted, 

about Militia also concentrates on the officers only, the men who hails from the native tribes and 

forms the backbone of militia have been put in oblivion. 

 On historical note, the campaign of Alexander the Great in Indus Valley , although have 

been a subject of interest for scholars across the world for centuries , yet no empirical research 

has been carried in Pakistan after 1947, to correlate the accounts of historian with ground 

realities. The link between Alexander The Great’s campaign and present day violence in the 

same geographical area has not been highlighted in the literature. Political Agent is the 
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administrative ruler of the political agencies, but very little has been put on paper by the scholars, 

in fact the very concept of political agencies is a void in the Pakistan’s academic world. 

 North Waziristan Political Agency despite being the most violent in post 9/11, has not 

been a subject of a dedicated research. What has been written about it, is as part of  FATA and 

not an exclusive study by itself. 

 There is no Relativist narrative regarding the war on terror, which highlights tribal 

perspective. 

2.9. Inference from Literature Review 

  

 Civilisation are geographical entities and there are ideological civilisations as well. 

Civilizations existed and prospered around the rivers and they have not died rather they are 

living Pakistan is the modern name of Indus Civilisation. Valleys makes civilisation, tribes 

inhabit the valleys and as such are in constant state of violence against each other , either due to 

economics or on religious basis. The Indus Civilisation is a militant civilisation 

History of Indus Valley is in fact a history of military  in the sub continent. British Raj 

was able to modernise Punjab or the eastern bank of Indus along with few districts across in 

western bank (Peshawar, Kohat, Bannu} but overall the present day FATA remained a pre-

modern civilisation.  

One of the key perceptions that develops after reading the literature is the emergence of 

two distinct cultures among the military; army and militia. Overall the military culture differs 

even among the army and air force , also within army there are cultures particular to arms and 

services.  

After making of Pakistan in 1947 the interpretation of international laws and treaties 

carried out among British India and Afghanistan and between the British and tribes are open for 

debates.  

The almost one sided morality which world has shown in post 9/11  highlights the 

hypocratic character of our civilisation and system. Governments and states have no morality, 

they use ethics only for their own sake but seldom believes in them. Idealism is preached as a 

soft face but realism is the faith of rulers. There is no such thing as international law or  

international morality; they are subject to the environment. 
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World and Pakistan adopted two opposite viewpoint of morality regarding the frontier 

tribes, they were good when they fought against the Russia (communism) but are considered as 

evil when they fight against the America and own military; although from tribal perspective they 

fought and still fight against the very presence of foreign troops. Thus among the causes of 

violence on north western frontiers, economics have played a minor role . 

 

 

  

 

 

Chapter 3 

                                Philosophy, Theory and Methodology 

                For assessing the causes of violence on North Western Frontiers of Pakistan 

            

The very first act of violence on earth took place when Cain killed Abel, his motive of 

killing was jealousy, for he was jealous that God was accepting the gifts of Abel more than his. 

Thus he took the life of his own brother. From modern critical theory perspective, was Cain 

really to be blamed for killing ? because afterall he was instigated by God himself by treating 

him inferior than his own brother. There is no agreement on the issue despite it being so simple 

and straight forward. However jealousy has been accepted as the very first and fundamental 

cause of violence among humans.
106

 With the passage of time, apart from jealousy, the main 

causes of violence among mankind were the interpretation of God’s commandments. 

Till 400 BC; the children of god known as the Israelis or Jews had a history of their own, 

where they multiplied and wandered around their birth place in the form of tribes. Greek city 

states emerged in the period and it was here that the basic structures and foundations of social 
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research were laid first by Aristotle
107

 . Lyceum gave birth to Logic, to arithmetic, philosophy 

and language. Theory and hypothesis are Greek legacy and were meant for philosophical 

interpretation of the events, acts, causes and prediction.  Hypothesis
108

 and theory
109

  are  two 

cardinal words on which our modern and present day scholarly world revolves around, both are 

Greek words and like so many other ancient words have lost its original meaning. In common 

day to day life both are used interchangeably, to describe as a phenomena, an idea which has 

happened, as a prediction of future. Both requires an observation of an event which is 

unexplainable but is present.  Behaviour of human, its prediction, how to control it and its study 

is the main theme of philosophers since the early days of our civilisation.  

All inquiries were once part of philosophy, the great mother of science, it is only in last 

two centuries that study of society has become a separate subject and separate science, sociology 

is science of human society whereas  natural philosophy became physics.  

It was Auguste Comte who believed that science follows one another in a definite and 

logical order and that all inquiry goes through certain stages, it was he who gave it the name 

sociology or science of society.
110

 Before we can collect data, our interest in data of a certain 

kind must be aroused, the problem always comes first .
111

 initial conditions, historical 

interpretation, a selective point of view or focus of historical interest. Sociology is  like Physics  

a branch of knowledge which aims at the same time to be theoretical and empirical, by 

theoretical , we mean sociology has to explain and to predict events with the help of theories or 
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of universal laws (which it tries to discover) by empirical , it means that , it is backed by 

experience , that the events it explains and predicts are observable facts and that observation is 

the basis for the acceptance or rejection of any propounded theory. 
112

 Prediction with the help of 

laws and the testing of the laws by observation must be common to Physics and Sociology , this 

is the Pro Naturalistic  doctrine. The main theme is that whether the laws of physics are 

applicable in theoretical social sciences, Whereas Galileo and Newton made Physics a success, 

Pasteur work in Biology, nothing concrete comes out in Social science less economics. The 

major reason is that humans have a soul and as such are unpredictable. Would Abel have done 

the same act of violence , had God accepted Cain’s gifts more than his ?Thus the main 

philosophical debate is whether the human actions can be predicted with as much certainity as 

we predict the physical objects, can we predict revoloutions and famine as we predict the motion 

of planets?  

   Humans as an individual are unpredictable, their actions and reactions are dependent 

upon variables like geography, history and biology. However as a collective group their actions 

and reactions are quite predictable, just have a look at any modern day city and one finds mass of 

people behaving in a set pattern. On roads and in stadiums they have predicatble behaviours. 

This repetition of behaviour creates prediction. Repetitions of events creates hypothesis, history 

forms the logical basis of human behaviour and its interpretation. Observation is the very basis of 

our sciences and philosophy, it was falling of apple , observed by Issac Newton, that gave birth 

to our gravitational laws. In true scientific sense, a law is a reality which remains unaffected by 

the environment. Thus laws of motion and gravity. However even the law of gravity have 

variation,  leave  with  the fruit from same tree in majority of cases will not fall with same rate, 

as aerodynamics will not only retard the fall of leave but in many instances, it will take it higher 

than the point of drop as well. Leaf instead of falling , soaring  lead to the formation of ‘Theory 

of Flight’. Yet there are no laws of flying, because the theory is dependent upon variables of lift 

and weight. L= ½ rv2scl. 
113

 Thus lift is dependent upon velocity and pressure of air mass. It 

highlights that a theory is by itself dependent upon variables. Whereas the direction of wind is 

controlled in a research model, it cannot be predicted at Siachen glacier at 18000 feet.  
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Giambattista Vico (1668-1774 believed that unlike world of natural object about which 

the God alone knows , the world of nations or human history has in fact been created by men and 

is there fore something which men can hope to know. 
114

 Behaviour of the humans is determined 

by their identity which itself is shaped by the society’s values, history, practices and institutions, 

Constructivism holds that all institutions including the state are socially constructed, thus 

constructivism is a theory based upon observations and scientific study. Physics depends upon 

generalisation, on the general uniformity of nature, upon the observation or assumption: that in 

similar conditions or circumstances similar things will happen, this principle is taken valid 

throughout space and time in the case of physics. Another key factor of physics is the experiment 

which implies artificial control, an artificial isolation and thereby ensures the reproduction of 

similar conditions, where circumstances are similar, similar things will happen  

 

Empirical theory  investigate , analysis and  use descriptive language  it is also referred as 

analytical or substantive theory. (They are also known as anti-positivist or interpretive approach.) 

They differ from natural science in a way that they believe that social facts are qualitatively 

different from the facts of nature, because they are created and recreated by our own actions as 

human beings. Thus, empirical theory or empirical science relies upon and refers to evidence 

deriving from experience as opposed to authority as in case of some political or religious beliefs 

or revelations Critical Theory or Kritische Theorie
115

, is an approach to the sciences, as a 

conception of society. It is conceived essentially as a form of historical sociology (science of 

history). It is an approach to the study of sociology in which the natural sciences or the positivist 

approach is criticised and not followed in entirety.
116

  

Philosophy is thinking about the world as a whole, to study the nature of selected parts of 

the world is to be scientist; to study its nature as a whole is to be philosopher.
117
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2.2         Historicism as Theory 

 

  History
118

 is the science of the past
119

. There are two main school of thoughts prevailing 

in the world,
120

 those who believe in the laws of physics and its applicability in all fields are 

termed as Naturalistic or positive. 121
.  Those who believe that it is not possible to apply in 

totality these laws on human behaviour are known as or labelled as Anti Naturalistic or negative. 

I am following the anti-naturalistic philosophy.  Thus whereas the flight path of a bullet fired 

from a rifle can be predicted with accuracy all over the world, the behaviour of the firer can only 

be hypothesised .  ‘History is also a theory’.  Karl Raymond Popper
122

 coins the term 

Historicism
123

, as an approach to the social science which assumes that ‘Historical Prediction’ is 

their principal aim and this can be attained by discovering the rhythm,  pattern, laws, or trends 

that underline the evolution of society. The debate is that whether history can bring predictions 

like physical sciences.
124

 The fundamental debate which Popper stated, is that whether there can 

be any laws which can made prediction of human history by scientific or any other rational 

method. History is a kind of research or inquiry , science is finding things out and in that sense 
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history is a science, object of history is to ‘action of human beings that have been done in the 

past.
125

 

Historia is a Greek word meaning  Physical Research .
126

 Historicism is  the kind of 

history to which historiscist wish to identify sociology, looks not only backwards to the past but 

also forwards to the future.  Marc Bloch in The Historian Craft
127

states word History is very old, 

so old that men have sometimes grown weary of it . History is the science of the past, Historian 

is like a police magistrate who strives to reconstruct a crime he has not seen. An experience 

almost as old as the mankind has taught us that more than one manuscript has justified its date or 

origin, that all the accounts are not true . On historical analysis, Bloch writes and quotes Ranke 

‘historian’ has no other aim than to describe things as they happened’. Herodotus said ‘to narrate 

what was’. The scholar records, better stills he invites the experience which may perhaps upset 

his most cherished theories . For the first tool needed by an analysist is an appropriate language , 

a language capable of describing the precise outlines of the facts . Historian speaks only with 

words, hence with those of his country. Regarding Historical causation, Bloch writes ‘in vain 

positivism claimed to eliminate the idea of cause from science…every physicist, every biologist 

thinks in terms of ‘why’ and ‘because’. Laws of trajectory are as valid as for defeat as for 

victory; they explain both, they are useless as a proper explanation for either , for a doctor , the 

cause of an epidemic is the multiplication of a microbe and its conditions the dirt…for 

sociologist, it would be poverty. Where there is no happening there is no history…thus the more 

flow of events become meaningful the more it becomes history
128

. History is also a story, history 

is past but we cannot reconstruct past in totality, we are more interested in those acts of pasts 

which have importance today as well. 
129

 Karl Jaspers
130

states that Man’s history has largely 

disappeared from memory, only through investigation and research does it become accessible, 

foremost in 19
th

 Century world history was seen as the history of West, where as in 20
th

 century 

gives equal rights to all men where there are men there is history. 
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C.V.Wedgewood ,
131

highlights the older historians concentrated more on nomenclature 

than on analysis , on ‘How’ the rather than ‘Why’ of history. The desire for withdrawal is often a 

powerful motive in driving the student towards the study of history. That historian can only , in 

the last analysis , reconstruct the past by borrowing from and applying his own daily experience 

of life. Kant 
132

wrote critique of pure reason and also the critique of practical reason, his first 

writing was in 1784, his two essays ‘what is enlightenment’ and ‘idea of a universal history from 

a cosmopolitan point of view’. He went on to describe ‘enlightenment is man’s reliance from his 

self-incurred tutelage, which is man’s inability to make use of his understanding without 

direction from another. Self incurred is this tutelage when its causes lies not in lack of reason but 

in lack of resoloution and courage to use it without direction from another. Sapere Aude(dare to 

know) , have courage to use your own reason, this is the motto of enlightenment. This term was 

much used by President Musharraf in Pakistan during his tenure to highlight the intellectual state 

in country which was under the control of the religious leaders and scholars. 

‘In Idea for a Universal History from a cosmopolitan point of view’ Kant highlights that 

what concepts one may hold from a metaphysical point of view, concerning the freedom of will, 

certainly its appearances which are human actions, like every other natural event are determined 

by universal laws , However obscure their  causes , history , which is concerned with narrating 

these appearances permits us to hope that if we attend to the play of freedom of the human will 

in the large, we may be able to discover a regular movement in it . Since the free will of man has 

obvious influence upon marriages, birth, deaths , they seem to be subject to no rule by which the 

number of them could be reckoned in advance, yet the annual table of them in major countries 

prove that they occur according to laws as stable as those of the unstable weather, which in the 

large we cannot determine  but which in the large maintains the growth  of the plants… in 

keeping with this purpose it might be possible to have a history with a definite natural plan for 

creatures who have no plan of their own.
133
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Hans Kohn,
134

 states, history has a two fold meaning , first of all it is a sequence of 

events, not so much the narrative of the events but their interpretations . The historian is a  man 

who tries to find out what has happened in the course of time and to correlate the events within 

the limits of available material on the one hand , his intelligence, imaginations, ethical 

understanding, on the other , into a meaningful sequence. History is a process influenced by 

forces beyond man’s grasp. 

 Collingwood’s own idea of philosophy of history is a ‘philosophical inquiry into the 

nature of history’ , to him, history proceeds by evidence and its interpretations, only clue to what 

man can do is what man has done . Collingwood stated that ‘every historian would agree, I think 

that history is a kind of research or enquiry’. 
135

   

Karl Marx stated while writing about the events of French coup of 1851, ‘ Hegel remarks 

somewhere that all facts and personages of great importance in world history occur as it were 

twice. He forgot to add; the first time as tragedy second as farce’, Marx referred to the repetition 

of history of 1789 and later that of 1848, in the both cases, a revoloution that overthrew the 

monarchy and aimed to establish a republic, resulted ultimately in imperial rule . Men make their 

own history, but they do not make it as they please; they do not make it under self-selected 

circumstances, but under circumstances existing already, given and transmitted from the past. 

The tradition of all the generations of the dead weighs like a nightmare on the brain of the living. 

And just when they seem involved in revolutionizing themselves and things, in creating 

something that has never before existed, it is precisely in such periods of revolutionary crisis that 

they anxiously conjure up the spirits.
136

 

Historical inquiry does not strictly bind itself to the scientific model of investigation, a 

historian is in most instances searching for the unique and particular case, not for the general and 
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universally applicable principle or law. His goal is less to verify or refute a hypothesis and more 

to reconstruct the past as accurately as possible .
137

 The goal of the observer is to link the 

observed facts with more general statements and to reduce the number of general statements to a 

system of the fewest numbers of the statements sufficient to account for the phenomena with 

which one is concerned.
138

.  Auguste Comte presented direct observation experimentations and 

comparison as the specific observational methods, he cautioned direct observers to apply a 

specific theoretical viewpoint, test their results to vague and incoherent…research might focus 

on occurrences as social customs, forms of languages and collectively erected monuments.
139

 

Historical frame of Reference , historian select and arranges facts in  some kind of 

pattern, he interprets them and he draws generalisation from them, all these actions require him 

to order knowledge and this ordering of knowledge , we shall call his ‘frame of reference’. Basic 

element of historians frame of reference is his underlying philosophy, assumptions and beliefs 

which he holds about his nature of man and the universe, his metaphysical , epistemological and 

axiological positions.  Historical logic thus is nothing else but repetition  of events, there was a 

great war in 1914-1918, followed by another in 1939-1945; thus logic says that there will be 

another war. It is only after analysing the causes which in any case are numerous that one can 

predict as why another war can take place or not. Karen Katajin highlights the History and 

Repetition
140

, ‘from ancient times it has been said that history repeats itself, in truth people study 

history precisely because it is not a onetime phenomenon but rather maintains the possibility of 

recurrence.? Repetition in history does not signify the recurrence of the same event, for repetition 

is possible only in terms of form {structure} and not event {content}. 

  History is a generalised assessment of the personal actions of men united in 

bodies for any public purpose and science is the combination of a great mass of similar facts into 

the unity of a generalisation , a principle , or a certainty by the recurrence of like events under 

given conditions
141

 . Lord  Acton went on to states that ,’there is no regularity in the throws of 

the dice taken ten and ten together, but in a ten thousand throws, we can predict with great 

confidence how many times sixes will be drawn, there is no possible certainty that any given 
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individual will commit murder , but take a population of one hundred thousand and in a given 

time someone or the other is sure to be found committing murder’. "The main argument Lord 

Acton has forwarded is, that can we predict the actions of  such men which Buckle has argued, 

that it can be. Acton went on to states that ,;there is no regularity in the throws of the dice taken 

ten and ten together, but in a ten thousand throws, we can predict with great confidence how 

many times sixes will be drawn, there is no possible certainty that any given individual will 

commit murder , but take a population of one hundred thousand and in a given time someone or 

the other is sure to be found committing murder, when we say Law , we always think of some 

force or command…but Mr buckle by law , only means ‘numerical average’ 

 

The main debate is whether history to be considered as an science or as an art,
142

 German 

philosopher Leopold Von Ranke wrote Wie Es Eigentlich ge we sen ‘ as it actually happened’. 

the scientific method is in which the historians proceed through a steps, First he  a perceives a 

problem , something unknown about the past, an unsatisfactory explanation. In the second step , 

historian reads and forms about an idea or hypothesis and in third step, historian collects facts 

and data to verify his hypothesis and finally he draws his conclusion . Thus history does not exist 

apart from facts, thus Historical fact is  a fact about the past , it may be true or false, thus take the 

example of Alexander the Great being wounded in 326 B.C, now it cannot be proved, because it 

cannot be repeated, therefore statement of one person becomes all important , in one sense there 

are no facts in history ‘fact’ is inferred from certain tangible tracts . 

 

2.3.            Methodology 

 

  

  

Methodology is the as name implies the method or methods to find the answer to the 

research question.  The efforts and desire to understand the human society , to be able to predict 

the future is the cornerstone of sociology. In ancient Greece Thucydides interviews participants 
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from the Peloponnesian wars to write the history of the wars and Socrates developed 

philosophical knowledge through dialogues with his Sophist opponent.
143

 

In terms of this research, the seven political agencies of FATA are the core, among them 

North Waziristan has been selected mainly due to its history of violence. In a research model, the 

variables should remain constant for a given period. In sociology it is not possible, as every new 

generation is different from the past by virtue of the modern advancement in technology. Thus, 

in 2000 the tribes are different from 1900, as there was no aircraft or mobile then, and both have 

changed the way of life. In order to predict about the future events in North Waziristan Agency, 

Historicism has to be ascertained empirically and then taking year 1895 as the start point, 

because it was in this year that the levies were raised. North Waziristan Militia presently known 

as Tochi Scouts provides the Research Model. Its present strength of 3150 men from eleven 

different tribes gives scientific data of figures in the field of health, wealth, discipline, mental 

prowess, sports, examination, and bravery. Its records are update and accessible; only at 

MiranShah. Around this data and personal observation including interviews with varying tribes, 

thereby gaining an access to their culture and philosophy. Fieldwork, Inductive, Logical 

Reasoning, Observation, and Intuition becomes the main tool in understanding the past and 

present. MiranShah acted as the cardinal thread in Research Model, it has changed very little 

since 1900, everyday life of militia, army and natives. Present events up till December 2012 are 

taken as the end point.  

Variables are the factors which affects the outcome of a theory, in Theory of Flight, the 

wind, surface condition, temperature, viscosity all are variables. It is possible to minimise them 

or keep them as standard in a research model. In real life, in frontier it is not possible to have a 

same cycle of life for an individual year around. However in case of militia or an army unit, one 

can have a similarity of life for decades. Every morning there is a physical period , then drill, 

then breakfast, lunch at noon with specific menu, games in evening, duties at night, leave after a 

specified time and so on. This kind of regimental life is constant, the variables and every day 

changes are also constant.  

On Frontier, we have tribes as one constant factor, although within the tribes there are 
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variables of ethnicity. These tribes are not identical in nature, their outlook differs so is their 

ideology. Another identity in the FATA is the presence of Frontier Corps or the Militia which 

since the raising of these agencies in 1900 have been an integral part of the system along with the 

political agent. The third identity or variable is the army, which has been present in the area on 

irregular basis for varying time duration, thus tribes, militia and the army forms the triad in the 

FATA; it is the relationship among these three which is the subject of interest   

The methodology that I have adopted is to be Inductive, rather than Deductive, to have 

qualitative approach instead of being quantitative.  To rely upon the historicism as a theory in 

order to have a logical conclusion. Empirical in nature with field work.  Inductive method in 

the context of this research, means to enter into the Frontier and North Waziristan with no 

hypothesis to validate, on the contrary  the events themselves are bound to create  the hypothesis.  

  For generation of data, I have relied upon narrative rather than exclusive 

mathematical figures. The mere figures can be gained and gathered from the census reports 

which itself dates back to 1891. However the figures have limitation as they create a scientific 

web of logic, but lacks the interpretation. Thus in 1998 census, North Waziristan have the 

highest number of mud house among the frontier agencies. One interpretation is to label it as the 

most under develop, poor, void of modernisation, because this is what the figures highlight. On 

the contrary, mud house are the most natural habitat which provided cool environment and above 

all is the best defence against the  artillery, tanks and small arms fire. Therefore mere figures 

without empirical interpretation are misleading.  

2.3.1Methodological perspectives 

 

Researchers may approach the acquisition of knowledge from a number of   different 

methodological and theoretical perspectives and still be judged to be conforming to the logic of 

scientific inquiry.  There are two fundamental methods, one is direct participant observation and 

other is rather an objective in which through the surveys and questionnaires a data is collected. 

144
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piece of research without first defining the problem and one or more hypothesis to be tested, 

often done on the basis of previous scientific studies and theories. Such research is termed as 

priori research. Thus, the main emphasis is to test a number of hypothesis or theoretical notions 

specified at the outset of research. Participant observation is normally not guided by an a priori 

development of hypothesis, concepts and measurement procedures. The same procedure may be 

defined as Inductive and Deductive modes of inquiry. An Inductive approach is the one in which 

the acquisition of knowledge or the process of research work out from actual data to the 

development of theoretical models, thus theoretical statements are built out of the data that the 

researcher has collected. A Deductive approach on the other hand begins with broad abstract 

theoretical statements generated independently of the data, these interrelated statement 

propositions are then tested by acquiring data to see if the data fit the theoretical propositions. 

Thus, Charles Darwin employed an Inductive approach and Newton followed a deductive 

approach. In a deductive approach the function of data is to verify the researchers’ theory.  

Methodology has a history of its own, Emperor Akbar perhaps conducted the very classic 

methodology regarding the child development and learning curve of infants. The debate and 

hypothesis that each child is born with a language and no matter what the circumstances are the 

mother tongue will be adopted by the child. To validate the hypothesis, Emperor Akbar confined 

three hundred infants in a hall with caretakers, with explicit instructions not to speak with 

children, after a lapse of  a year and half when he came back to the inspect the children, he found 

them unable to speak any word other than mere meaningless garbles.  Thus this highlights the 

complete cycle of research and methodology. 

Positivism
145 

is the scientific method which ensure scientific experimentation capable of 

providing knowledge about cause-effect –relationship. Positivism is a commitment to 

determinism, it also requires empiricism. ‘So that he (researcher) must consequently be on his 

guard against first impressions indeed our main objective is to extend the scope of scientific 

rationalism to cover human behaviour by demonstrating that in light of the past, it is capable of 
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being reduced relationship of cause and effect... what has been termed as our positivism is 

merely a consequence of this rationalism.’.
146  

 

Pitram A. Sorokin (1889-1968) a Russian wrote over 36 books and 300 articles, to him 

sociology was the studies of the properties of the super organic that are presented in time and 

space. Max Weber (1864-1920) a German consider it as historical and cultural science. George 

Simmel (1858-1918) a German was more concerned with what is a society? Edward Taylor 

(1832-1917) was the founder of cultural anthropology, culture or civilisation taken in its wide 

ethnographic sense is that complex whole which includes knowledge, behaviour, art, morals, law 

and customs. Emile Durkheim (1858-1917) a French wrote ‘there are no human events which 

may not be called as social facts. Herbert Spencer (1820-1903) a British, raises the question of 

‘what is society? and replied that society is a collective name for a number of individuals, to him 

society is an organism. William Graham Spencer (1840-1910) an American, introduced the term 

‘Folkways and Mores’. To him folkways or instincts begin with instincts and thoughts, and 

young ones learned them through traditions, initiation and authority. Mores on the other hand are 

the folkways raised to an upper level, when the elements of truth and right are developed into 

doctrines of welfare; mores are in necessity consist of taboos. 

Ferdinand Tonnes (1855-1936) a German introduced the term Gemeinschaft or 

community and Gesellschaft or society. Karl Marx (1818-1883) and Freidrich Engels (1820-

1895) brought forward the class conflicts. G.H. Mead (1863-1931) an American introduced the 

term of mind as a product of social interest. Similarly, William Lloyd Warner (1898-1970) 

highlighted the social class in America. Another American Edwin Harder Sutherland (1883-

1950) brought forward White-Collar Criminality, a paper written in 1940 and highlighted that 

crimes as officially measured and popularly conceived has high incidence in lower class than in 

in upper class. 

In 1834, a report of the commission on the Poor Law and the founding of Statistical 

Society in London is a rational date for beginning of history of British Sociology.
147

 In 1903 the 
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Sociological Society in London was formed the very first in Europe. Between 1905-1907 the 

society published annually a volume of sociological papers in three volumes, there are 61 

definitions of nature and aim of sociology. American Sociological Association was created in 

1865 with an aim ‘ to guide the public mind to the best possible means of promoting the 

amendments of law, advancement of education, prevention and repression of crimes and 

reformation of criminals’, initially every college sociology lectures were given by the Protestant 

ministers.
148

In  1893, department of sociology was formed in University of Chicago similarly in 

1895 the first professional journal was published. It gave rise to early survey movement by Paul 

Young emphasising on the wages and family. In 1912, Russel Sage foundation created a 

department of survey and information, by 1928 this department has carried out 2000 surveys. In 

1923, a social science research council(SSRC) was established, its main emphasis was on the 

methods.  

The first publication was in 1931 by Stuart Rice on Methods in social science, all in all 

52 contributors emphasized on the methodology. One of the major study was on Polish Peasant , 

a review was carried by Herbert Blumer, the main emphasis was ‘whether the diaries and letters 

on which Polish Peasant was based adequately supported the main conclusion of the study.
149

  

The SSRC thus coined the term ‘personal document’ through its bulletin to cover all qualitative 

material including open ended interviews.
150

 Sampling procedures were first used in England 

before 1914, in USA it was employed mainly for market research, however it was the USA army 

which introduced tests during the WW1.  

In mid-thirties, the Gallup’s institute of public opinion research and the journal 

Psychometric was formed. The first major books a 1500 page on recent social trends in USA was 

published. Another landmark research was carried out in1939-40 in USA by Princeton 

University on public opinion research, it was conducted by Hadley Contriff. After the Pearl 

harbour an increased interest was shown in content analysis, sampling surveys, detailed 

interviews and laboratory experiments and to understand group dynamics. It was Kurt Lewin a 

German who in 1938 had coined the term ‘action research’ and also the term Group Dynamics. 

In Germany, the notion of Handlung or human action was the centre of all social research 
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studies. In fact, Kurt’s student Alfred Marrow wrote the Practical Theories, Lewin later carried 

out an experiment in his student’s factory to understand the individual attitude in terms of the 

factory output. He later wrote about the individual attitudes and decision-making under the 

influence of small groups. in 1948, the term applied sociology was used in very small conference 

in America, later another term social engineer was coined by Lazerfeld in Norway in same year, 

aim of both was to make at par this sociology with science. 

Thus it can be seen that emphasis in sociological methodology was on surveys, to give an 

answer in terms of mathematical figures. The survey are another method of finding and 

determining the attitudes. In a classical study carried out by Paul Lazersfeld in 1949 ‘ the 

American Soldier’ the researcher through his data nullified the three most common beliefs 

existed among the army namely.
151

 Soldiers from rural background are usually in better spirits 

during their army life than soldiers from city background. White privates are more eager to 

become non-commissioned than Negros. Southern Negros preferred Southern to Northern white 

officers. 

Grounded Theory  

Grounded Theory gains a reputation and reverence among researchers, as it allows them 

the freedom of carrying out a research without any preconceived biases. The theory itself owes 

its origin to Barney Glasser and Anselm L Strauss.
152

  highlighted that in post war sociology 

there is a gap between theory and empirical research; an embarrassing gap. They wrote that not 

everyone can equally skilled at discovering theory but neither do they need to be genius to 

generate useful theory, we believe that the discovery of theory from data which we call grounded 

theory. Their main point was that previous books on methods of social research have focussed on 

how to verify theories.  

Over a period of time the Grounded Theory became so popular and debatable that Glaser 

had to write and edit it in 1995 as Grounded Theory 1984-1994. He wrote ‘I can create grounded 

theory methodology, I can write grounded theory and I can teach grounded theory but I cannot 
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control how grounded theory methodology is used. It is a high impact methodology changing the 

perspectives of many researchers and beginning to change the approach and perspective of many 

disciplines. Grounded theory is a ‘free at last’ approach to preconceived methods  

Grounded theory stands on its own as a theory of method which yields a full range of 

methodological techniques from entering the field of data collection to final writing. It is just 

another methodology, researcher should choose what is the best method for the problem in hand.  

Glasser further wrote,
153

 ‘my goal in writing grounded theory methodology was and is to 

empower researchers with an open, generative, emergent methodology...goal was not to tell them 

what to find or how to force it out of the data but to do research that allows the emergence of 

‘what is going on’. In the end Glasser the founder of the theory states that ‘grounded theory is 

merely a methodological option...it is what it is and works with any data as all is data for 

generating’. The term ‘all is data’ means leaving time and place behind., so the researcher can go 

anywhere to find any form of data. The main point is that a researcher should enter the field with 

no preconceived interests. The researchers who have used this theory in methodology highlights, 

‘hypothesis gleaned either from data or from literature review or a combination of both...I think 

the strongest case for the use of grounded theory is in investigating of relatively unchartered 

waters or to gain fresh perspective in a familiar situation’. 
154 

  

2.3.2 Case Study and Fieldwork 

 

The western frontiers of Pakistan are wide and lengthy, even the north western frontiers 

are stretched and as such I have opted to concentrate on one particular political agency North 

Waziristan and within it the Tochi Valley. Fieldwork is a method of gathering in-depth data 

about the meaning of structure, moral codes and social behaviour of particular cultural groups or 

the individual who compose their membership. 
155

 The experiences of field workers have not 
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been systematically reported and as a result a whole area of methodological skills- the human 

relations skills which go with the social researcher’s role has remained relatively uncodified. 

 A case study is defined as in-depth multi-faceted investigation using qualitative research 

methods, definition is intentionally broad. Case study can be that of an organisation, a city, it can 

be even be an entire group of people. There are several types of qualitative research that have 

been termed as case studies, including ethnography or field research. Social history of a social 

group also qualifies as case studies when they are conducted on the past experiences of a group. 

Similarities between the civil wars and revolutions also fall under case study. Case studies 

invoke no more general properties than those supplied by its own data. Case studies method 

receives only limited attention in current textbooks on social research.
156

 

Phenomenology and participant Observation were termed as the new empiricists, whereas 

phenomenology is regarded as a European tradition the participation observation is more an 

American way of research but fundamentally both stress of going into research with an open 

mind, without any preconceived hypothesis ‘they are creating new procedures and perspectives 

in the study of man in society, that breaks fundamentally with those of the older school of 

scientific empiricism’.
157

 

Another study was carried on the participant observation as employed in the study of a 

military training program
158

. The aim of the study was to gain an insight into the motivation and 

attitudes of personnel in training, with a view to reduce the incidences of discipline. Thus, a 

researcher was enlisted as a basic trainee, his real identity was kept as secret to the group, ‘there 

were literally thousands of problems to overcome, not only in deciding how the study would be 

conducted but also in determining how the participant-observer would be guided in his work, the 

things to be looked for or recorded if observed, the form reports should take and how the data 

would be used after the study was completed’. Some of the findings are interesting as they are 

pertinent today. For instance, the trainees initially look towards their instructors for leadership 

but slowly they learnt to make short cuts and realise that certain things are never checked by the 
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instructors. During the research, the trainees were given questionnaires four times, having thirty-

seven questions to reflect the subject’s attitudes towards aspects of their training. 

In drawing a comparison between the participant observation and interviewing, the 

researchers highlight that by participant observation they mean, the method in which the 

observer participates in the daily life of the people under study, either openly in the role of 

researcher or covertly in some disguised role. Observing things that happen, listening to what is 

said and questioning people, over some length of time.
159

 Both Becker and Geer highlighted the 

knowledge gained from two methods, in their opinion as long as the interviewer is explaining or 

sharing the experience which he saw himself the value of interview is as good as the participant 

observation but when the researcher tends to gather knowledge from a person through an 

interview in which he was not present than its value diminished. 

Both researchers later highlighted the loss of data when any other method is employed in 

gathering of data other than the participant observation. Later Howard Becker further delved 

upon the methodology by highlighting the problem of inference and proof.
160

 ‘sociologist usually 

use this method when they are especially interested in understanding a particular organisation 

or substantive problem rather than demonstrating relation between abstractly defined variables, 

they attempt to make their research theoretically meaningful but they assume that they do not 

know enough about the organisation a priori to identify relevant problems and hypothesis and 

that they must discover these in the course of the research’.
161

 (He went on to highlight his own 

research experience on medical students in Kansas where no less than 5000 single spaced pages 

were gathered). To him, observational research produces an immense amount of detailed 

description, the problem starts as how to interpret the data which is not only rich but varied, its 

analysation in systematically manner and its conclusion so as to convince other scientist of its 

validity. 
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2.3.3 Interviews 

 

The establishment of a god human contact with the person from one intends to draw the 

social information is vital and was highlighted by Fred Blumer ‘the interviewer-conversation as 

developed in this project is rather a unique combination of interviewing and exchanging 

information.
162

 Conversation are an old way of obtaining systematic knowledge. In ancient 

Greece Thucydides interviews participants from the Peloponnesian wars to write the history of 

the wars and Socrates developed philosophical knowledge through dialogues with his Sophist 

opponent.
163

 The term interview was first use in 17
th

 century ‘face to face meeting for the 

purpose of a formal conference. The very first journalist interview was between Horaro Greely 

the editor of NY Herald Tribune and Brigham Young, the leader of Mormon Church in 1859 (p-

11). Rudyard Kipling was against interviews ‘why do I refuse to be interviewed, because it is 

immoral, it is a crime’.
164

 

Chicago school is the pioneer in interview craft in 1930 and 1940, Piaget (1931) who 

developed theory of child development, was based upon interviews with children. Theory of 

question wording has not been as far advanced as one might wish, asking question is widely 

accepted as a cost efficient and some time as the only way of gathering information about past 

behaviour and experience. In 1940-41, 25% of the 85 empirical studies depended upon 

interviews and questionnaires, in 1965-66, it was 48% and in 1967-68, 64 % of 136 research 

papers were based upon verbal reports.
165

 However there are certain limitations in this 

methodology, for instance in 1951, in a random sample of 900 Denver residents, 17% gave 

incorrect answer regarding their age, which differ from 1-3 years. In another hallmark study, La 

Pierre in 1934-35, spend some time travelling in USA with a Chinese couple, they stayed at 66 

hotels/motels and 184 restaurants where they wanted to eat, only one establishment refused them 

to serve. Six months later, La Pierre wrote to all these establishment asking whether they will 

accept Chinese are as guests, only 50% replied and among them 90% said no.  Thus, the major 
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finding of the study was that the people differ in what they say on paper and what they do in 

reality.
166

 

Thus, the very act of gathering information through mere questions is a highly risky 

affair. The Phenomenological or subjectivist point of view which is accepted by a wide range of 

researchers, follows collection of data through a prolonged intimate immersion in the social 

interaction in question or the use of non-directive, open questions that respondent answer in their 

own words rather than in terms of pre-set response categories. This method consists of 

interacting with the native members as much as possible until their way of life has been 

absorbed. competence is indicated when the new member can act in new situation with 

confidence and without making mistakes.
167

 

  Irwin Deutscher remarked, our scientific conclusion for the most part is based upon 

analysis of verbal responses to the questions put by an interviewer thus responses may be written 

or oral and the questions may range from forced choice to open ended, but the fact remains that 

we obtain from such methods are mere statements of attitude, opinion, norms, values, 

anticipation or recall.
168

 

In the majority of the research work, interview is constructed, in which the questions are 

asked and the answers are taken and then codified and decodified. In case of War Comes to Li 

Ann, there were over 70 hours of interviews spreading over 1000 pages of data. But every region 

is different from other and to impose a study and research pattern as a standard system , is not 

workable in the North Waziristan and even in other tribal agencies specially with the war going 

on. I can recollect that in the morning while sitting in the library of Tochi Scouts waiting for 

Sepoy Gul Khan Wazir to come and narrate the events of his training, I learnt that two scouts 

have died just now due to firing at the gate, thus the whole momentum of research is not only 

halted but taken back. Therefore the most important aspect to be kept in mind in research is to be 

mindful of the situation that is taking place and to have patience; only then the scouts and militia 

will develop the trust and that takes time.  

Observation . Nothing is more interesting and fruitful than observing humans engaged in 
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a particular work From observation . In North Waziristan, such luxury is not available to observe 

human as the mere observation can bring in a volley of fire from the Taliban or from military. 

Thus it is the militia within the confines of the fort which provides an observation data basing 

purely on own observation. It looks odd to take notes , but at times I have been noting the ‘live 

observation’ the movement of troops, the particular colour they prefer to wear, they invariably all 

love to pour or spray themselves with body spray in the evening, a habit which I found almost 

non-existent among the army soldiers residing and living under the same environment drawing 

the same pay. Absence of any female posters in their living bunkers is another glaring omission 

from the stereotype personality of soldiers depicted and almost engraved in everybody’s brain. I 

observed them keenly very keenly, I noticed that they wear white socks as part of their uniform 

in chappals and I not even once noticed a dirty pair of socks not even of off white colour, the 

elastic was always firm never hanging on toes. I saw their chappals polished, their belt for a 

change is not always very tight especially among elder scouts.  

I kept a journal of the research, in which almost at everyday all the observations of the 

day were noted, the journal was kept updated and written both on paper and on computer, I kept 

it informal. There was a fear of falling all the data in the hands of the insurgents or to the 

intelligence agencies, thus majority of notes and other readings were coded and written after 

coming back from the research area. I have met over thousand scouts, had cup of tea with them, 

listen to their stories. Over all they are simple in nature, obedient, introvert, conservative, 

religious and above all professional in every sense. They look after their equipment, everything 

which is under their charge. I recall how the education platoon was after me because one 

ordinary magazine was missing from the library. Razif Afridi (Hassu Khel fame) came to me 

almost two weeks after narrating his episode, he was bit worried about his account ‘ you see I 

have to live here for another ten years, I hope you will not write anything bad about my account, 

it will be bad for my Qaum’. Every night I had a chat with sentry on Mess Guard, they all were 

from different Qaum and I found all of them good , thus particular tribe have certain distinct 

characteristics than others.  

Limitation on Research in Tribal Areas  

After 9/11 and especially after the army taking control of operations in July 2005, which 
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lead to increase in army led operations in tribal areas; all those associated with army or military 

were seen with great suspicion by the natives, in many cases uniform personal were killed while 

on leave in their respective tribal areas or while being enroute. In order to understand the reasons 

for ongoing violence in North Waziristan and in other tribal areas of Pathans, the researcher 

cannot live with all segments of society or the tribe for many reasons, the chief being the 

security, followed by culture. Unlike West, where any scholar from tribal areas will be culturally 

accommodated among the women and men in a pub or in a park, without raising of any eye 

brow, no such liberty is available in tribal areas of Pakistan. Even to get into the mindset of the 

men in North Waziristan, was and still is an uphill task, the suspicion of being a spy is in the 

back of the mind of both. There is public transport but it is highly risky as the many instances of 

it being hijacked and only scholarly looking and government persons being slaughtered.
 
The 

other major limitation is the official stance, and mind set of the military where any word in 

favour of tribes is taken as a sympathiser of Taliban and hence an anti-state and anti- army 

person. Same holds true for highlighting American actions as favourable in the conflict; this is 

taken as a sign of being anti Islam among the tribes. Morality and ethics have to be kept in mind 

while carrying out research in tribal areas, as a researcher one spends time with the militia, army 

and natives and as such one comes across quite a confidential material which has to be analysed 

and presented without compromising the reputation of the individual and his tribe.  

Lack of official records is another limitation, in 2002, bulk of records of Frontier Corps 

kept at Ministry of Interior in Islamabad were burnt in a fire accident, thus the records kept with 

the militia corps becomes vital. When I arrived at MiranShah, I was being taken as a suspicious 

kind of a person. Commandant
 
had invited me and as such he introduced me to the officers and 

later the subedar and other ranks, but for the ordinary scout, I was an enigma, am I an American 

agent, collecting data for some study, what is my aim, what is my purpose, these were few of the 

standards questions that were asked in the initial days. This air of suspicion is a reality and all are 

theoretical framework does not cater for such attitude. Passage of time is the only remedy, more 

one spends time with the natives by playing sports with them, taking long walks, listening to 

them even if they are irrelevant in nature, offering prayers with them in mosques, attending 

Muharram majlis, travelling with scouts in same convoys are few of the steps which ease the 

suspicion and opens up the tribes to talk about themselves and the current state of affairs.  
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At ministerial level, there is no access to data in Ministry of Frontier Region and also in 

Ministry of Interiors. These ministries are cooperative but inherently they have no storage to data 

and files. At MiranShah, the political agent office have files, store in a heap without any 

numbering. They allow me to search through their stores but no copying was allowed neither 

taking of pictures of files was permitted; same holds true for militia and army headquarters at 

Peshawar, Rawalpindi and Miranshah.  

 

 

 

Chapter 4 

 

 

                Tochi Levy and North Waziristan Militia; 1895-1922 

 

 

 

Levies were the very first  military organisation raised by the British on Western 

Frontiers. Taking the Tochi Levy as the model, its history is being researched in order to  

understand the type and causes of violence. Later this levy was upgraded into Militia and later 

the Militia was converted into the present day Tochi Scouts. Thus to understand the present 

character of the Tochi Scouts it is pertinent to understand the Levy. Forward Policy was the main 

factor in the raising. We must try to understand intuitively the history of the various social 

groups, it is the doctrine. It is important for the social scientist to understand the larger aspect of 

the action, such as raising of new army in a certain country, it is necessary to analyse the 

intentions , interest and so forth, Inference by analogy , It is a variant of intuitive understanding 
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from one historical period to the other, although no event can really repeat itself, yet, analogous 

tendencies may become dominant.  
169

 

 Forward Policy
170

 compelled British to venture into the north which started in 

1830 when travellers and foreign department officers disguised as saints and travellers gathered 

knowledge about the remote north. Names like George Hayward who was murdered in 1870 at 

Darkot, Mason , Burnes of Bukhara and later George Robertson who was the first British to live 

in Kafir territory made headlines.  Just on the eve of Second Afghan War, a treaty was reached 

between the British and Khan of Kalat at Mastung in 1876. The Baloch sardars and Khan of 

Kalat agreed to accept the mediation of British government in their common disputes rather than 

the Afghan government. Balochistan thus became the very first political agency to be raised and 

established by the British , Robert Sandeman became the first agent to governor general (AGG). 

Khan of Kalat had leased certain territories to British and they formed the agency. Sandeman 

established his headquarters at Quetta a distance of 100 miles west of Kalat. Sandeman is thus 

regarded as the father of ‘Forward Policy’ which aimed at moving westward, interacting with the 

tribes and there by establishing the writ of British . His style of policy was later applied in the 

present day Khyber Pakhtunkhawa also, resultantly political agencies were established at 

Khyber, Malakand, and Gilgit. 

Balochistan, in the aftermath of Second Afghan War, underwent drastic demographic 

transition. The territory ceded by Kabul were mainly Pashtun tribal areas; they were designated 

as British India Balochistan under a chief commissioner , certain other territories which were 

leased by Kalat were also made part of it. Thus in Balochistan there were two British system of 

governance , one a political agency and other the chief commissioner area; apart from the tribal 

areas held by independent sardars. The two disastrous campaigns in Afghanistan were a logical 

base to expect another campaign sooner or later and in 1885 the Defence Committee 

contemplating the future course of action in case of third war or the intrusion by the Russian 
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reached the conclusion that control of all passes leading to Afghanistan should be explored and 

kept under the control of the Crown
171

. The tribes inhabiting the area should be made an ally 

with an aim that in any future conflict their loyalty will be with the British rather than with 

Afghanistan. The only two passes still not under the control of British were the Gomal & Tochi. 

Britain established an agency at Gilgit in 1880 with Colonel Biddulph as the political 

agent but it was short lived. In 1885, the need to understand the western approaches to India 

were felt. The threat of Russia making an incursion through the Broghul Pass was a distant 

reality. An army team led by  Colonel Lockhart visited Chitral and met Mehtar Aman Ul 

Mulk.
172

 Sir Fredrick Roberts then Commander – in – Chief in India wrote a note in June 1887 

‘There are strong reasons for a fresh departure in our policy towards the frontier tribes…sharing 

in our maintenance of our lines of communication…establishing with them closer relations than 

have hitherto existed between them and our districts in the Derajat’
173

. The Government of India 

replied in August 1887 ‘ The opening of country can only be affected in two ways , either by the 

use of military force or by endeavouring to draw the tribes into close and friendly relation with 

ourselves’
174

 . In the end British opted for second option but it failed initially however  in 1889 

Mr Robert Sandeman Agent to the Governor General in Baluchistan and Mr Robert Bruce then 

Deputy Commissioner Dera Ismail Khan reached an agreement with the Mahsuds and 

Ahmadzais  Darwesh Khels of Wana for the opening of Gomal Pass at Appozai and pass was 

opened in 1890. 

 

3.2 Tochi Levy 
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In November 1889 the proposal for raising of Levies for the Waziristan was floated aim was to keep peace 

in the area and above all to escort the officers while on a tour of the area. Commissioner Bruce recommended that 

12 Mahsuds be employed as non commissioned officers and 112 mounted men at a cost of Rupees 28,440 per 

annum, he further recommended that four non commissioned officers and 54 mounted men be taken from Darwesh 

Khel of Wanna and from Sheranis two non commissioned officers and 23 mounted men. In January 1890 the tribal 

levies were raised but not according to the strength recommended by Bruce the initial posts were Mortaza, Spinkai, 

Kach, Kajuari Kach and Kashmir- Kar. Soon the Kajauri Kach post came under attack from the Taji Khel the 

garrison was held by the 80 odd lately enlisted Wazir Levies. Syed Akbar Shah and his brother Sanobar Shah both 

Mahsuds of Kanigoram were in charge of the Levies as non commissioned officers. In October 1890 the boundary 

between Balochistan and Punjab was settled and also the boundary between Balochistan and Waziristan was 

finalised which runs north of Gomal River from Khudar- Domandi to Kajauri Kach. In January 1891 the Levies 

posts were earmarked  they were supposed to collect the revenues but the question of collecting the revenue from 

tribes was raised by the Punjab Government but it was pended on the advice of Commissioner Bruce. Thus the 

difference of opinion between the official on ground and the officials sitting thousand miles away became 

paramount. In June 1891, Punjab Government had  formulated the scheme for opening of Tochi Pass on the 

recommendation of Commissioner Bruce who also insisted on approving of his levies scheme which was till then 

being given a cold treatment mainly on the basis of financial aspects.  

The Durand Line agreement brought a drastic and pragmatic change in the attitude of Punjab Government 

towards the Levies and on 13
th
 September 1894 approval was given for the raising of Waziri Levies and in March 

1895, Tochi Levies was raised at Idak.
175

  

 

By 1895, Waziristan was divided into two main administrative areas the North & South basing upon the 

two rivers namely Tochi in North and Gomal in South with the plateau of Razmak (6666 feet) forming the 

boundary. Tribes in North Waziristan were placed under the Deputy Commissioner Bannu and South under Deputy 

Commissioner Dera Ismail Khan; both  working under Commissioner Derajat who was Mr Bruce. After 1895 

political officers were placed at Tochi &Wana  . The demarcation of Durand Line in the Tochi Valley  was 

completed by April 1895
176

 and the escort troops which included three infantry and one cavalry regiments and one 

battery field artillery were pulled back and camped at Idak. 
177

  On 7
th

 April 1895, a delegation of 500 Daur and 

Darwesh Khel Maliks put forward a petition to political officer at MiranShah where by they showed the interest of 

coming under the British protectorate on certain conditions. In the time between the offer and acceptance the 
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political administration distributed ten thousand rupees among these tribes just to keep their morale high. The 

agreement evinced Rupees 66000 annual as Maliki and service allowance. On 18
th

 October 1895 the Government of 

India accepted the Daur offer of coming under the British protection
178

, it was also spelled out that political control 

should be exercised over the Darwesh Khel both in Tochi Valley beyond Kunigrha and in tracts bordering Daur. 

Thus the Daur territory became protected areas. A total of Rupees 63,736 were distributed among Daur and Darwesh 

Khel , Daur were given 4,884 Rupees as Maliki and 10, 980 as service where as Darwesh Khel were given 16,516 

Rupees as Maliki and 31, 356 Rupees as service which is a fair indication of how the tribes stand in the eyes of the 

British political administration.  

Thus the British incursion into the North Waziristan was made possible due to the inherent fear and 

insecurity of Daur tribe, the tribe being taken and treated as a hamsaya
179

 by the Wazir, felt that by inviting the 

British into their territory they can have a safety valve against the more powerful Wazir tribe. Similar pattern was 

adopted in adjoining Kurram valley, where Turi a Shia tribe also invited British to enter into their area and provide 

protection. Turi Levy which later became Kurram Militia also took birth in same time period.
180

 

 

North Waziristan Agency for all practical purpose was an independent country composed 

of almost thirty two different clans each behaving and acting as a sovereign state. Political Agent 

thus assumes the role of an ambassador of the Crown and without having any military force 

under his command was nothing more than a laughing stock among these tribes. Tribes did not 

allowed army to entered into their territory therefore political agent had to recruit men from the 

area, armed them train them and then through them maintained law and order in his area, it is his 

police. Only limitation was that his police was not allowed to enter into the tribal area without 

permission.  

Life was not idle there was always something going on in one way or the other. On 7
th

 

April 1895 a langri
181

 of 6
th

Punjab Infantry (P.I) was murdered within the limits of Khaddi 

village, on 13
th

 May, Lieutenant Lemond of the same unit along with his syce was attacked by 

four tribesmen at Boya as he was marching to Degan with his escort; both died but three of the 

attackers were cut down on the spot. On 31
st
 July, Lieutenant Campbell was shot in knee. Justice 

was through the Jirga for the murder of the langri a fine of Rupees 100 was paid but in case of 
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Campbell the Jirga acquitted the accused due to lack of substantive evidence. The political 

officer Mr Caisson was stabbed through the liver on 13
th

 March 1896, by a Daur, Caisson 

survived. Slowly and gradually the rules of the game were being established among the tribes 

and the British with give and take here and there. For instance on 16
th

August 1896 one Gul 

Hassan Daur fired at Boya Post but managed to escape and instead his brother was put in jail. In 

1895 there were nine murders, 39 theft cases, 10 house breaking and 140 cases of hurt in the 

protected areas and 272 civil cases were decided, a total of 1100 Rupees fine was imposed in 

cases against the government
182

. The cases within the tribal areas were not the jurisdiction of the 

political officer and they were settled through Jirga who at times invited political agent for 

arbitration for instance in June 1895 the water dispute between the Daur and Tori Khel of Tappi 

Village was amicably resolved.
183

 

In December 1896, the telegraph line was completed; communication was established 

between MiranShah and Datta Khel. It was also decided in December 1896 to make MiranShah 

as the political headquarters with a very strong advance post at Datta Khel. Levy posts at Saidgi, 

Khajauri, Katerisia, Idak, Lam Ghundi, Isha, Muhammad Khel and Kanirogha were completed 

by end 1896 but ‘no progress made on military posts and roads’.
184

 In the same year the 

cultivation of sugar cane was introduced in Lower Daur it was a success later cultivation of rice 

was also experimented by having seed from Peshawar, an irrigation Darogha was appointed and 

Daur agreed to bear his expenses collectively. It is obvious that the Daur who had agreed to be 

part of British political system were now reaping the good harvest, the political officer noted that 

the ‘general conduct of the Daur through the year very good’
185

. It does not mean that there was 

peace in the area but it is a relative term because majority of the cases were committed against 

the government property. In July 1896, 42 goats of the Levy were looted about two miles above 

Idak, two coolies namely Jaimal and Jahandur were murdered near Pai Khel later Imanzai Khel 

and Daur paid a fine of Rupees 60 for them. There were eighteen case of wire cutting, Jalal Khan 

alone committed five offenses he infested the road near Isha. There were 57 cases of criminal 

nature committed against the British Government in the year 1896 which include four cases of 
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murder and thirty nine cases of theft and this also includes the theft of General Bird’s luggage 

which was looted near Datta Khel after the sowar of his camel  belonging to 1
st
 Punjab Cavalry 

name Niaz Muhammad was shot dead. The number of tribal cases were 286 which included 17 

cases of murders and 109 cases of robbery only 17 cases were such which involved women; fine 

inflicted was 797 and compensation awarded was 7362 Rupees. 

Levies were utilised to spare the regular troops of chasing the minor cases however there 

was no guarantee that a minor case will not erupt into a major issue of peace in the Tochi Valley. 

Levy posts were regularly attacked but an analysis of the reports reveal that over all the Levies 

lost less number of rifles as compared to the regular troops and further more their casualties were 

also less as they adhered to centuries old principles of war as applicable in the area. They kept a 

good understanding with the natives; in majority of the cases the stolen/looted items were 

recovered. Levies used drummers on their posts to warn the adjoining villages about an incident. 

On the night of 20
th

 August 1897 , Murad Shah a Jemadar of Tochi Levies was killed by a gang 

of raiders whom he attempted to arrest single handily while they were driving off with loot 

which included a dozen of donkeys from Hindu traders. The crimes that took place in the Valley 

ranged from burning of grass being used by troops, theft and stealing of weapons, looting on the 

highway, kidnapping the travellers. In August 1897, the work started on the construction of Levy 

Post at Datta Khel and was completed by the end of year. The cart wheel road between Bannu 

and Datta Khel was completed by end 1897.  

 In 1896, Political Agent Mr H.A.Gee was confident enough to claim the whole of 

Tochi Valley under the British jurisdiction, he was sadly mistaken in his approach. In autumn of 

1896 the political and military headquarters were moved forward in the Tochi Valley to the Datta 

Khel the last of the Madda Khel Wazirs homeland. In an incident the munshi a Hindu who 

looked after the correspondences  for the  Madda Khel  was murdered, resultantly a collective 

fine was imposed which the Malik Sadda Khan of Madda Khel accepted and imposed. Dreplari a 

sub clan having their kots few miles west of Madda Khel in the Maizar Plateau refused to pay the 

fines rather insisting that guilty party should pay in full. To settle the dispute Mr Gee went there 

with an escort of 300 foot soldiers and 16 sowars along with two field guns. The force was lured 

by the Dreplari into a garden on the pretext to have more comfortable place for consuming 

breakfast which Malik Sadda Khan has arranged. The British force took precautions yet they 

moved into the garden thus coming into the effective range of rifle fire from the village. British 
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retaliated by sending two brigades from Punjab which after great difficulty crossed Indus at 

KhushalGarh and then marched through Kohat – Bannu- Mir Ali – MiranShah – Boya to Data 

Khel. The Madda  Khels and Dreplaris had migrated to higher summer grazing grounds, others 

present did not offered any stiff resistance. The village and the towers were razed and operation 

was called off in January 1898. 

On the North-Western Borders of my Indian Empire an organised outbreak of fanaticism, 

which spread in the summer along the Frontier, induced many of the tribes to break their 

engagements with my Government, to attack military posts in their vicinity, and even to invade a 

settled district of my territory. I was compelled to send expeditions against the offending tribes 

for the punishment of these outrages, and to insure peace in the future. A portion of the Afridi 

tribes have not yet accepted the terms offered to them, but elsewhere the operations have been 

brought to a successful close.
186

 

 

 Tochi Levies manned the posts and guided the troops. Their navigational skills were of 

greatest use. They acted as the bridge between the army and the natives. The illusion of peace 

was short lived as  on 22nd March 1898, 99 Hindu coolies of government stores were attacked 

near Ghalekot while encamped for the night, Levies pursued the robbers along with Village 

Chiga and most of the loot was recovered. On 23
rd

 March Levy post at Saidgi came under attack 

and one bandit Saif Ali Kabul Khel was killed. The regular troops were the target of the native 

miscreants on 16
th

 March 1898 a sepoy of 33
rd

 P.I was killed with stones while he was 

supervising the grazing of goats, In July 1898 a Naik of 20
th

Native infantry disappeared from 

Miran Shah Post and his bones were recovered after two days almost three miles away in the 

hills.  

The most serious incident was the attack on 3
rd

 August 1898 when a gang from 

Afghanistan attacked the coolie’s camp at Kanirogha Levy Post, seven coolies were killed on the 

spot and two died later, offenders were the Bakkka Khel out laws settled in Khost. Very next day 

the luggage camel of the Levy Commandant Mr Donald was attacked and looted it was carried 

out by Aziz Shabi Khel. A levy shepherd was murdered just 700 yards away from the Boya Post 
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on 17
th

 August 1898, which gives a fair picture of the living conditions of that era. Jalal Khel 

Mahsud and Mohmit Khel Wazirs were fined Rupees 1000 for this.  

There were few cases which involved women also and it gives an insight into the culture 

of the area. On 11
th

 April 1898, a man was killed at Tappi in Daur by another inhabitant of 

village who was having an intrigue with the deceased’s wife, he hired an assassin to perform this 

task. In May 1898, a Johar
187

 woman who was living in bigamy at Spalgha was put to death by 

her first husband. On 2
nd

 September 1898 an unmarried girl was shot dead by a Waziri who 

claimed her earlier as part of a settlement of feud but his claim was rejected by the Jirga, he was 

arrested and put to jail.
188

 In January 1899 a murder took place in Daur area in which a Talib
189

 

of desperate character was involved the back ground of the murder dates back to almost forty 

years ago when the deceased had killed a member of the assassin family thus he now settled the 

feud. By 1898, the concept of having a licence for the weapon within the protected areas was 

introduced and a register was kept to have a record of all such rifles, over 200 licences were 

issued.
190

 Also the criminal acts were imposed in the area thus criminals were put to jail at 

Peshawar, Bannu or at Montgomery. 

 It was at the end of the year 1898, that Tochi Levy Corps as it was known officially was 

equipped with uniform and other equipment initially 122 rifles were issued and another 100 were 

issued after few months. Mr Donald became its first commandant ‘result was an immediate 

improvement in spirit and efficiency’
191

. 

Levies were the backbone around which the political agencies were raised on north 

western frontiers. Khyber, Gilgit, Chitral, Kurram, North Waziristan and South Waziristan. 

Forward Policy, the threat of Russians was the main cause of British advancement towards the 

north and Anglo Afghan Wars were a direct consequences of this fear. 

All Levies were not identical, rather the historical , racial and religious differences among 

the tribes were exploited by the British to  have a foothold on the frontier. Gilgit and Chitral have 

a different cultural and historical background than the Pathan tribes. At Kurram and North 

Waziristan, it were the minority tribes who approached the British for protection.British adopted 
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a flexible organisation for the functioning of these Levies, they were put under the control of the 

political agent. The tribal sensitivities were catered in recruiting and allowances. These Levies 

were the pioneer institutions in inculcating the modernisation and westernisation of the frontier. 

Through the history of these levies, more specifically Tochi Levy, the social pattern of the 

Waziristan emerges. Crimes were common but not exaggerated, women do seems to be a major 

factor but not overwhelming. Men from different religions were living and working in harmony 

in the Tochi Levy. Water and its shortage, emerges as the main source of concern in the Kurram 

and North Waziristan.  

Raising of Levies on frontier highlights that tribes were willing to join the British service, 

main attraction was pay. This also highlights that within tribes there is a difference of opinion 

and it often leads to violence . The uniform of levies in initial days was mainly shorts as in vogue 

in British Army; tribesmen wore it without any hesitation without raising the issue of religion. 

Army did not had the full trust in the Levies scheme thus reluctant to issue them with rifles. The 

Maizar incident highlights the fundamental tactics of tribes while fighting the army. They rely 

more upon deception than open attacks, more flexible in reaching a solution to the conflict. The 

most glaring inference is that violence on frontier in the Levy raising period was not based upon 

religion rather minor acts acted as catalyst to violence at large scale. North Waziristan Militia 

was raised, organised, commanded with an aim that that the regular Indian Army will come to 

the rescue in case of an attack across Durand Line and these reinforcement forces in the form of 

Indian regular army units were stationed in the area at Mirali, Idak, Ladha and Bannu but despite 

all this firepower the notion of victory remained with the Afghans and Waziris and reinforcement 

remained a fallacy.  

Levies were transitioned into Militia in 1900 on North Western Frontiers of Pakistan,. 

These Militias were raised at Chitral, Khyber, Kurram, North Waziristan, and South Waziristan.  

3.3 North Waziristan Militia-1900 
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  North Waziristan Militia  was raised at Idak on 1
st
 June 1900

192
 with 487 foot soldiers 

and thirty mounted infantry, there were three British officers Lieutenant Finnis, Lieutenant 

Godwin and the Commandant Captain Fergusson Davie. By end of the year the strength raised to 

679 all ranks. Troops from regular army were also part of the NWM. The militia was organized 

on the pattern of regular native infantry regiment, its establishment had the similar authorization 

of manpower and horses but there was a difference in the equipment. In North Waziristan Militia 

initially there was reluctance on part of army to arm it with .303 Rifles
193

 as it was feared that the 

soldiers will runaway with new rifles but Captain Fergusson strongly pleaded in favour of 

arming the militia with new rifles but it took time . This Militia was not a classic militia as in 

vogue in England, Scotland , Ireland and in USA.  

North Waziristan Militia comprised of 192 Uthmanzai Wazir, 81 Ahmedzai Wazir, 81 

Daur, 3 Mahsud and 95 Afridis; these tribes were regarded as local whereas 59 Marwat, 57 

Bannuchis, 137 Khattak, 3 Yousafzai and 28 other Pathans were considered as part of British 

subjects. They were organized into eight companies. The Scarlet Thread of raising these militias 

revolved around having an almost equal number of troops
194

 inducted from local and British 

subject Pathan tribes. In the original plan one company of Daur, one company of Ahmedzai 

Wazir and two companies of Uthmanzai Wazir were to form as the local tribes. Two companies 

of Marwat, one company of Bhittani and one company comprising of Khattak and Bannuchis 

were to be raised; thus half the force of locals and half of other tribes. There was a medical 

establishment also which had two hospital assistants
195

 . There was no provision for officers 

mess and cook house for the troops in the establishment, thus troops had to purchase and cook 

the food  themselves . On 9
th

 January 1901, the very first inspection of the NWM was carried 

out;  

There was confusion in categorizing the tribes as locals and others on the reason that 

many of them especially the Wazir had settled in the administrative boundaries of Bannu District 
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and were recruited under the subject category. It seems trifle affair but this proved to be a 

catastrophic lacuna in later years especially in 1919.Bhittani Company was not raised and neither 

were they recruited in NWM for the reason that they preferred to be enrolled in South Waziristan 

Militia
196

. ‘Having just paid a visit to the Tochi Valley… that the experience of raising a local 

militia has so far proved a complete success in Northern Waziristan. Captain Fergusson Davie 

has now strength of 697 rank & file. The recruits are of an excellent stamp and physique, as 

good as that of the men of any Punjab Frontier Force regiment… The native officers appear to 

be well selected…detachments have occupied the posts of Mirali, Saidgi, Ghalakote, Shinkai, 

Katira, Lakka Narai and Muhammad Khel. At the last named place I was particularly struck 

with the fact that Madda Khel contingent was as good and cheerful as the rest of the militia….
197

 

 The role of NWM in the abinitio period was not very clear . The operational task of 

NWM was to look after the Tochi Valley ‘it is expected that the Tochi Valley will be partially 

handed over to the North Waziristan Militia, which is nearly ready to garrison the posts’.
198

 The 

very first military expedition was undertaken by the Militia was in 1902 when NWM was 

employed against the Kabul Khel Wazir. It was successful for the reason that NWM was able to 

provide protection to the retreating regular troops from forward posts and ensure that the lines of 

communication remains safe. The very fact that militia was lightly equipped enabled it to move 

at a much fast pace than the regular army units. The militia remained steadfast on its pledge of 

loyalty however there were four desertions in which the sepoys took the rifles with them later 

these were recovered through the political agent.
199

 This expedition brought forward a key lesson 

in frontier warfare that the military and political wing both needs a very close contact. Therefore 

it was decided even before the termination of the expedition that the Militia should move 

forward from Idak to Miranshah. On 16
th

 October 1904, the North Waziristan Militia moved to 

Miranshah (3357 North 707 East) from Idak and ever since this town has remained as the 

permanent home of Militia. MiranShah
200

, in 1904 it comprised of 3-4 hamlets having a 

population of 24000. It had a government school and a hospital. It was feverish and unhealthy 
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between August–October. The strength of North Waziristan Militia was 1318 men including 106 

mounted infantry. Regular troops left the garrison by end 1904 and only NWM and political 

offices were the main occupant apart from the agency doctor. Miranshah was barren and very 

little vegetation was visible. Trees were few and water scarce. On the positive end was the 

availability of vast expanse of flat ground for training. There existed a road fit enough for Tonga 

that runs from Bannu via Miranshah to Datta Khel.  All in all 16 posts were initially to be 

manned by the NWM
201

, .Posts were and still are the most fundamental corner stone of frontier 

warfare, their importance in North Waziristan is closely linked to their location. It was not the 

discretion of the NWM to choose posts of their own liking rather every post has to be weighed 

politically and not militarily although in the end a compromise was always reached. On the issue 

of posts, Commandant Captain Fergusson recommended that the original strength of 800 foot 

soldiers and 50 sowars be augmented with additional 200 foot soldiers and 20 mounted sowars 

for the reason that a substantive strength has to be kept at Idak as reserves. This appreciation was 

pended by the Foreign Office on the recommendation of the army. The army point of view was, 

that, till the time a clear picture does not emerge out of Waziristan there will be a constant and 

regular demand for increase in the militia strength thus they are advise to wait and see. 
202

 In 

October 1914, a Khost Lashkar descended down  from the North West of Miranshah and 

threatened to annihilate Spinwam and Miranshah , in the end it ravaged Miranshah bazaar and 

Sarai, punitive expedition was undertaken in Ghulam Husain area.
203

This was the unofficial 

beginning of the Third Afghan War which started with attack on the North Waziristan Militia 

and for next four years NWM became the front line and vanguard of British resistance towards 

the influence of Kabul regime in wooing the loyalties of the Mahsud and Wazir tribes 

 

March is a beautiful time in MiranShah the very roses and eucalyptuses start budding, the 

air becomes much fresh and birds start thinking of letting their young ones go out solo and it is 

also the time of year when tribes also set down to contemplate  how to pick a feud; pretext is not 
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difficult to provide as a minor issue over water rights can be enough for the season campaign. On 

21
st
 March 1915, the Khost Lashkar again gathered fifteen miles North West of Miranshah. 

Miranshah was bustling with all kind of rumours, the British troops
204

 had already arrived at 

Miranshah. Miranshah was saved by the North Waziristan Militia. ‘Success of the action was 

largely due to the skilful manner in which a column under Major Scott...gained a position in the 

rear of enemy’
205 

3.4. Third Afghan War and Tochi Valley  

 

 In April 1918, the British military appreciation had concluded that main attack of Afghan 

and tribes will be focused between Kabul and River Gomal. British thus decided to hold Khyber 

Pass at all cost thus employing three infantry brigades and opting to withdrew from Tochi and 

Gomal.
206

 

On February 20
th

, 1919, Amir Habibullah of Afghanistan was slain in his tent near 

Jalalabad, his third son, Amir Amanullah became the king. On May 3
rd

, an Afghan army 

occupied the Khyber Pass. On 6
th

 May British formally declare war and Third Anglo – Afghan 

War started. The conduct of  frontier militia during this war varied, The initial success of the 

Afghans at Bagh
207

 convinced the major Pathan tribes in the Khyber, the Afridis and the Orakzai, 

that it would be safe to attack the British. The revolt by their kin proved too much for the Khyber 

Rifles, who deserted or went over to the Afghans and disbanded on 17
th

 May 1919. Kurram 

Militia by virtue of its sectarian composition , proved that the violence on frontier is directly 

linked with the religion and sect. The Shia militia remained loyal to the British so was the Chitral 

Scouts.  

On May 25
th

 1919, the 7
th

 (Bannu) Brigade,  ordered the North Waziristan Militia to 

evacuate its forward posts and to consolidate its position at Miranshah. ‘Isolated detachments of 

North Waziristan Militia were ordered in the Upper Tochi Valley to evacuate their posts and 
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withdrew to administrative border’.
208

  Perhaps the stupidest blunder ever made in North West 

Frontier, wrote one Frontier Soldier in a letter to the editor of The Times.
209

     The Afghan 

offensive from Khost which commenced on 23
rd

 May 1919, was considerably more successful 

when regulars and tribesmen advancing down the Kaitu Valley enlisted the support of local 

Wazir sections
210

.  North Waziristan Militia had the conviction that if they were attacked by 

regular troops from Afghanistan, the Army would come for their help. But with the onset of 

invasion there were no troops to spare; North Waziristan Militia evacuated all posts in the Upper 

Tochi. From Datta Khel, Tut Narai, Spina Khaisora and Boya to Dardoni. The decision might 

have been correct militarily but politically it was disastrous and most Militia officers thought it 

was unwise. The sight of Militia burning their stores and marching out of their posts seemed 

clear evidence that the British were on the run. Posts of Shewa and Spinwam were withdrawn in 

a very difficult rear-guard action across open country. The troops had hardly left the burning fort 

of Spinwam when Afghanis and Wazir were in it, only three hundred yards behind them. They 

were chased by Wazir all the way back to Idak. The situation was most serious in MiranShah. To 

support the loyal elements in the garrison there were only two companies of the 1/4 Gurkha who 

were loyal and dependable. British had promised lucrative rewards for native troops of Militia if 

they remained loyal.
211 

 27
th

 May 1919, was a hot day and Major Scott the commandant hardly had a wink of 

sleep and it was not because of the hot weather but the fact that since the defection of Khyber 

Rifles the air within the MiranShah Fort also seems to be infected with the germs of treason.  It 

was almost impossible to separate the loyal Khattak from the disloyal Wazir and the Afridi and 

Orakzai of doubtful loyalty. Only eleven Wazir including Darim Khan and Zari Gul who later 

became subedar in Tochi Scouts refused to join with their fellow tribesmen and soldiers. British 

officers were helpless spectators of their world crumbling beneath them but neither hand nor 

voice was raised against them and they also acted in a mature manner understanding that tribal 

loyalty and bond is much stronger than the uniform. When the darkness fell on 27
th

 May, all the 
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soldiers who wanted to leave were allowed to leave but without weapon on this; they dug a hole 

through the northern mud wall of the fort and left with their rifles. 
212

 

An armistice went into effect from 3
rd

 June 1919 and formal peace treaty was signed on 

8
th

 August at Rawalpindi. 
213

There were mass desertions in the South Waziristan Militia also; all 

in all 1100 deserters took away 1190 rifles and over 700,000 rounds of ammunition. Idak, 

Dardoni and Jandola were all attacked. Between 9
th

 August and 18
th

 November, 1919,
214

 Mahsud 

and Wazir raiders committed 182 outrages in adjacent areas of Zhob, Derajat and the Punjab in 

which they killed 225 inhabitants of the settled area, wounding and kidnapping 400 more. The 

Viceroy reported on 11
th

 November 1919,  

 ‘that the Mahsud had refused  the terms offered them, and that no reply had been 

received from the Tochi Wazir…considerable damage has been done by our aircraft…three 

turbulent sections of Ismail Khel, Machas and Achars had been intentionally and 

contumaciously absent when the Kazha Madda Khel Jirga presented itself at Datta Khel on 18
th

 

November…on following day air operations were undertaken enbloc against the villages of 

Ismail Khel and Zuram Atsar and the desired result achieved’.’
215

 

3.5 New Frontier Policy
 

  The war was officially over with the Afghanistan but the tribes remained engaged in 

carrying out costly and lives taking raids and ambushes. British deployed 29,256 combatants 

with 33,987 non-combatants in support to clear the area , there were six infantry brigades 

supported by cavalry and artillery brigades apart from Royal Air Force aircraft.  Force 

commander was Major General Skipton Climo. One of the most serious aspects of the war was 

the consideration to use chemical gas for elimination of the tribes.
216

 Major Bertram Felle raised 

the question in parliament ‘if our troops are making use of gas-shells or gas in any form against 

the tribes on the North-Western Frontier; and, if not, will he give the reason?
217

 ‘The 
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Government of India as at present advised do not propose to use gas except as a retaliation’ was 

the reply of Mr  Herbert Fisher.
218

  On 18
th

  November 1919, Tochi Valley was reoccupied 

without resistance by two brigades, the Tochi Column advanced from Dardoni on 13
th

 November 

and reoccupied Datta Khel on 15
th

 November 1919 ‘on arrival at Datta Khel column was met by 

local Wazir who brought in supplies and apologised for past misdeeds’
219

.  On 27
th

 July 1921, 

Tochi Valley was again in forefront when a major skirmish took place in which five soldiers of 

North Waziristan Militia were wounded.
220

 They were ambushed in the Ahmed Khel area close 

to Boya. The hell broke loose on 11
th

 December 1921
221

 when over 500 tribesmen attacked the 

British convoy moving from Datta Khel to Muhammad Khel, North Waziristan Militia was part 

of this convoy, there were over 70 casualties of army. Deserters of NWM were part of the 

attacking force but they did not fired upon their old comrades.In British parliament, Waziristan 

echoed 

 ‘In 1919 and 1920 there was a recurrence of these troubles. We had then to consider 

whether any steps should be taken to prevent this standing menace on our frontier. Let me 

remind your Lordships very briefly of what the history of this region has been. Since 1852, in this 

particular area, we have had as many as seventeen expeditions, sometimes called expeditions 

and sometimes called blockades. Since 1911 we have had four expeditions, and this at a time 

when our policy was one strictly of non-interference and when, beyond the subsidies we gave to 

the tribes in order that they might have’
222

 

In the aftermath of Third Afghan War, the deliberation to disband the Militia gain momentum. In 

August 1921, amidst the debate Captain F.S.G. Campbell a Scott and Commandant North 

Waziristan Militia wrote a paper to the political authorities  

 ‘Effective occupation of the Upper Tochi is essential as this alone will enable the 

political agent to exercise such control over the Wazirs as to ensure a minimum of raiding in the 

settled districts of the province…thus roughly speaking the problem here is the garrisoning of a 

stretch of country from Miran Shah to Datta Khel or preferably Sheranni , say 30 miles, partly in 
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and partly surrounded by virile, lawless, reckless, well armed and very poor, though not, in 

ordinary times very hostile Wazirs. In the Thal – Idak tract the same problem arises regarding 

the line of 40 Miles all in Wazir country but in a sparsely populated area in the winter and 

almost deserted in the summer’. 
223

  

In the areas mentioned by Captain Campbell the requirement to have a force strong 

enough to camp out for two to three nights at a moment’s notice in order to intercept a raiding 

tribe was paramount. The memory of  27
th

 May 1919 when the Wazir of the North Waziristan 

Militia mutinied and ran away to join the intruding fellow tribesmen thus brought forward the 

inherent risks of having trans frontier recruits and sepoys in the militia. The Political Agent did 

not agreed with the instincts of the Militia and strongly favoured raising of another company of 

Wazirs; the commandant was of the opinion that the composition should have more recruits from 

the tribes that are more settled on the eastern side of Durand Line. The Political Agent was Mr 

Cunningham who later became the governor of NWFP. He was an intellectual person, a Scott , 

graduate of Oxford University and represented his university in rugby,  as such took the events 

of 1919 as part of the game. Cunningham believed that by not trusting the Wazirs the matter will 

become even worse.
224

 

Between 6
th

 January – 24
th

 January 1922, a high-level meeting was held at Delhi over the 

future of Waziristan.
225

 There were many options  on this issue, the first one was to vacate the 

whole of the country  as it has become ungovernable due to the   militant Wazirs who now have 

Martini smooth bore rifles in their possession and further more have adapted themselves well in 

the art of mountain warfare. The military cost of evacuation amounted to almost 154 lakhs of 

Rupees which was equivalent to the amount sanctioned by the council for the Waziristan in 

1921. Another factor was loosing face among the tribes and that would benefit only the Amir of 

Afghanistan ‘ Afghan agitators will loose no opportunity of telling the other tribes that 

Afghanistan has forced the British to evacuate Waziristan’. 
226

The second option was to keep the 
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regular force in close military districts like Bannu, Kohat and Dera Ismail Khan ready to carry 

out punitive action against the hostile Wazirs, it was fundamentally reverting to the Levies era.  

Third option was to maintain a larger regular force at key points within the Waziristan 

and there by intimidating the tribes. Another option was to have an enhanced local force 

comprising of Militia, Scouts and raising of Khassadar force. ‘Whatever we do on the frontier, I 

think the Secretary of State for India will agree with me that this region still presents a problem 

which has to be dealt with year by year’.
227

 In the end a compromise was reached in which 

military occupation of Razmak and enhancement of troops including air force at Miran Shah 

along with regular army units at MirAli was reached. Resultantly the meeting agreed to increase 

the strength of North Waziristan Militia by 500 men and to make it a Scout organisation rather 

than a Militia. The key difference in this change of nomenclature was the tacit approval of 

Captain Campbell’s arguments to have a force comprising of tribes other than purely relying on 

the local tribes which was the casus belli of North Waziristan Militia. Amount was sanctioned 

for the construction of a new cantonment at Razmak. Road construction became the cardinal 

factor of this new frontier policy.  

 ‘The lateral road which has been made or is under construction from Thal in the North 

by Spinwan to Edak, and thence by Razmak to Jandola and back by Khirghi to Tank and Dera 

Ismail Khan, will, when it is completed as a first-class road, be extremely valuable in dealing 

with raids’.
228

                                       

 Viscount Chelmsford, apprised the House of Lords on new frontier policy 

 There are two possible frontier lines which can be advocated or defended on 

geographical, military, or strategic grounds. There is the line of the Indus, and there is the 

Durand Line. As regard the Indus, there are those who say we ought never to have gone beyond 

the Indus and that if we had not gone beyond the Indus we should have been spared much 

expenditure, both in men and in money… Durand Line …But it is not completely demarcated 
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throughout its whole length. It was based in the main on tribal lines, so that so far as possible 

there should be no tribal division along that line.. the Khyber, the Kurram, and Baluchistan—our 

frontier does not touch the Durand Line, and does not run up to that line… There are, of course, 

those who say that we ought to carry our administered territory up to that line, to disarm and 

control the tribes… The expenditure in men and money which would be involved in such a policy 

is, I think, a reasonable explanation why every Viceroy for the past thirty years has shrunk from 

attempting to go forward with such a policy… There are two clear possible frontier lines, then, 

from which noble Lords can realise the position. There is the backward frontier line 

geographically, the Indus, and there is the possible frontier line under the Durand Treaty… But 

the present line of frontier is based on no geographical, no military, and no strategic ground. It 

is largely the result of historical accident. 
229

 

Lord Peel the secretary of state for India, reiterated that it is pertinent to adopt a  policy 

and once adopted to pursue it vigorously. Razmak was primarily selected for its close vicinity to 

heart land of Mahsud Tribe at Makin. To link it with Bannu a road was approved from Bannu – 

Idak- Isha and Razmak. Tochi Scouts was given the responsibility of keeping the lines of 

communication open, to inflict military fury at the insubordinate tribes, thus a three tier 

organisation emerged in the Tochi Valley, the Khassadar
230

 took over the role which North 

Waziristan Militia were performing earlier and Tochi Scouts became an potent force in the area 

to resolve all the issues less asking army to intervene. ‘We have behind them a sort of trained 

trans-frontier policemen, as t may call them, namely, the Scouts, who aro formed of irregulars 

officered by British officers, their clothing and rifles being supplied by the British Government. 

This is a very inexpensive force. It stands behind the Khassadars and is ready to support them if 

they are attacked’.
231

 

Khassadars were not government employees rather they were the persons nominated by 

the tribal Jirga to carry out police duties in their area of responsibility on behalf of the tribe. A 

Khassadar required a rifle and fifty rounds to produce at his own for enlistment; subsequent 

replenishment of rounds expended in conduct of duty was replaced or provided by the political 
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agent at reduced rates.  The political agent paid the amount (pay) not to the Khassadar but to the 

tribe. Any crime occurring within his jurisdiction was payable by a fine paid collectively by the 

tribe.  

 

 3.5. Birth of  Militia Culture 

 

The first twenty two years of Militia experience in North Waziristan was a mixed bag of 

success and limitation. It had been decorated with a Victoria Cross and four Military Crosses, its 

native  officers were praised by the His Majesty for their bravery and influence  ‘ Finally 

Subedar Major Tor Khan, Sardar Bahadur,…this officer has very powerful influence with his 

corps and his bravery and energy are a byword with all ‘
232

. Major General  O’Donnell the 

officer who led the military force in North Waziristan in 1916-1917  is attributed with ‘ in his 

report … states that great credit is due to the North Waziristan Militia for the dash and spirits 

they displayed in the action against great odds ‘
233

.   

When NWM was raised it was supposed to be at par with the Kurram Militia in terms of 

pay and allowances and other matters, however one of the key factor of British military culture 

has been the strict financial discipline in all aspect regarding expenditures incurred on army. In 

India it reached new heights because the inherent minute scrutiny of accounts by the natives 

resulted in NWM being treated financially on a lower tier. For instance the authorization of 

twenty sweepers was sanctioned after a prolong paper work. The NWM logic was that after 

darkness no gates are allowed to be opened at posts as it creates opportunity for the thieves to 

strike, on the other hand if a soldier wants to attend the call of nature then he has to do it within 

the post area therefore the requirement of sweepers for every post is mandatory. Similarly the 

issue of cooks for the posts was highlighted that the sepoy after a daylong work needs rest and 

without a cook he has to prepare the food himself. Practically the soldiers were cooking the food 

collectively known as ‘handiwal’. The soldiers were not given free ration thus the arrangements 

were as under, a ‘Chaudhry’ was nominated in each company who would collect and procure the 

food items for each company and then food was cooked either centrally for the company or 
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individually by the handiwal, the cooked food was given one final touch by adding condiments 

known as ‘tarka’. This custom is still present in Tochi Scouts in a somewhat similar pattern 

where even the cooked food is given a ‘tarka’ by the soldiers in their barracks; it has got nothing 

to do with the standard of cooking but more as a tradition or Riwaj. Banya was another character, 

a Hindu who in simple terms was a shopkeeper of the NWM, he would procure the items from 

Bannu and then sell it in NWM, and he was paid for this.  Socially these classes does not exists 

in the tribal area therefore darzi, mochi, tarkhan {carpenter} and bunya had to be lured from the 

Punjab. Idak was not a good choice as a raising station, it was too small and cramped, and in 

1903 a portion of the post was demolished to make more room for the troops. 

 In regular army the class composition was based upon the Muslims, Sikhs and Hindus 

but in NWM it was only Muslims who were the fighting force the small number of non-Muslims 

were mainly for menial task and as such were kept in separate living quarters consisting of tent 

their food was cooked separately and they ate separately. The reveille was sounded and even 

before it the syce groomed the horses for morning training. In the summer the horses were given 

work early in the morning. There was a physical training period for the newly inducted recruits 

and soldiers; mostly running. Breakfast would be consumed after sunrise and then a day long 

training which was revolving around drill. Office routine was simple as there was no typewriter 

and all correspondence conducted in handwritten notes. Gasht was an important part of training 

in which long distances (10 -15 miles) were covered on foot and also by mounted infantry.  

 NWM was not an ideological military unit its life line depended on keeping the native 

soldiers contended with good pay and other amenities and only then to expect a return in the 

form of loyalty and discipline. There were discrepancies in the pay of NWM troops and regular 

army
234

. Subedar Major was drawing Rupees 150 only whereas the same rank was drawing Rs 

150 and a field batta of Rs 15 along with free ration. In some cases the terms offered to the 

regular army while attracting them to serve in NWM were not fulfilled for instance a Havildar 

Major was offered Rs 28-8-0 which included Rs 15 as pay, staff pay of Rs 10 and Rs 3/8/- as 

compensation of free ration but he was being paid only Rs 25/8/- (Rs 18 as pay, Rs 7/8/- as staff 

pay) where as in regular army he would have been getting a total of Rs 26/- (Pay Rs 16/-,Staff 

Pay Rs 5/-,Good conduct pay and field batta of Rs 5/- along with free ration or Rs 3/8/0). The 
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allowances of British officers were another issue because they were being paid less than that of 

Kurram Militia officers. The Commandant of NWM was drawing an allowance of Rs 100 as 

political agency and Rs 400 as staff pay whereas the Commandant of Kurram Militia was 

drawing a staff pay of Rs 500. Captain Fergusson raised this issue as a matter of principal 

because it undermines the equality among the militias. Similarly the soldiers were paid only Rs 

20 as a onetime allowance for purchase of uniform and subsequently only Rs 5 was given yearly 

as kit allowance which was insufficient. There was no provision of warm weather clothing for 

the troops.  For the purpose of income tax act the NWM was placed as on same footing as that of 

Her Majesty’s Indian Forces. 

  ‘Lieutenant Governor cannot resist the conclusion that as long as regulars are employed 

in Waziristan the native officers and men should receive the same pay...the grant to regulars 

seconded for service in the militia of same concessions as enjoyed by the troops serving in 

Waziristan and also an increase to the numbers of havildars and naik fixed for each corps’.
235 

 The annual cost of NWM amounted to Rs 1, 70, 940 in year 1901 inclusive of pay and 

allowances. The monthly expenditures on stationery were Rs 40/, on firewood Rs 120/ only for 

five months in a year and Rs 60/ were spent on telegrams, repair of tents cost Rs 18/ are some of 

the amounts that were expended out of annual grant given to NWM. 

 The ethics in Waziristan were a matter of debate. British had introduced the aircraft into 

the conflict at Waziristan, rather it was the core issue for induction of aircraft in India . Villages 

were bombed on the frontier. Theoretical it was assumed that now the tribes will be subdued 

without suffering own casualty. It was a novel and modern approach to hit the tribes without fear 

of being hit, to cover long distances in a short time without exposing to the harm and fear of 

being ambush. This was against the chivalry and the traditions of frontier warfare. Royal Air 

Force used bombs weighing 20-230 pounds and many having incendiary feature. RAF, itself 

suffered three casualties among officers. ‘May I ask whether the people who are bombed are able 

to retaliate ? was the moral query raised by Mr Lansbury, he further stated that the time has 
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arrived to stop this inhuman  and barbarous method of warfare against unarmed people.?
236

 The 

House of Lords and common both agreed and highlighted that so far the tribes have been 

behaving in a chivalrous manner by excluding the children and women from the deadly game of 

warfare, however in the light of aerial bombing the tribes may also retaliate in same coin.    

Militia was an experiment by itself, it can be compared with the Punjab Irregular Frontier 

Force for the reason that both were raised from the native tribes however where North 

Waziristan Militia and South Waziristan Militia differs from other similar organisation is in the 

nature of the recruits inducted and in the topography of the area of responsibility. North 

Waziristan as a result of Durand Line had divided the major tribe the Wazirs into two separate 

countries. Their way of life was altered and it was expected that they will act and behave in a 

manner similar to the tribes living in Scotland but North Waziristan is not like Scotland or for 

that matter no place on tis earth can be compared to it and the men who inhabit it. There were 

incidents in almost all the militias in which the soldiers shot their officers
237

, North Waziristan 

was no exception and its commandant Captain Keene was also one of them although he survived 

in the end. The reasons are varied and even after hundred years nothing solid can be said with 

confidence about those incidents. Unlike the other Indian mutinies which took place not only in 

native but also in British regiments since 1800 the  paramount reason was always money (batta 

allowance) however in North Waziristan Militia it was never the monetary factor but the tribal 

traditions were the key factor, even more important was the ego of the individual soldiers which 

remained individualistic in nature despite the hard training regime. The recruitment and 

induction in militia was different from the regular army, the racial distinction plays a more 

important role in militia than the regular army. Afghan affairs do playa  role in the life and 

politics of the north western frontiers; it does not imply the government at Kabul but highlights 

the traditional and historical lineage. The Wazir tribes were divided between the British India 

and Afghanistan, thus these tribal affiliations have played a role in the escalation or de-escalation 

of the violence.  
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Militias displayed an unpredictable behaviour during the Afghan War of 1919, and 

resultantly Khyber Rifles was disbanded, North and South Waziristan Militia were converted 

into Scouts. Only Chitral Scouts and Kurram Militia were predictable Militia loyalty and 

rebellion was not due to the organisation or command factor but due to the culture of the area in 

which they were raised. The officers who served with these militias and served as political agents 

understood the cultural and politics of the tribes better than the staff officers. Militia in the end 

developed a unique culture quite different from regular army. 
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 British Raj’s campaign against Fakir of Ipi in North Waziristan 1936-1947, was the 

longest and the very first in modern time. Despite enjoying an overwhelming numerical, 

firepower and aerial superiority the military failed to apprehend Fakir of Ipi . 
238

 . Resultantly Ipi 

is regarded as a local hero and has attained a mystical figure among the tribes more specifically 

among natives  of North Waziristan. The campaign was not due to Forward Policy or due to any 

international or economic reason, rather a love affair
239

 initiated the campaign , which was 

prolonged by the structure of British administrative and military system. Fakir of Ipi despite 

being a naïve in military affairs was able to outsmart, out wit and achieved the notion of victory 

over the well organised, qualified, modernised British military system. The campaign thus when 

seen from present perspective, highlights the  inherent flaw of military system.   

  Political and military campaign was initiated simultaneously and such they overlapped.  

In first phase which lasted from April 1936 – January 1937, focus was in the lower Khaisora 

Valley
240

 among Tori Khel tribe with an aim to contain the violence. Mirza Ali Khan was able to 

convince the tribes that he should be accepted as a leader in this cause, initially the motive and 

aim was only the Islam Bibi. Mirza despite being a religious person does not belong to the 

hereditary religious families of the area and thus his achievement of uniting the tribes stands out 

in history.
241

 This was the ignition point, had it been dealt correctly the campaign would have not 

gone into phase two. This phase reflects the mind-set of officials at that time, in which any 

uprising must be dealt severely from the abinitio, it took place in Khyber Agency too in 1930,
242

 

thus success in any one political agency was taken as model .  Geography and tribal layout of 
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Khyber differs from North Waziristan thus it failed to achieve the aim in Tochi. Mirza Ali Khan 

was downplayed by the British parliament as ‘fanatic, carrying out propaganda’.
243

 

Phase two ,  lasted from 1939 – 1947, British poured more manpower and firepower yet 

they failed to capture Fakir of Ipi, resultantly Mirza gained stature and became a symbol of tribal 

pride. Mirza had Madda Khel as his base, which is North of MiranShah, in this phase the 

Mahsud Wazir tribes also joined in with Fakir of Ipi and Tori Khel’s. It engulfed Razmak and 

South Waziristan also. Resultantly more and more military power was poured in the Waziristan. 

Identical has been the pattern in the on-going campaign, which also started from the Bannu 

upwards  between 2005-2012 and still is facing stiff resistance in Madda Khel area.   There were 

no less than three infantry brigades(25,000 troops) and an air force group which remained 

committed in hunt of Mirza for a decade despite the start of Second World War. Tochi Scouts 

seems to be a minor force within such an over all order of battle yet it was the Tochi Scouts 

which had the most intimate knowledge of the area and were really the eyes and ears of the 

force. In terms of phases of conflict there was another dimension, in the first phase the political 

administration of the agency remained in charge of the operation and it was brought under 

control by creating a dissention among the tribes and forcing Mirza Ali to be on the run and then 

there was a phase when the military took the complete control of the area with devastating 

results. This very much was the last act of Frontier Warfare for the British and it was again in 

2000 that similar operations were under taken in the same area against the same tribes on almost 

the same issues thus these years of soldiering at Frontier Warfare are quite relevant even today.  

4.1                                 11
th

 April 1936 

 

Before the Islam Bibi incident the Tori Khel had reached an agreement with the political 

administration to allow the construction of a road from Mir Ali down south into the lower 

Khaisora Valley for which the tribe received Rupees 7500 annually as Khaisora Allowance.
244

 

Fakir of Ipi now linked this construction of road with the Islam Bibi; the road became a symbol 

of the oppression and a matter of ego also. Tori Khel now refused to allow the construction of 

the road, simultaneously the scouts of Tochi Scouts were kidnapped while coming or proceeding 
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to Bannu, Bhittanis also started abducting the Hindu girls; the law and order situation became 

worst.
245

 It was now once again time for the show down in Tochi Valley.  

 A Jirga of Lower Tochi valley Ulemas gathered on 11th April 1936, in which it was 

agreed that a joint action must be undertaken on this issue (islam Bibi)
246

. The political 

administration of agency was also keeping an eye on the affairs and through intimidation they 

were able to create a split among the ranks of the tribes of Daurs; a punitive action was 

undertaken by the No.2 Wing of Tochi Scouts in which the lashkar raised by Daurs to support 

Haji Mirza was dispersed without bloodshed. Tochi Scouts must be given the credit for 

dissolving such a potential dangerous situation amicably. It was not the overwhelming numerical 

superiority of the manpower or the fire power rather the subtle art of negotiations so important in 

Frontier Warfare that was employed. The subedars knew the people by face and there fore their 

advice had different impact on the natives. ‘However three houses of leading Daur Maliks 

including that of Fakir  were destroyed by the contingents of the Tochi Scouts…the lashkar 

remains in the Khaisora Valley but is getting no support from neighbouring Wazir tribesmen’.
247

 

The military control of the operation was handed over to the army
248

, the most important 

and perhaps the fatal step was the handing over of the political control to the army as well, the 

Resident Waziristan at Tank now became his subservient. Immediately one more infantry 

brigade along with two tank companies and two batteries of mountain artillery were on the move, 

it must be remembered that the strength of lashkar or the hostile tribesmen was not more than 

two hundred in total. This army mentality of calling up the reinforcement because of an event in 

which numerical inferiority or superiority was of least matter remained in vogue as long as the 

British remained in power. The problem with extra reinforcement was an increase in the logistics 

tail which now presented a bigger target to the tribesmen. There was one Waziristan 

Force(Wazirforce)
249

, which had Waziristan Division &  1
st
 Indian Division, these divisions had 
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no less than seven brigades
250

. All to hunt just one man Ipi, and there was not even a picture of 

him available to identify.
251

 

 The Tori Khel Jirga was summoned by the political officer, the main demands of the 

political agent were the eviction of intruding tribesmen, Tori Khel expressed their inability to do 

so as the number of intruding tribesmen was in the range of 800, finally an agreement was 

reached on the terms and fine that the Tori Khel had to pay( 100 rifles & 100 hostages) along 

with allowance from the government, the most important clause was that Tori Khel either control 

Fakir of Ipi or expel him. , on 11
th

 January 1937 Jirga accepted the terms;. In a jirga the political 

officer does not gives orders and neither he stands, rather it is all argumentative in nature, if 

orders are given then jirga normally just walks out. The tribes retain their independence and only 

solid arguments can convince them. On 7
th

& 8
Th

 January a combined air and land operation was, 

therefore, carried out by Razcol, Tocol and the Royal Air Force. On 15
th

 January a full Jirga of 

Tori Khel was held at Mir Ali in which General Officer Commanding represented the state and 

from midnight for all practical purposes the war was over.  This was the general perception 

among all the troops; Tori Khel also brought their families back. Political control of the agency 

was handed back to the political officers and with this the first phase of the operations against 

Fakir of Ipi came to an end. 

According to local estimates during these operation almost 20 British officers and `1800 

soldiers were killed
252

. Another figure indicates overall casualties of 107 for both brigades
253

.  

On the other hand Faqir of Ipi lost 50 men. The moral effect was considerable and prestige of the 

Faqir of Ipi increased enormously. He had achieved the notion of victory so vital in Frontier 

Warfare. The initiative was now with the Faqir. He had the support of Tori Khel in whose 
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territory the operation was conducted but since it also touched upon the area of Mahsuds thus 

they also got involved 

4.2                                       Ides of March - 1937 

  

 On 6
th

 February 1937, the illusion of peace was cut short by the simultaneous 

murders of two officers in Waziristan, Captain  Keogh of South Waziristan Scouts along with his 

orderly was murdered at Ladha and Captain Roy Beatty of Tochi Scouts performing the duties of 

assistant political agent North Waziristan was shot dead at Boya. The accused was a Madda Khel 

Wazir  by the name of Zawel.
254

 He was taunted earlier for robbing only the Muslims and thus 

Beatty became a victim of an egoistic killer but under the circumstances the killing took the form 

of ongoing movement. This murder took place six days after Fakir of Ipi had left the Lower 

Khaisora. Madda Khel tribe was indicted in the murder of the Beatty, a fine of Rupees 25,000 ( 

apart from 30,000 rupees stolen from Beatty) along with a deposit of 50 rifles for three years, 50 

hostages . Madda Khel Jirga also agreed to expelled the  five principal murderers.
255

 Thus once 

again it was an incident , an act of an individual tribesman which derailed the entire peace 

process in the Tochi Valley. There was no link and connection between the two murders but they 

were interpreted as a single act. Fakir of Ipi’s  in his Friday prayer sermons
256

 stressed upon all 

the natives serving in state organizations especially the Khassadars to leave the service otherwise 

they will become non Muslims and their last rites will not be performed, eleven Khassadars left 

their posts on 3
rd

 March 1937. The worst was yet to come and it came on 21
st
  March near 

Razmak  a Gurkha Battalion
257

 was almost massacred, two British officers, two Gurkha officers 

along with thirty Gurkha soldiers were killed. The Uthmanzai Wazir Jirga was again summoned, 

the Tori Khel had given the power of attorney to them to speak on their behalf. 

‘ Friendly tribesmen declared their united acceptance of the fact that the  Government 

were not interfering with their religion, they have taken oaths to combine to end the present 

troubles and have undertaken to fight the irreconcilables if necessary’
258

. 
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On 6
th

 April the resident in Waziristan came to MiranShah and addressed the Wazir Jirga and this time the punitive 

actions were announced against the Tori Khel, for the reason that they have not complied with earlier agreements of 

the Jirga, the increase in attacks on the army was demoralising and it had to be stopped before it reaches dangerous 

level. Fakir of Ipi had requested for more time to frame his answer but in this time the frequency of attacks had 

increased, apparently Fakir was playing for time. Resident said  

 

‘ Government patience has exhausted…there had been no diminution of the Fakir’s 

activities since March 24th  when the Jirga pledged themselves to end the present trouble…Fakir 

had tried to extend the dissatisfaction into the Mahsud country…since the Tori Khel were held 

responsible for the Fakir’s trouble making, all Tori Khel allowances and Khassadars 

payments{for local levies} would be closed to them, after tomorrow any Tori Khel seen by the 

government  forces would be liable to arrest, except Jirgas coming to interview the 

authorities’.
259

 

This did not intimidate the tribesmen especially the Tori Khel who after being dismissed 

from the Levies attacked the loyal Khassadars and killed one. Moslem and Hindu government 

officials were kidnapped. Resident in Waziristan banned the migration of Bakka Khel and Jani 

Khel Wazirs towards the Razmak (Shawal) in summer
260

. ‘Press reports from Bannu and other 

frontier areas indicate a more serious situation than the information available here 

discloses’.261 

  The seriousness of the issue became reality after few days when on 10
th

 April the 

tribesmen( Jalal Khel, Abdur Rehman Khel, Nazar Khel, Mahsuds, Bhittanis) led by Khonia 

Khel Mahsud  attacked the British convoy which had left Manzai for Wana via Jandola and 

Sarwekai. Convoy consisted of 45 vehicles with an escort of 125 infantry and four armoured 

cars, one aeroplane was also in the air for surveillance, route was picketed by the Khasadars. 

Eight miles west of Jandola ( Shahur Tangi) it was ambushed. It was the deadliest attack in the 

history of Waziristan, seven British officers were  killed and 45 other ranks were wounded.
262

  

Fakir of Ipi in his Friday sermon exhorted the Wazirs and Mahsuds to commit offenses against 
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the government
263

., slowly and gradually the traditional hold of Maliks was weaning.
264

    

Resultantly the political control of the Waziristan was again handed over to the army on 22
nd

 

April 1937, with all military and political powers vested to General John Coleridge the General 

officer commanding in Chief Northern Command, both Tochi Scouts and South Waziristan 

Scouts were also put under the army command. Resultantly army resorted to violence and on 

22
nd

April, air strikes were conducted in proscribed areas of the Lower Khaisora as a prelude to 

ground offensive 

 On 23
rd

April, 1
st
 Indian Division under Major General E.De Burgh supported by Royal 

Air Force started their advance in Khaisora Valley. Elements of Tochi Scouts performed the 

duties of advance guard and flank protection, the division reached Khaisora River on 25
th

 April; 

Fakir of Ipi was far too clever to offer any battle on unfavourable ground compelling army to 

move further Fakir struck at night and sniping of the camp started at night. On 30
th

April the 

Khaisora Post was abandoned
265

 for the reason that it was difficult to sustain this post, an 

admission of defeat, Captain Grimson was the post commander, in the end a 64 lorry load of 

post’s equipment was sent back most of which was looted enroute. This abandonment of  

Khaisora post was huge moral victory for Faqir of Ipi. Biche Kashkai was also abandoned and 

army practically reached the point from where it started i.e. Mir Ali with Fakir of Ipi still at large 

governing Arsal Kot. In this operation Army suffered five killed and 54 wounded. Faqir of Ipi 

suffered approximately 200 killed and 57 wounded
266

. 

British Parliament also took notice of the events at Waziristan, Under Secretary of State 

Mr Butler gave a written reply stating that ‘ Where air action has been taken since April 6 1937 

in a few localities in Waziristan, ample warning has always been given by the dropping of 

notices and areas of safety have been notified. So far as is known no casualties have been caused 

to non combatants nor have any been caused by delayed action bombs, no dams or reservoirs 

have been destroyed and damage to crops is negligible’.
267

 

  In May 1937, Army launched its biggest operations in which two brigades (Bannu & 

Abbottabad) were involved apart from the Tochi Scouts. It was learnt through the intelligence 
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operators
268

 that Fakir of Ipi is having his headquarters at Arsal Kot, in Shaktu Valley which is 

ten to fifteen miles south of Dosali. Major General Hartley assumed the command of Waziristan 

Division (these operations were conducted by Waziristan Division) an extensive planning was 

made in which deception was the key factor. At that time the Central Waziristan Road was under 

construction which was sabotaged by the tribesmen; engineers, local maliks, contractors and 

labourers were all cramped at Dosalli 

The plan was bold and rather had an element of ingenuity, it revolved around night 

marching something which the army has not done so far in the area, to reach at the Sham Plain a 

high plateau  located five miles south by morning and then to attack the Arsal Kot. The only 

limitation was that there were neither maps nor aerial photographs good enough to allow any 

worthwhile planning. Captain Grimson words and assurance that it is possible to enter into the 

Sham Plains by crossing the Iblanke Ridge were the guiding principle for the success of whole 

operation. In the end it all came down to the Tochi Scouts to guide the whole brigade towards the 

destination
269

.  When the two brigades
270

 finally attacked the Arsal Kot with preparatory artillery 

bombardment they came to know that the Fakir is not present. He was more wise and tactically 

sound than the staff corps officers who spent a whole week in planning but when it came to 

execution they had no control over the inefficiency, incompetency and the inherent training flaws  

of the army units, raised and trained only for conventional warfare in which the enemy was 

supposed to be as incompetence as the British. ‘ A distressing feature of these operations was the 

appalling incompetence of a British battalion, a very famous one, it was ambushed, it was 

surprised, it lost rifles, it left out its dead and wounded’
271

. By and large these remarks were true 

for almost every battalion that took part in the operations less Tochi Scouts. The fundamental 

cause to all these mishaps had been an ignorance of the area its militant culture, lack of training 

for mountain warfare and above all the equipment and last but not the least the cumber some 

staff corps. In the mid of October 1937(12
th

 – 17
th

 ) a combined tribal lashkar of 150 men 

comprising of Madda Khel and Tori Khel joined hands and positively blocked the road between 
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the Mir Ali and the Tochi Scouts Post at Spinwam.
272

 A strong combined army and Scouts 

operation was conducted  supported by light tanks which came from Peshawar under Brigadier 

E.P. Quinan. The Spinwam Post which was besieged came under intense sniping. The utility of 

light tanks was demonstrated when in a set piece battle drill the 9
th

 Infantry Brigade (stationed at 

MiranShah) supported by the No. 3 Wing of RAF was able to disperse the tribesmen. RAF 

dropped aerial supplies on the post on 17
th

 , 18
th

 and 19
th

 October. The aerial dropping of the 

supplies was very tricky and required great skills, at times it has to be weighed whether to drop 

ammunition or not because any veering of the wind and it easily could land in the hands of the 

tribesmen. The religious preachers and patriotic leaders from all the tribes  had accepted Ipi as  

Amir-e – Jehad. He organized the hitherto independent tribal forces (Lashkar) into an organized 

out fit with commanders  known as Khalifa on the Islamic pattern.  Fakir by virtue of his evading 

the British military might had by now created an aura of invincibility about him and his 

followers. It was believed that no bullet can hit him.
273

. These generals or khalifas as appended 

below were personally nominated by Faqir of Ipi; something no person in the living history of 

Waziristan has ever been able to achieve. 

a. Khalifa Sher Ali Khan   Mahsud 

b. Khalifa KhoniaKhel    Mahsud 

c. Khalifa  Din Faqir    Bhitanni 

d. Khalifa MaharDil   Khattak 

e. General Gul Nawaz  

f. General Rab Nawaz Khan  

g. General Mashak Alam Khan  

h. General Azal Mir  

j. General Janat Mir    Tori Khel 

k. General Malik    Shudi Khel  

l. General Gaago 

m. General Gulla Khan    Datta Khel 

n. General Ghazi Mir Jan   Tori Khel 
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o. General Faqira    Punjabi
274

 

The nomenclature  of Khalifas indicates the Mirza’a political acumen as all tribes were given a 

due share in the leadership, these Khalifas were not religious leaders rather they were tribal 

strongmen the people who believed in his cause and his personality.  The tribes which seldom 

are united were now combined in their resistance, Mahsuds, Tori Khel Wazirs and Bhittanis all 

in all over 300 fighting strength attacked the army and scouts. RAF strafed them Royal Artillery 

shelled them day and night and finally on 22
nd

 October a Jirga was called and peace terms were 

reached , a new camp at Qalandar Khel Kalai was established. 
275

 

  In the early part of the year (1938) the focus was on the South Waziristan where Sher Ali 

276
a khalifa of Fakir of Ipi was active and caused much consternation to the regular army.  He 

originated from Kaniguram in South Waziristan, It seems that sooner or later the centre of 

gravity had to be among the Mahsuds, they cannot remain in oblivion in such situation. Sher Ali 

in typical Mahsud style adopted hit and run tactics, targeting the isolated Scout Posts and the 

military convoys  in the general area Sharawangi Narai and Torwam in South Waziristan, 

Chaudwan Village in Dera Ismail Khan also borne the brunt of his ferocity. Tochi Scouts took 

part in the wild chase of Sher Ali being part of Bannu Brigade and more so their own posts were 

attacked by Sher Ali. 
277

 

 The most dangerous weapon in the hand of the Wazirs was the propaganda, at evening 

and at night they would call upon the scouts to desert the British and join them in the holy 

cause
278

. Datta Khel was not the only post assaulted rather on 31
st
 May there were three main 

bodies of tribesmen, 250 tribesmen at Lwargi, 400 tribesmen with one gun at Tut Narai not far 

from Datta Khel and 600 tribesmen at Drewasta. British Army’ two infantry brigades No. 3
rd

 

(Jhelum) and Razcol were moved to Dosalli and Raznai, which were able to disperse the lashkar. 

Tochi Scouts built a new post at Lwargi and occupied it on 14
th

 June. On 28
th

 June Madda Khel 

Jirga accepted the peace terms. 

 

Shami Pir 
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 Not much is known about him and history has yet to pass its judgement on him , was he 

the biggest farce of all time, a Nazi agent  or a genuine religious person; the last description is 

the least to be applied on him. Shami Pir hailed from Syria { Sham in Urdu} thus he was known 

as Shami Pir, let it not be forgotten that Fakir of Ipi had been to Syria and owned property there. 

Shami Pir came to Waziristan along with another follower and soon established himself among 

the Mahsuds, who revered as they are in habit of doing so to anyone who has any distant claim to 

divinity. The biggest question is how he managed to unite the tribesmen to accept him as another 

leader. On 13
th

 June 1938,  he addressed a Jirga
279

 in which he not only impressed the Mahsuds 

but also Ghilzais and Utmanzai Wazir to carry out a Jehad against the Afghan Government under 

his leadership. On 23
rd

 June the Lashkar composed of Mahsuds and Uthmanzai Wazir marched 

towards the Durand Line. There is a theme that British planted him but that is not true because 

his lashkar was strafed  and bombed by RAF , also political pressure was brought on to the 

tribesmen to refrain from attacking Afghanistan. The plausible reason being that the last thing 

that British desired was a trouble with Afghanistan. On 27
th 

  June 1938, Shami Pir was 

interviewed under safe conduct and brought to Tochi Officers Mess and from here he was sent to 

Karachi under an escort, he was paid a hefty amount
280

 to leave the country. The best part is that 

Shami Pir at Karachi shaved and put on a smart suit before his flight. The ease with which he 

was able to convince the tribesmen to accept him a religious leader speaks volume about the 

character of the Waziristan. He wanted to be a another Lawrence but failed just short of it, had he 

been more persistent in his conviction the history of the area might have been altered. 

4.3          Summer of 1939 

 

 In May 1939,
281

 the general perception among the higher command and policy makers 

regarding the situation in Waziristan was that the worst is over . 

‘ Fakir of Ipi’s agitation against the Government of India has fizzled out, Fakir himself is 

a fugitive somewhere near the Afghan border and the Tori Khel and Madda Khel …have made 

their peace with the Government of India…resistance of the tribesmen finally broke down under 
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the strain of the air blockade which forced them to leave their cultivation and seek refuge in the 

surrounding barren hills… there is now no organised resistance to the Government…gangs of 

hostile tribesmen are still moving about the mountains, bridges are being blown up and other 

Government property damaged’
282

 

Tori Khel in May 1939 returned six of the kidnapped persons, they still had 15 more in 

their custody thus the optimism was not based upon sand castle. ‘ Frontier Policy should be 

subjected to a fresh examination by military and political experts have aroused considerable 

interest in official circles in Simla’
283

.The fighting strength of the various tribes was as under, 

they all were armed with rifles but only Ibrahim Khel had one cannon. 

Mohmit Khel        2700 

Ibrahim Khel {Including Madda Khel}    3500 

Tori Khel        3400 

Manzar Khel        600 

Wali Khel {Kabul Khel}      5350 

Saidgi &Kharsin       550 

            Daurs                                                                    12250 

In early 1939
284

  Tochi Scouts carried out the operation and the primary difference 

between the operation of regular army which had no soldier or seldom an officer speaking the 

native language and understanding the culture is obvious from the fact that ‘ very villages which 

were rounded up have approached the political authorities with the request that the Scouts should 

again occupy the camp on the plateau in the summer of 1940’.
285

  Tori Khel and Madda Khel 

remained true to their words and abided by the clauses of the agreement but it did not helped in 

bringing the situation to normalcy. The prestige of Fakir of Ipi was so high that he was not 

confined to the help of only these two tribes. Raiding, sniping, sabotage, cutting of telegraph 

lines, highway robberies even the political agent was fired upon while travelling on road to 

Razmak. That was the general situation in Waziristan on the outbreak of war in Europe.
286

 The 

casualties among regular troops and civil armed forces during 1939 amounted to 77 Killed and 
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195 wounded while in the last seven months there have been 1,075 offenses committed by the 

tribesmen including 166 kidnapping and 7 air operation.
287

 

Tappi is a Daur village on the left bank of Tochi river between Thal on Tochi and Idak, it 

is almost fifteen miles south east of MiranShah and 4 miles south west of Idak, in 1940 the 

population of the village was not more than 400, it is not situated on the Mir Ali – MiranShah 

road rather the road is approximately two miles away in north but a track links it passing through 

for a mile amidst cliffs and narrow defiles, all potential ambush sites. Tappi is a beautiful village 

with mud houses and green orchards, fields although small yet they adore golden colour of wheat 

in summer, one of the many Daur villages which have benefitted from the economic 

opportunities afforded by the political administration of the agency. It has never cause any 

serious problem but in the summer of 1940 it became a needle of a storm. Fakir of Ipi was still at 

large untraceable and his movement was gaining foot hold. There were reports that the Tappi 

village is harbouring the hostiles who are involved in sabotage activities; these hostiles were now 

called as Ghazis. There were confirmed reports that tribesmen hostile to the government and 

loyal to Fakir of Ipi have shifted here. In the recent waves of sabotage the bombs were planted 

on the road and one bomb was also planted on the drill ground of the Tochi Scouts. A purely 

Tochi Scouts operation was planned and launched on the advice of the political agent with 

disastrous consequences. The political agent was on leave thus assistant political agent was in 

command and so were Tochi Scouts under the officiating command of Boob Youngman. The 

role which these acting and officiating  appointments play in  war are quite delirious in nature, on 

one hand they feel that they can also assert their potential and on the other hand it provides them 

an opportunity to mark their own stamp; unfortunately victory has many fathers but defeat is an 

orphan. Captain Russell’s head was chopped by  the Fakir of Ipi’s General Shudi Khel Hamzoni 

and taken by the Lashkar. Later with the efforts of political authorities, the head of Captain  

Russell was retrieved.
288

 After few days Tochi Scouts as part of Tocol again marched into the 

Tappi , the boundary walls and the houses of all anti government tribesmen were destroyed  
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 4.4                                       Life in Agency during the Campaign 

 

In 1939 the very first merry go round was introduced in Miranshah on the occasion of Eid 

–ul- Fitr, there was a lot of excitement among the Wazirs over this , it did not last long because it 

broke down under the weight of grown up tribesmen who were as excited as young kids to have 

a ride on it.  

 Imparting education in Agency remained an uphill task, ‘ for generations literacy has 

been considered unworthy of a Pathan’. There were eight primary schools in the agency with 340 

pupils and 211 middle school pupils, a new school was opened at Spalga. In October 1939 the 

teacher of MiranShah Middle School was kidnapped, tortured and killed for ransom. Agency was 

giving Rs 2000 as scholarship to students which works out as Rs 40/. Per student per year. 

Annual athletic moot was held at MiranShah for the students, slowly and gradually the schools 

were becoming part of the agency life. Preservation of timber was also taken by forbidding 

export of it without permit. There was a transport company which was plying the lorries, it was 

owned by the tribesmen and they on a contract were carrying the government goods. This step 

was taken after the Shahur Tangi ambush, now the protection of the lorries was also the 

tribesmen responsibility. The lorries made camels redundant as the lorry owner made a profit of 

Rs 20/ on a load. The arms and ammunition business was a flourishing trade with black smiths of 

Hassu Khel in great demand.  It will be a misconception to think that there was nothing else 

going on in the agency other than the war, on the contrary,  a total of 16523 plant saplings were 

distributed during the year 1941 in the agency for plantation and tribesmen showed keen interest 

in forestation
289

. 

. 

   4.5                                          Mistrust of Militia 

    

 Tochi Scouts had been the centre of controversy since the beginning of the year. The 

earlier raised eye brows about the low casualty rates of the Tochi Scouts now became  whispers 
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they were attributed of being soft on the enemy. They had been the darling of the army during 

the preceding two years of relentless operations.. This was the beginning; the Commandant 

Major Fitz Maurice was told by his superiors   without any mincing of words that his corps has 

connived in blowing up off the bridges also. Army took all the frustration of failure on the Tochi 

Scouts.
290

 

The Scouts on the other hand were not happy with the intrusion of army and their being 

under the command of Khaki, the army officers in any case regarded them as an infantry in fancy 

dress. It was clash of two military cultures, the army bred in conventional manner where there is 

a clear definition of enemy and concept of victory lies in the annihilation of him, Scouts or 

Frontier Militias do not share this definition of warfare or about the enemy, for them a tribe is 

not an enemy, it is not to be destroyed, annihilated, humiliated, exterminated and subjugated in 

totality. The Riwaj of the area has to be respected; only the miscreants are to be dealt severely. 

The opening round has to be fired by the tribesmen to convince the whole Qaums on the 

justification of the action. Women and old have to be respected; destruction has to be in relation 

to the crime and above all the Scouts have to live here and army only a guest. Resultantly the 

tribes look upon army as soft target and hit them hard and with vengeance, they too had a soft 

corner for the Tochi Scouts.  There was a silent and sometimes vocal complaint that Tochi 

Scouts is not carrying out Gasht as much as they should. The political agent’s report highlights 

‘Ideally the Scouts gasht every hill in Waziristan at all times of the year day and night. In fact the 

most remarkable achievement of the Scouts this year has been the fact that their gashts have been 

almost as extensive and frequent as they were in the piping days of peace four years ago’
291

 

Between  1
st
  October 1940 – 31

st
 December 1940, 216 foot gashts were carried out and a total of 

850 for the year.
292

 In 1943-44 Army in order to avoid trouble with natives forbid Tochi Scouts 

gashts for the reason that they wanted manpower in Burma.  Major Ralph Venning { he later 

commanded SWS} was not the type to take orders from army, ‘ He took a strong gasht of Tochi 

Scouts in the mid of night to the top of an isolated peak Vezada Sar and early in the morning 

lined up all his helios on to Gardei , knowing that district commander  is there with the signal ‘ 

good morning from Tochi Scouts on Vezada Sar… I was not going to have a General telling 
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Scout where they could go and not go’.
293

In February 1941 , the deteriorating law and order was 

mainly confined to lower Khaisora where joint Scouts and army action was conducted. An 

entirely wrong impression would have been given if it were thought that the Scouts whole work 

consisted in operations of military or semi oppressive character. The Scouts, in fact being 

Pathans themselves tend to be on good terms with the local people and maintain the friendly 

relations between government and the tribes which are the foundation of any advance on the 

frontier, ‘remarkable oasis of peace round Dosalli and Gariom’
294

 the primary issue was that 

tribesmen regarded army as  an enemy and not only that but a soft prey as well. 

.  Mir Shahjan was the out law star of the year 1941, he destroyed water channel , 

burnt Khassadar picquet No.28. Kidnapped Zarif Khan of Darpa Khel, looted the mail lorry of 

retired Tochi Scouts subedar, Rasul Khan. On 5
th

 March he kidnapped a Hindu girl near Idak and 

on 11
th

 April kidnapped two Hindu students along with one Muslim student; He was hunted by 

the Tochi Scouts successfully. Lieutenant Desmond Cable was the hunter, he caught him with 

the lorry just before dark near Idak. Cable found the dead body of Tochi Scouts Hindu contractor 

inside the lorry stabbed . Also from 1940 onwards Muslim Officers were also posted in Tochi 

Scouts,  

    

4.6                                An unfinished campaign 

   

In the summer of 1942, the Faqir of Ipi once again made an effort to capture this most 

exposed Tochi Scouts Fort, The Datta Khel. At that time, it was commanded by Lieutenant 

Sharif Khan and its post subedar was Muhammad Lal Din. The Lashkar closed around it on 1
st
  

May 1942, beginning a siege, which was to last just over three months. The harsh reality was that 

neither in Razmak nor in Bannu there  were enough trained troops to relieve Datta Khel. Fakir in 

his lashkar had many deserters from army and scouts, one such deserter was Zamir an Afridi 

who tried to convince Lieutenant Sharif on desertion but failed. 
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  ‘It was an indecisive action, both sides shooting at one another from parallel 

ridges, neither able to gain any advantage. I saw one Scout wounded far down the forward 

slope. One of his tribe ran down to rescue him. It was terribly hot day and the hill side was very 

steep. He slung the wounded man across his shoulder and staggered up the hill, but soon had to 

put him down, rest and have a drink. Then he picked up his friend and struggled up a few more 

yards before again putting him down. He was eventually reached the top with two bullets in 

him…there was an ilex tree on our ridge and some crack shot on the other side knew the range 

to a yard. Every man who went near it was shot. Andrew came up and I said, ‘you keep clear of 

that tree’. He laughed and replied (he had a slight stammer) ‘‘I am all r-r-right I am too big b-b-

big to be hit’’. At that moment a bullet got him in the chest and in a few seconds he was dead’.
295

 

 Tochi Scouts were besieged for six more weeks, hoping everyday for re-enforcement but 

there was none. After three months the siege was suspended. Faqir of Ipi failed to capture Datta 

Khel garrison.  

   In the year 1945,  there were 1165 incidents of sniping in North Waziristan. One 

fine morning in October 1945 when the newly inducted recruits were carrying out the drill at the 

parade ground out side the fort, a bomb exploded blowing up the right leg of the Sepoy Dil 

Bahadur. The parade ground was later had a heavy roller rolled from one end to the other by the 

suspected tribe under the supervision of the recruit’s tribe havildar. 

 The year 1946 , opened with Ipi’s opposition to the construction of posts in Datta Khel. 

On 23
rd

 March 1946 his followers demolished Khat Pani picquet. In April he summoned the 

leading hostiles including  Mullah Zawahir Shah to plan further actions, at the end a ‘ Konra’ 

expedition was planned against the tribes who were soft on government. This was a major 

success of the political administration that they wee able to wow certain tribes away from the 

Fakir , the most notable among these tribes was Manzar Khel. The cumulative impact of all these 

movements was an attack on 28
th

 April 1946, at the Gardaí Camp, similar attack was launched 

on Razmak on 30
th

 May and on 4
th

 July MiranShah was attacked. In all these attacks the rockets 

and artillery was used. At MiranShah on Tochi Scouts five shells were fired at evening. The 

regular games were going on, scouts were playing football and officers were playing Tennis.  

One shell hit the hangar at the northern end without causing any major damage materially but 

these shelling had a demoralising  value also.  
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  The campaign which lasted for  eleven years took birth because of a love affair and the 

judicial decision, Mirza Ali Khan had the greatness imposed on him, he was not a hereditary 

religious or tribal leader but his is the case where an agent can disrupt the structure. The situation 

and violence have varying graph, it is low when the political control of the agency was in the 

hand of the political agent and increases when army took over the control. Army both British and 

Indian showed the inherent inefficiency of military , they were physically not up to the mark, 

they came here for duration of not exceeding six months, thus their mindset was different. The 

brutal show of airpower failed to achieve the aim; tribes did not surrender even once due to air 

power. It was a war which was initiated by the system on the tribes. The campaign shows that 

tribes have no ethics in war, cutting, slaughtering, mutilating of dead bodies is  part of culture. 

Tribes were not getting any support from any foreign power in terms of weapons or ammunition, 

rather they looted the military convoys to replenish their armoury. Militants from Punjab were 

taking part in the campaign under Fakir of Ipi. Tribes were not united before the campaign and 

neither they got united because of the cause, rather the army action united them. Another 

perspective that emerges from the campaign , is , that other tribes outside the Waziristan 

remained impartial to the events taking place inside Wazir territory. In the same period, Khyber 

Rifles remained disbanded and was only re-raised in 1945 at Sialkot
296

, there was no major 

campaign undertaken by Kurram Militia or  Chitral Scouts as well. Air campaign, which 

theoretically should have put the war against the tribes to an early end, also failed to locate the 

Fakir of Ipi or to change the course of the campaign itself. This failure is the most glaring aspect 

of modern theory of air warfare. Also the aerial bombing failed to break the will of the tribes. 

 Fakir of Ipi died natural death in 1960 but his grave his not exactly marked, rather he is 

believe to be buried among one of the caves ahead of Madda Khel near Gurweikht
297

,. The 

movement died down , however Ipi’s nephew Niaz was nominated as the heir  
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Chapter 5 

    Forward Policy, Tribes and Militia ; 1947 – 1990 

 

 

  

 

In 1947, the Indian Independence Act
298

 specified the abrogation of all treaties, pacts and 

promises in the tribal areas. The Act itself frees the tribal areas from any obligation, as the act 

created two dominions from the governor and chief commissioner provinces, and princely states 

were given the option of either remaining independent or acceding to the either dominion. Thus 

tribal areas which were part of neither, reverted to same position as in 1849.  Afghanistan also 

interpreted the Act with identical spectrum.
299

 King George left a window of opportunity to keep 
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the Forward Policy and Great Game alive by leaving the communication and posts open for 

negotiations with tribes, provided if the tribe wish. In August 1947,  on independence, the system 

in frontier remained the same as in past. George Cunningham a former political agent was 

appointed as governor of NWFP;  former officials linked with Forward Policy were in key 

positions.  All tribes less Waziristan were at peace with the new dominion.
300

 There were no less 

than 15 battalions deployed in Waziristan. In September 1947, Governor, George Cunningham 

wrote very first note on future Frontier Policy. 

  ‘Military should be withdrawn from Waziristan in 1948, use of propaganda  to make 

Pakistan and Islam as synonym in the eyes of tribes to pacify them, retention of allowances and 

khasasdri
301

 system…  keep the Militia and Scouts in frontier…. affairs of tribal areas should be 

handled by the provincial assembly of province’.
302

  

 George Cunningham, highlighted that , he has resisted the moves of military to 

incorporate the militia into them. ‘All these corps are of high quality, as good as anything in 

regular army; and ought to be maintained as they are’.
303

 On Khassadar, he pointed out that 

scholarships have been initiated to induct  tribesmen from early age into the khassadari. 

Cunningham further wrote , ‘function of army on the NW Frontier is to oppose {if extreme 

necessity arises} the tribes as a whole; the function of the Scouts is to work daily with the tribes 

and to help them control their own individual malefactors’.
304

 Pakistan, at that time was spending 

Rupees 10 Lakhs {one million} on allowances to tribes and overall spending Rupees 90 Million 

on the tribal areas; whereas the income of the province was merely 20 million Rupees.
305

It was 

emphasised to the tribes, that Militia is part of them and not an occupation force, it is here to help 

you as brothers, in building schools and hospitals 

 The commander in chief(C-in-C) of Pakistan Army, Lieutenant General Frank Messervy , 

although agreed with George Cunningham, however he pointed out that Pakistan Army is 

understrength, under officered and as such cannot, even if occasion arises , face the tribal 

onslaught, thus advocated an early evacuation from Waziristan. The minister of interior, Abdur 
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Rab Nishtar , also agreed with  George Cunningham’s  proposal, but differed that, affairs of 

tribal areas should be handled by the centre rather than the province; his logic was based upon 

the defence requirements of the country.  Another issue was the frontier states of Chitral, Swat 

and Dir; whether to treat them as states or tribes..
306

  On 2
nd

  October 1947, the defence 

committee agreed on an early evacuation of military, starting from 1
st
 November 1947,

307
 

simultaneously the tribes were to be pacified, Fakir of Ipi was to be given a pardon alongwith his 

followers. The allowances of tribes were to be maintained and conditioned to their supporting 

defence cause of Pakistan. Prime Minister in principal agreed to vacating all of Waziristan 

frontier less Militia posts at Wanna, MiranShah, Boya, Dossali and at Thal. Similarly in 

Malakand Agency, the number of Levies were to be increased and military was to be pulled out. 

On the delicate question of the future of tribal areas, Prime Minister, raised the question whether 

to merge them with the province or to make a federation of the tribes ; in the end it was agreed to 

keep the decision pending till suitable time.
308

 The issue of treaties and pacts with the tribes were 

discussed Prime minister of Pakistan Mr Liaqat Ali Khan stated on the issue of treaty with 

Chitral ‘hold it, let me check the legality of Kashmir states control over the Chitral’
309

 is a clear 

evidence of total ignorance of Pakistan’s political leadership regarding the strategic importance 

of Gilgit and surrounding states. 

 Quaid-i-Azam expressed his apprehension that if Afghan army and airforce backed by 

tribes smashed through Pakistan Army, then India will also face the wrath. Quaid-i-Azam also 

highlighted the Russian backing of Afghanistan and  asked for as much military equipment ; as 

United Kingdom can spare’.
310

 

Two events simultaneously took place, the Kashmir and the withdrawal of army from 

Frontier ‘Operation Curzon’ and they both created chaos.  From the tribesmen perspective both 

seems to be an extension of each other, from the state point of view both were separate. Pakistan 
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relied upon the tribesmen to capture the Srinagar; on 4
th

 October 1947 a Republic of Kashmir
311

 

was proclaimed at Rawalpindi’s Hotel Paris. 

  Warning Orders for Operation Curzon were issued on 1
st
 October 1947 and all regular 

army posts were vacated by the end of the year, which included Mir Ali, Razmak, Wana, Gardaí 

and Damdil. For the tribes this was a god send opportunity to carry out the loot. Withdrawal of 

the army was not an easy affair, Tochi Scouts provided the road protection and acted as rear 

guard. Tochi Scouts also had to abandon the posts at Datta Khel, Khar Kamar, Tut Narai, 

Razmak and Boya; which were burnt and stripped by the tribesmen, taking away everything and 

anything that they could lay their hands on. Even today while travelling on road MiranShah to 

Datta Khel one comes across many old houses which have steel girders stolen from these posts. 

RPAF aircraft were used for evacuation of casualties and for guiding the army guns in a rear 

guard action.
312

 Field Marshall Ayub Khan who remained President of Pakistan (1958-1969) was 

commanding a brigade at Gardaí and said ‘that but for an odd attempt or two to 'booby trap' his 

men here and there by Ipi's hostile men the operation went off smoothly as planned.’
313

RPAF 

came to the rescue of army, two squadrons were in support, and No.5 Squadron flew 47 sorties, 

carrying out strafing over the tribesmen. Siddiqui further recalls 

  ‘There was no clear cut job defined, we all were motivated to work, work and work to 

make this country survive, I would fly in my own squadron as well in Air OP. we would fly the 

Air force crew from Peshawar to Razmak, fly political agents, and any other task given, Before 

flying from Peshawar we inform the army units of our arrival and also get the weather,  Auster 

had wireless to communicate’ . 

 Operation Curzon terminated on 31 December 1947.
314

Thus independence changed the 

things very little in the Tochi Valley and for Tochi Scouts the life went as it was before. ‘No one 

who has ever read a page of Indian History will prophesy about the Frontier’. (Lord Curzon)

 This encouragement of the tribes by the Militia on its own created a strong bond 
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be6wteen these two. The whole campaign in its abinitiio phase was planned and executed by 

Pakistan Army officers without the approval of senior officers. 

5.2                Operation Datta Khel -Coup in Gilgit 

 

On 1
st
 November 1947,  the Gilgit Scouts an all Muslim armed unit which was raised 

,trained and commanded by the British officers being paid by the Maharaja of J&K carried out a 

coup d’état under a British officer Major Brown
315

 who put under arrest the Dogra governor 

Brigadier Ghansara Singh and  sent the accession of Gilgit province of J&K state to Pakistan 

within hours. It was also a rebellion because these Gilgit Scouts or more precisely the only two 

British officers of Gilgit province attacked with Scouts on the 6
th

  Jammu &Kashmir Regiment at 

Bumji . It was also a war of independence,  as independence was proclaimed by the Gilgit  with 

its own president and field marshal. Gilgit Scouts a force of about 600 native soldiers 

commanded by a 24 years old British major of Scottish origin Major William Brown who in 

mysterious circumstances relinquished his King George’s Commission  and became a subject of 

maharajah of J&K on the advice of his superiors; who all had opted to serve Pakistan after 

transfer of power.  

 Gilgit a small mountainous town at an elevation of 4500 feet surrounded by lofty 

mountains including Nanga Parbat ,Haramosh , Rakaposhi (all above 7000 Meters) and over a 

hundred other mountains over 6000 Meters high is the opening to the fabulous Central Asia {or 

vice versa} with Baroghul, Mintaka and Ishkoman passes leading to Central Asia . Gilgit and 

surroundings including small states like Punial and Yasin were  militarily annexed by the Dogras 

in 1860’s after fierce but small wars and made part of Jammu & Kashmir(J&K) state , one of the 
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over 500 princely states of India , J&K in size was bigger than Denmark, Holland and Belgium 

put together and  as such was given special status by the Viceroy of India on behalf of Crown.
316

 

Gilgit was leased by the British from ruler of J&K in 1935
317

 for sixty years with an 

intent to keep this listening post of Central Asia under their direct control. Gilgit Scouts  a militia 

of 500 men recruited exclusively from the native states , trained and commanded by the British 

officers, maintained jointly by the British and J&K state was meant to keep law and order in the 

agency and to act as the listening post for any invasion.  This leasing of Gilgit Agency is a valid 

argument to support the usefulness of Forward Policy in post First World War scenario. The 

lease of Gilgit Agency  surprisingly was revoked and on 1
st
 August 1947  Union Jack was 

replaced by J&K flag. However British did maintained other Agencies like Khyber ,Mohmand 

etc. This move of British just on the eve of transfer of power apparently seems to indicates an 

utter disengagement with the forward policy yet events leading to 1
st
 November 1947 clearly 

dictates that this was not the case and certain British officers seems to be so much  involved in 

the spirit of forward policy that they acted at their own for the continuance of the policy.
318

 

 Commandant of Gilgit Scouts, confess. 

         ‘our object was to perform a coup d’etat in Gilgit with as little bloodshed and disturbance 

as possible, and then accede to Pakistan of our own accord… Pakistan would surely be as 

anxious as the British were to guard the northern frontiers against aggression and infiltration 

from Central Asia’
319

.  

Major Brown further writes . 

       ‘The big question of the moment is which side of the fence is the Maharaja of Kashmir going 

to jump? if he has the sense to jump towards Pakistan good and well, but if he accedes to India 

the people here will not stand for it. There will be an upheaval of some sort, the question is what 

are we going to do ?are we going to support the Kashmir regime as we are duty bound to do so 

?if we do, surely we shall be acting against our own democratic sentiments, which  could never 
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agree with the hundred thousand Muslim inhabitants of the Gilgit province being forced against 

their wills to become members of the Indian union, or shall we actively join and naturally lead 

the revolution in favour of Pakistan which will undoubtedly take place?’
320

  

 Major Brown gives an impression as if the whole rebellion which he lead and planned 

was mainly due to his sense of duty, there are indicators in his autobiography which leads to the 

conclusion that he{Brown} was not alone in this planning and other senior British officers 

especially Colonel Bacon and Major General Scott had an important and decisive role in this 

accession. Lieutenant General {retired} Dr M.L. Chibber of Indian Army writes ‘Major Brown 

was emotionally attached to Pakistan’
321

  Chibber further writes ‘ Lieutenant Colonel Roger 

Bacon
322

 was quite obviously the author of the planned coup d’etat’
323

. This Colonel Bacon was 

the commandant of Gilgit Scouts from 1943-1947 and it was he who earmarked and briefed 

Major Brown before handing him the command and he himself(Bacon)opted to serve Pakistan 

after transfer of power and was appointed as the political agent in Khyber Agency , Major Brown 

remained in touch with him throughout the turbulent period and it was him{Bacon}to whom 

Major Brown send the accession telegram.Same theme is adopted by other Indian writers, Major 

General Kuldip Singh Bajwa(retired) writes ‘In the North, on 1
st
 November 1947 British officers 

in the Gilgit Scouts staged a coup and handed over the strategic Gilgit Agency to 

Pakistan’.
324

The official history of Indian Army notes ‘ The British officers…proved themselves 

hostile to J&K government and took leading part in the pro-Pakistan treachery at Gilgit’.
325

On 

the other hand Pakistan Army official history about the Kashmir events from 14
th

 August 1947-

June 1948  whose compilation started in 1954  redrafted in 1961 and finally published as a 

restricted issue only for armed forces of Pakistan admits that  
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 ‘no official records have been made public by both Pakistan and India…subject has been 

neglected by the historians…historians feel that this war confined to a rather secluded corner of 

this sub continent made little impact on contemporary world events.’
326

 

 What is more surprising is the total omission of any reference to Major Brown or 

accession of Gilgit to Pakistan. This may be explained with the fact that Brown’s autobiography 

was published in 1994 and as such no first hand account was available before that, yet it still fails 

to answer the key question that why the role of British officers have been totally omitted and 

even more glaring is the fact that that their role has been portrayed in a negative manner ‘The 

British officers of the corps{Gilgit Scouts} however came to know of the scouts concerted 

decision{Of mutiny}and tried to overawe the men’
327

. In an another official history of Pakistan 

Army published in 1963 made a passing remarks about the events in Gilgit ‘ Gilgit 

administration was taken over by the Muslim soldiers of the state army and by the 

scouts’
328

,there is no mention of Major Brown. The history of Pakistan Army published in 1999 

by Brigadier Brian Cloughely the Australian military attaché in Pakistan again fails to have even 

a paragraph on the events leading to the 1
st
 November 1947 and again Major Brown fails to find 

any space in the book, although Cloughely was able to interview the surviving nun of Baramula.

 In the vernacular press and publications the spotlight is on the native Muslim officers and 

troops, in the ‘Siachen Glacier The World Highest Battle Field’ written by Colonel Zakir in Urdu 

again attributes the accession of Gilgit to the Muslim elements of Gilgit Scouts. 

 The natives whom I met in my two tenures of over two years in the Gilgit Agency and the 

local intelligentsia all have varied interpretation of the events and that is not surprising keeping 

in view the tribal and ethnic diversification of the area. The names of Major Aslam Khan, Major 

Hassan
329

, Major Ihsan, Major Shah Khan and Lieutenant Babur and Jarral are hotly debated to 

prove that it is he who has played the key role. 

   Prime Minister of India Mr Jawahar Lal Nehru speech in dominion 

parliament on 2
nd

 November  and again on 25
th

 November 1947 on the issue of Kashmir had no 

mention of  Gilgit Rebellion similarly the correspondence between prime ministers of Pakistan 
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and India between 12-30
th

 December 1947  had nothing about events in Gilgit
330

. Professor 

Ahmad Hassan Dani is the Professor Emeritus in Quaid –i-Azam University and in 1989 The 

National Institute of Historical & Cultural Research Islamabad sponsored a research  into the 

‘History of Northern Areas of Pakistan’ and to date is the most authenticated work. Professor 

Dani states about the events of November 1947 . 

 ‘Who should be given the credit for achieving this success? The group of four army 

officers of the Kashmir State forces, viz Colonel Hassan, Colonel Syed Durrani, Major 

Muhammad Khan Jarral and Lieutenant Colonel Ghulam Haider Khan claim the exclusive 

monopoly for themselves….Colonel Hasan Khan claims to have planned the whole 

thing’.
331

Regarding the involvement and role of British officers , Professor Dani has quoted 

Group Captain Shah Khan ‘action in Gilgit was on the initiative and plan of Gilgit Scouts, 

Brown was informed only on 31
st
 October night of this plan, this view is confirmed by Babar in 

his article…according to Lieutenant Colonel Ghulam Haider Brown was arrested by Colonel 

Hasan’.
332

 

 Harry Alaistair Lamb
333

  is perhaps the most prolific British writer on the Kashmir issue, 

he has written extensively on the Kashmir. Regarding the accession of Gilgit ,Lamb writes ‘On 

1
st
 November 1947 Brigadier Ghansara Singh was arrested by the Gilgit Scouts whose 

commander Major W.Brown assisted by Captain Mathieson,on 3
rd

 November 1947 agreed with 

his men that they should come out openly for Pakistan’.
334

Lamb has his theory regarding the 

invasion of vale of Kashmir by the Indian military, ‘The real goal …was not the Vale of Kashmir 

but the Gilgit Agency’.
335

 In another book Lamb observes ‘Quite a number of British officers 

serving in the armed forces of both India and Pakistan  unofficially involved themselves in early 

Kashmir operations to a degree that went far beyond the bounds of benevolent neutrality…one 

example the affair of Major Brown and the Gilgit Agency.’
336

 

 The coup went as per the planning in the midnight hour, the governor was arrested after a 

firing duel in which one scout was killed. The Kashmir infantry battalion was ambushed and 
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blocked from reinforcing the besieged garrison at Gilgit. The involvement of Kashmir Muslim 

army officers was never planned and neither catered, nor they were taken into confidence for fear 

of secrecy, thus , two coups took place simultaneously , one orchestrated by militia and other by 

army. Captain (later Lieutenant Colonel) Hasan Khan was the soul of army coup, he was as 

engrossed into history and romanticism as the Major Brown, thus it was more of a personality 

clash among them. The Kashmir army Muslim officers were able to dent the loyalty of scouts 

officers in the name of religion. In the immediate aftermath of coup, an accession signal was sent 

through lone wireless from Gilgit by the Major Brown, it was more of a confirmation of mission 

accomplished. The army mutineers now proclaimed a revolution , announcing the setting up of 

an independent Islamic  republic  of Gilgit. This was the most unexpected outcome of the coup. 

The Sikh army remnants also launched a small attack on the scouts but failed. The events in 

Gilgit were thus spread into two main, one taking place on more warlike area east of Indus 

(Chilas) and other on the west of Indus. Chilas is more Sunni populated thus the religious 

(mullah) declared Jihad with a declaration to kill all non muslims including Hindus, Sikhs and 

Christians; whereas in Gilgit it was merely to loot the non Muslims, which they did. 

 Gilgit remained in a chaotic situation till the third week of November when the first 

political agent Mr. Alam Khan arrived at Gilgit by air, however the revolutionary government 

refused to acknowledge his suzerainty , the revolutionary as they called themselves were relying 

upon the 6
th

 Kashmir infantry battalion as power hub. During this period it was the Gilgit Scouts 

which remained loyal to their officers and through them the political agent was able to counter 

the pressure of revolutionary   government. On 3
rd

 December 1947, the Pakistan government in a 

meeting which was attended by Major Brown also, agreed and decided to increase the strength of 

Scouts and also to promote certain Militia officers granting them commissions . It was at this 

stage that the full implication of what has occurred dawned upon the political government. 

Resultantly , two army officers were sent to Gilgit to take over the control from the revolutionary 

government , which they were able to do so in the first week of January 1948. British officers 

were relieved and later a full scale war started in the Gilgit and Baltistan, in which the Pakistan 

was able to reach the outskirts of Kargil(same very town which in 1998 almost initiated a nuclear 

war in South Asia). Gilgit’s strategic location and position in relation to the forward policy was 

paramount and as such the British leased it from Kashmir for sixty years. Division, partition and 

independence of India came as an unexpected surprise for the British, despite their efforts the 
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two dominions of Pakistan and India did not agreed on having a joint governor general. The plan 

for a coup was planned and hatched at a lower level of officers which includes Lieutenant 

Colonel Bacon and Captain William Brown, probably Governor George Cunningham of Khyber 

Pakhtunkhawa province and Major General Scott serving in Kashmir forces had sympathetic 

view of the coup in Gilgit. The assumptions were made on the basis of Kashmir acceding to 

Pakistan. Coup was an alternate plan in the event that Kashmir remains independent or joins 

India. Native officers serving in Kashmir forces and in Gilgit Scout did not planned the coup 

from onset , rather they started taking interest in the affairs only after the posting in of the Major 

Brown in the Gilgit Scouts. There is no record or evidence which suggests that this coup had the 

backing of the Viceroy of India or the Prime Minister of United Kingdom. 

 The declaration of independence by the Gilgit in the aftermath of the coup adds a 

new legal dimension to the complex legal scenario of Gilgit and Baltistan. The act itself 

disassociates Gilgit from the Kashmir, thus the present connotation of India claiming Gilgit as 

part of Kashmir may not stand valid, as the natives had proclaimed independence through a 

military coup.  

 Major William Brown and his associates were never accorded or acknowledge in the 

official histories of Pakistan and Gilgit, it was only in 1999 that he was conferred with a 

Pakistani award{posthoumsly}.Pakistan refused to acknowledge , British efforts in ensuring the 

accession of strategic princely states due to its official stance of their being partisan to the India 

in the partition of subcontinent. 

5.3                            Jinnah’s Frontier Policy  

 

  Muhammad Ali Jinnah ( Quaid-i_Azam) the founding father and the first governor 

general of Pakistan, did not spell out  policy on the frontier; rather through his gestures, speeches 

and instructions laid down the post- British policy on frontier.  . Quaid-i-Azam made his first and 

only official tour of Frontier in April 1948; he toured Khyber Agency and shook hands with 
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Afghan sentry at Torkahm. He also visited Dera Ismail Khan and Bannu, addressed public 

rallies, the high point was the grand Jirga at Peshawar on 17
th

 April 1948. 
337

 

 The leading maliks spoke, first the Mohmand ‘We the independent Mohmand tribesmen 

…we pledge our loyalty to Pakistan…our relations  with Pakistan Government should remain as 

they had been…we want to retain old system…our allowances should be increased…we should 

be dealt by the centre and not the province’. Next was, Afridi ‘We the independent tribes of 

Afridi pledge our loyalty…our allowances should be increased…we should be given more jobs in 

services…we should be dealt with by the centre and not the province…we lack education 

institutions…we have been exempted from income tax, it should continue’. Mahsud, also pledged 

in similar pattern, they however highlighted that,  vacating the frontier by army, have caused 

economic hardships on the tribe ‘ we had jobs, our men worked on the road repairs, small 

contracts were available’; they also pledged loyalty and reiterated the same, that they should be 

governed by the centre and not by province. Wazir were the last to address and reiterated the 

same. Turi, were also initially planned to address but later they were denied the opportunity. 

Quaid-i-Azam, in his address expressed his thanks and praised the tribesmen, ‘ government will 

follow the existing system, your allowances will continue, provided you remain loyal to 

Pakistan’.
338

   The maliks did not prepared the speeches at their own, they were given by the 

political agents. It were the political agents who guided the maliks on what to demand and what 

to express. The stress on being governed by the centre rather than the province was beyond the 

comprehension of the maliks. On the actual speech, the maliks used the term ‘we’ which 

highlights the very core of the tribal society where the tribe acts as one. Turi tribe’s exclusion 

from the presenting demands and addressing the Jirga is attributed to the racial and religious 

division among the Pathan tribes of the frontier. Turi apparently are not treated at par with other 

leading tribes. 

 Thus the very first covenant made by Pakistan with tribes, revolved around, retaining 

their freedom and traditions, administering allowances, in lieu of the tribes maintaining their 

loyalty to the  state. This system continued and was adhered by all successive rulers and 

constitutions. It was  Prime Minister  Zulfiqar Bhutto who in 1973, initiated the very first 
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constitutional reforms in tribal areas by segregating them into PATA and FATA and also 

creating Frontier Regions and raising new political agencies.
339

 

Old policy continued, in 1950 the notification was issued for the tribal territories being 

part of Pakistan.
340

 It also highlighted that certain customs and revenues acts passed by British 

are very much in force in the tribal areas.
341

  In 1955, (13
th

 October 1955), due to political 

environment the provinces of Sind Punjab , Baluchistan and North West Frontier were 

amalgamated into a new province as west Pakistan, tribal territory was included in West Pakistan 

Province. The very first constitution of Pakistan was approved by the parliament in 1956. The 

tribal area was treated as Excluded Areas
342

. And it included tribal areas of North West Frontier, 

Baluchistan and Punjab. The clauses of 1935 Act were retained almost in principle and in letter. 

The Federal legislature and provincial governments laws required approval from president before 

being implemented in tribal areas, governors were made agent of president in dealing with tribes. 

In 1956 Constitution there was no mention of Militia, although the word Civil Armed Forces is 

used once, without elaborating as what constitutes it. Armed Forces were described as 

comprising of military, air force and navy, there are few clauses about the police also but Militia 

was totally ignored. 

The next constitution in 1962, which was presidential in nature, dropped the word special 

areas and rather use the term Tribal Area
343

, other than this there was no change in the wording 

of 1956 constitution. Both constitutions did not elaborate as what constitutes a Tribe. The 

princely states which had acceded  to Pakistan like Chitral, Dir, Amb and Swat were treated as 

part of tribal areas. The 1962 Constitution again fails to highlight or acknowledge the presence of 

Militia in the form of Frontier Corps.
344

 This omission all the more becomes irritating as police 

was given due consideration in the constitution. Going back a bit, in 1959 the Basic democrats 

were introduced in the country, similar elections were held in tribal areas as well. The Basic 

Democrats Act , in detail sets the procedure and working of villages and districts and the role of 
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police ; yet the frontier Corps was not mentioned. On the other hand , under the Border Area Act 

of 1959-1960, the raising of Rangers to mann the eastern borders with India was enforced . The 

Act gives in detail the power, authority and organisation of the Rangers; it is still enforce and all 

interaction with India over the Border is governed under this act. The Biannual meeting between 

the Pakistan and Indian authorities takes place under this act, there are clauses which encourages 

monthly meeting between the opposing country officials over border , under this act and are 

conducted on regular basis. No such directions or efforts were made to resolve the similar issues 

with Afghanistan.  

In 1969, General Yahya Khan after taking over the power, abolished the princely states 

stature, but retained their tribal stature.  It was Yahya, himself belonging to the Frontier who 

incorporated the princely states of Chitral, Dir, Swat into the North West Frontier Province
345

, 

yet he too retained the tribal areas under his own jurisdiction. Thus the territories of the Frontier 

province now included apart from Chitral, Dir, Swat , Malakand and Dera Ismail Khan ;. 

Similarly the Peshawar Division also extended having incorporated the state of Amb and few 

tribal areas adjoining Hazara; all these were previously included in the domain of the central 

government. Thus in the 1970 elections these areas and public took part alongwith the rest of the 

province without any special rules or regulations.  The 1972 Interim Constitution which came 

into force in 1972, after the disastrous 1971 War, termed tribal areas as Centrally Administered 

Tribal Areas. It also retained the provisions made about the tribal areas as given in previous 

constitutions.  

The 1973 Constitution stands out among all the constitutions as  for the first time, the 

tribal areas are explained in length. The two articles , article 246 and 247 deals with tribal areas. 

1973 Constitution for the first time brought a reform in tribal areas, first and foremost, it divided 

the tribal areas into provincially administered tribal areas(PATA) and federally administered 

tribal areas (FATA) with precise geographical identities. There were twelve seats reserved for 

the FATA alone. Thus PATA territories were to contest elections on general seats . Similarly 

eight seats were reserved for FATA in the Senate, however the mode of election of these 

senators was left to the discretion of the president. The procedure of elections in FATA was not 

based upon adult franchise rather the maliks elected the member of national assembly. This 
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retained the traditional setup among the tribes as the number  of maliks in each political agency 

are not based upon mere population but on the history and importance of the tribes. Thus in 

North Waziristan it were the Wazir who were elected and similarly Afridi were elected from 

Khyber Agency. The Turi were given the protection, by delimiting the constituency in  such a 

manner that only Shia votes should matter in Shia agency. 

5.4                            North Waziristan Agency - 1961
346

 

 

  

 

In 1961 the very first crisis appeared in the Tochi Valley when government imposed duty 

on timber export. A jirga at Datta Khel gave a call for a grand jirga which was held at Razmak; 

however government withdrew the duties on 30
th

 June 1961.
347

 The Jirga in progress applauded 

the government action the Mahsud now demanded a free access to the Bannu from Razmak 

which the Utmanzai Wazir did not agreed. The idea of having a grand jirga everywhere to look 

into the tribal affairs was floated by Utmanzai Wazirs was overruled by Mahsud; in the end, 

tribes dispersed without reaching any agreement with government or between them also. 

 Wazir numbered 91,239, Daur were 54,528, Saidgi 5040, Kharsin 500 and Hindus 635 in 

North Waziristan according to census of 1961
348

.  The high number of Hindus in North 

Waziristan defies the popular mind set about these tribes as a blood – thirsty savages. It throws 

light into the tribal culture where despite taking part in First Kashmir War purely on the basis of 

anti-Hinduism the co – idol worshippers in North Waziristan remained safe. These Hindus were 

mainly concentrated around Bannu District and shop keeping was their main profession.  

The social pattern of the valley remained unchanged since the time when North 

Waziristan Militia was raised. The fruits of civilisation which first interacted in 1900 now started 

bearing fruit, few of the Wazir Maliks were involved in public transport they were given 27 road 

permits in the year 1960-1961.
349

  Handloom industry was started in the MiranShah and Mir Ali. 
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Niaz Ali Khan became the medium of conduct and contact between the political agent and the 

tribes thus he was on the payroll of the government to counter the Afghan propaganda for 

Pakhtoonistan, he was supplied with money and propaganda material apart from rations to woe 

the tribes. 
350

   There were a total of 63 schools within the agency but no high school for girls. 

Out of a total of 2176 students only 13 girls were in middle school and 34 in primary education.  

There were scholarships for the students, a student of primary school was given one rupee to five 

rupees and boy of high school was given maximum of rupees 20 as scholarship. There were a 

total of 42 Mullah Teachers and 77 under trainee teachers excluding three drawing masters. ‘ 

Following functions were celebrated regularly among all the schools, Id – e – Milad –Ul – Nabi, 

Quaid Azam’s birth and anniversary days, Pakistan day, Revolution Day, Health Day and Tree 

Plantation Day’
351 

A silk and cotton weaving factory was established at MiranShah apart from half a dozen 

handlooms at MiranShah & Mir Ali,  all the labour came from Punjab. A one year course was 

run at MiranShah for trainees in woollen industry. Tribesmen were also selected for Sericulture 

training in which again stipends were lavishly bestowed upon. A Field Collector collecting 

minerals started working in the agency; at Degan Chromite was discovered, white limestone at 

Khajauri, Gypsum at Isha, and Calcite at Datta Khel and Magnesium at Sarsi Datta Khel.  ‘There 

now exists a flourishing bazaar at MiranShah which is taking the shape of town sharply…wheat 

and sugar [468 tons] was imported into the agency where as wool, timber, fresh & dry fruit 

includes grapes, Chalgoozha and pomegranates being exported.
352

. A sum of rupees 2200 was 

credited from the lorry drivers as Tochi Fee and 1260 Rupees were collected as traffic violation 

fine. Other major offenses committed in the agency were murder(two); cattle lifting, burglary 

and wire cutting coupled with damaging the government property. Daur preferred litigation and 

Wazir settling the affairs privately’.  The numbers of outlaws in the North Waziristan were 

officially declared Badmash by the deputy commissioners of Bannu and Kohat. There were 33 of 

them in 1957 and only five among them were allowed to stay in the agency , only up till June 

1961. Tribes were usually fined in accordance with standard procedure of litigation, a 

combination of judicial and executive fines along with Frontier Crimes Regulation touched a 
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figure of 16831/ Rupees out of which Rs 12081 was recovered.  Powindahs
353

 were not 

allowed to enter North Waziristan Agency as part of overall directives which resulted in their 

being stranded at the Khost and few of them dying of cold weather.   

Tribes do create feuds and also settle them; in 1961, Khaddar  Kabul Khel patched up 

their differences with Kiani Kabul Khel, the final agreement allowed Kabul Khel to construct 

three mud huts (Kots) on Buddin Killi and 13 shops at Qaum Serai at Khaddar Khel in lieu for 

freedom to utilise Qaum Serai for their live stocks. On the other hand the patch up negotiations 

between Achar & Jumbi Khel the two sub sections of Madda Khel failed despite efforts of Malik 

Muhammad Jan, Malik Abdullah Khan Madda Khel and Malik Khandan Khan. Nature of the 

tribes disputes vary  for instance an old dispute of 1957 between  the two sub sections of Manzar 

Khel over the proprietary rights of hillock erupted again but was handled amicably by the 

political officer with the display of force in the form of Tochi Scouts.  

 

5.5                 Russians invasion and demise of Forward Policy 

 

 Major General Naseer Ullah Khan Babar was the IGFC 1973-1975, under him, the 

Militia undertook the forward push, which was to move up to the very edge of the Durand Line. ‘ 

I stressed upon the Prime Minister Zulfiqar Bhutto, that we should have writ of state within our 

borders. Before I took over, we were reluctant to move ahead of our militia posts. Later Prime 

Minister and myself undertook aerial tour of the frontier, stayed nights at few agencies, he 

addressed the public rallies, announced certain grants and development programmes’.
354

 

 Political agencies were raised as part of this Forward Push, in North Waziristan Shawal 

Rifles was also raised at Razmak. Naseer Ullah Babar in the same interview did highlighted that 

he as governor of the province also encouraged tribes , as retaliation , to carry out sabotage 
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 Mian Jamal Shah the parliamentary secretary to the States and Frontier Region replied in national assembly on 
28

th
 June 1962, that an average of 2-3 lakhs Powindahs  alongwith over 7 lakh animals used to visit Pakistan. After 

blockade  6518 Powindah were arrested and 198 were punished under passport act. It wasa lso declared that 
Powindah are lawful citisens of Afghanistan,for more details see Saeeduddin Dar Selected Documents on Pakistan’s 
relation with Afghanistan {National Institute of Pakistan Studies Quaid Azam University, Islamabad, 1986}.pp48-85. 
354

 Interview with late Major General Naseer Ullah Babar, it was conducted by author in 2005, as part of Army 
Aviation History at his residence in Peshawar.. Documents relating to the Forward Push are in Tochi Scouts Library 
and also in Chitral Scouts Library. They are classified as Secret. 
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activities in Afghanistan. Because I believed that Kabul is carrying out the sabotage in the 

province’. The only worthwhile achievement of Forward Push was the occupation of Ghulam 

Hasan Khan in North Waziristan.
355

The much anticipated Russian invasion in Afghanistan
356

 

finally occurred in 1978. Since 1840 , it was anticipated and all expeditions, campaigns, treaties, 

pacts, reforms, policies, dealings with tribes, laws, acts and regulations were carried out on 

frontier with this hypothesis. The Forward Policy in the end proved its worth. The actions of the 

Afghanistan in supporting the Pashtuns issue in Pakistan were to some extent also were part of 

Forward Policy, Afghanistan had the full support of Russia . 

 Pakistan  responded with caution. There was a military regime in power.  ‘It was 

therefore decided to move up to the border in those areas which would be of military 

significance…we have moved forward in over a dozen areas the most significant of these areas 

are Nawa Pass, Kaitu Valley and Danday Saidgi’
357

 .As a first step it was decided to occupy the 

approaches that lead from Afghanistan into North Waziristan.   On the military side the raising of 

a new  corps headquarters at Peshawar, infantry division at Kohat, infantry brigade at Thall on 

Kurram provided the necessary military support. Frontier Corps own appreciation highlighted the 

importance of area Saidgi south of Ghulam Hasan Khan. Thus within Tochi Scouts area of 

responsibility Saidgi became important ‘A strong mobile force can rush into Tochi Valley quite 

unhindered’
358

.  On 2
nd

 July 1978 the Frontier Corps appreciation of the frontier was approved by 

the Chief Martial Law Administrator in a high level meeting at Rawalpindi. 

 The tribes took active part in the Jehad, which was aimed at overthrow of the Afghan 

government and to compel the Russian to leave Afghanistan. The ordinary tribesman at the 

frontier was not aware of the international politics, for him , it was enough that his fellow 

tribesman has called for help. Western Civilisation , and Pakistan where army rule needed 
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 Interview with  Major (retired) Ghulam Haider ex 31 Cavalry, he was the wing commander at Miranshah and 
undertook the occupation of Ghulam  Hasan  Khan 

356
 Afghanistan has an area that equals to that of France, Holland, Belgium and Denmark combined or it is 

five times bigger than Vietnam, it had a population of 17 million in 1979, which is 99% Muslim {90% Sunni, 10 % 

Shia} and 85% of this population lived in rural area having a literacy rate of 10%, there are no railways in 

Afghanistan, 80% of area is mountainous, it had 19000 kilometres of road out of which only 25% was paved. 

Afghanistan shares a 2,348 Kilometres of border with Russia on west and north, 2,180 Kilometres with Pakistan on 

east, 820 kilometres with Iran in south and 73 Kilometres with China in north. 
357

Lieutenant General Governor NWFP, FazleHaq’s remarks, in foreword of Forward Thrust, a secret document of 
1980, Frontier Corps NWFP. 
358

 The Forward Thrust, First Report, Frontier Corps, NWFP, January 1980. { Declassified Document, original 
classification, Secret} 
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legality and international support, used the opportunity to its full benefit. The campaign and 

resistance was popularly magnified as the Jehad, thus religious colours were added by 

international community to garner more support. Men came from all across the globe, more 

specifically from Arab countries. Local population from Sindh and Punjab also joined the ranks 

of the tribes in this religious war. History repeats itself, and Russian also had the same taste of 

war as British had in wars in Afghanistan. In the tribal areas, the army did not operated at will, 

rather only in Parachinar a battalion was stationed and one at Landi Kotal. There was no army in 

North Waziristan, although intelligence operators were operating freely with the tribes. Russians 

also did not struck hard at tribal areas, there was no bombing or strafing of  towns in tribal areas,  

 Tribes were military and politically used by the Pakistan Government in the initial days 

to liberate the Kashmir and they did. Militia played a cardinal role in Kashmir War and also in 

isolating India from Russia through a coup in Gilgit. Through the Jinnah’s policy, the tribes were 

treated as in the past and same approach was adopted by the subsequent rulers. President 

Iskander Mirza (1956-1958), President Ayub Khan (1958-1968) President Yahya Khan (1969-

1971) and President Zia Ul Haq (1979-1988) all had served at frontier either with militia or army 

or as political agent. Withdrawal of troops from Waziristan created an aura and era of peace in 

the North Waziristan, further the campaign in Kashmir generated a notion of victory among the 

tribes. Pakistani officials had very little idea of the Forward Policy and as such the British 

officials who had opted for Pakistan steered the new dominion’s frontier policy. All subsequent 

acts at least uptill 1971 were in line with Forward Policy. Mr Bhutto being the very first elected 

premier of Pakistan brought the Idealism into frontier region. He raised new political 

agencies(Orakzai and Bajaur
359

, thus further strengthening the tribal culture, along with the 

political agencies new Militia corps were also raised. 

 The post 1948-49 situation in frontier and specifically in North Waziristan Agency 

highlights economic and social progress and prosperity. There were outlaws in the agency so was 

the violence but its nature and intensity was far less than the past ( during British rule). This can 

be interpreted in two ways, either to link the violence with the presence of British or with the 

presence of army in the agency.   The Russian invasion and their presence at Kabul did not 

ignited violence on frontier or in North Waziristan Agency. The Mujahedeen’s action and 

resistance was inside Afghanistan. Thus the hypothesis that whenever any foreign force occupies 
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Kabul , there is an increase in violence in North Waziristan or on frontier is nullified to quite an 

extent. The skirmishes did occur on the frontier when Russian aircraft strafed and bombed the 

tribes however as compare to 1919 it was a  peaceful decade. In North Waziristan tribes 

cooperated with the Pakistan Army and intelligence agencies, they captured ejected pilots and 

handed them over to Pakistan on payment but they did not slaughtered them as in past or in 

present. 

Russian demise also meant the demise of Forward Policy and as such a vacuum occurred 

before any new policy could be formulated for the frontier. In 1991-1992, the first major 

insurgency occurred in PATA of North West Frontier, Swat, Dir and Kohistan were the worst 

affected and hot bed of insurgency. Frontier Corps amassed troops from all corps , totalling over 

10,000 in number supported by integral artillery and after hard fought small battles the 

insurgency was brought under control. This was the first ever major operation taken on frontier 

since the formation of frontier itself that an insurgency has been overcome by the militia alone 

without any involvement of military. The primary reason was the apprehension of newly elected 

government of Benazir Bhutto , not to provide an opportunity to  military to get involved into 

domestic affairs. Then interior minister, retired, Major General Naseer Ullah Babar himself had 

commanded the Militia in 1973-74.In the period under review, the political agencies and tribes 

became synonymous with drug trade and manufacturing. Khyber and Afridi emerged as the 

uncrowned king of both. In Orakzai agency it was and still are the Sikhs who are the main 

purchaser and financiers of hashish crop. 
360

 There was no significant operation conducted in 

North Waziristan Agency in connection with the drug trade and cultivation. It highlights another 

dimension, these operations were carried out on the behest of America and European Union
361

 to 

eradicate the drug menace, over riding the centuries old customs and traditions. Presently the 

very states in USA and Canada have legalised  the sale and possession of marijuana, thus the 

policy adopted in past and in vogue now at frontier is not rooted in our culture but imposed on 

the tribes because the western civilisation considers it right. 

Between 1947-2000, the standard of induction, training. Leadership, equipment in the 

militia lowered. The army officers who were being posted in as wing and corps commanders 
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 Lieutenant Colonel  Tahir Warraich of 30 Punjab Regiment, he spent a yaer in the agency (2009) and highlighted 

the Sikhs involvement. Also see Kurram and Khyber political agencies record at respective headquarters. 
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 Anti Narcotics Force (ANF) presentation given to scholar in 2012 and also see. No.6 Cabinet Division  Aviation 

Squadron  official history at Islamabad. In 1994, three Mi-17 helicopters were purchased and inducted in ANF 

aviation squadron with American funding. 
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were having the lowest officers efficiency index(OEI),
362

 the postings were more of punishment 

and in certain way a reward for the retiring officer. Militia became synonym with corruption and 

smuggling. It was used politically, a wing of Khyber Rifles remain on internal security duties in 

Karachi for six consecutive years (1992-1998).
363

 There were two major mutinies among the 

militia and both took place among the Chitral Scouts., first in 1973 and second in 1997. Chitral 

Scouts mutinied mainly because of cultural values, it is also attributed to the low OEI officers 

syndrome. On the contrary the other militias remained and behaved normal during the period 

with occasional lapse of discipline . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 6 

                Repetition of History, North Waziristan(Tochi) ; 2001 - 2005 

 

 

North Waziristan in the war on terror emerged as the most dangerous place and agency. 

The agency surprisingly remained peaceful till summer of 2005 and it erupted into violence only 

after army took over the operational control. Thus aim remains to find the exact cause of this 

deviation. Events reveal that before military takeover, the militia carried out operations which 

were more strategic in nature yet the violence was minimum. Militia knows and abide by the 

cultural values of the tribes whereas army is not only ignorant of the cultural values due to its 

inherent organisational structure but also due to its character tends to override them through 

use of force. The events proceeded in similar pattern as in Fakir of Ipi campaign.  

                                                 
362

 Military Secretary (MS) Branch of Pakistan Army , policy letter dated 11
th

 April 1979, in which the MS has 

acknowledge the low efficiency factor of army officers posted in militia. Headquarters Frontier Corps policy file 

Peshawar.  
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 Khyber Rifles No.3 Wing , see Digest of Service Khyber Rifles. 
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 Pakistan was coerced into deploying its almost two corps along the border to stop 

the Talibans fleeing and from this point onwards an intricate and delicate situation took birth. 

Pakistan denied Americans right to cross into its territory in hot pursuit of Talibans and rather 

took it self to hunt them down but Americans were not satisfied with this arrangements yet they 

conceded to Pakistan. President Musharraf had little choice other than to cooperate with the 

USA. Pakistan  agreed  to all  conditions that Bush administration set or faced being bombed to 

stone age.
364

 Initially the perception about the war on terror among the military officers was,  that 

it is going to be a short lived campaign, analogy was drawn with the Russian engagement with 

tribes. It was brushed side with the notion that , that  Afghan war was won by the tribes with the 

support of Pakistan and its army and not by tribes alone.
365

 The initial deployment took place in 

Khyber Agency, where militia was deployed in winter at snowline, at Tora Bora to check the 

inflow of Taliban.
366

 These posts were established in haste at high altitude, 9000 feet in altitude 

through helicopters. Militia sadly lacked the winter equipment and as such suffered casualties. 

Militia did not perceived the Taliban as the enemy rather they were sympathised due to the 

indiscriminate USA bombing on suspected areas.
367

 Taliban , who spoke the same language and 

shared same cultural values were thus given protection and allowed to settle in the tribal areas. It 

must not be construed as conspiracy or breach of trust, rather this has been the pattern of warfare 

on frontier. It is irrational to accept that a militia should have same feeling of hate and vengeance 

towards his fellow clansman overnight. Above all religious binding about which little has been 

written in last century and interpreted as idealism in western thoughts remains a cardinal factor 

on north western frontiers 

 

  6.1     Tochi Valley  in post 9/11 
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 Pervez Musharraf, ,In The Line Of Fire,A Memoir,{London,Simon & Schuster,2006},pp,201-207. 
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 In army presentations,  discussions and study periods it was naturally taken , that we will beat the tribes. 
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 Khyber Rifles War Diary, Pakistan Army Aviation’s 9 Squadron War Diary 
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 Interview and conversation  with the Khyber Rifles, Mahsud Scouts and Kurram Militia junior commissioned 

officers, these officers established the very first posts and later manned them. 
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The campaign took off with intelligence based operations in South Waziristan and North 

Waziristan political agencies in which special service group troops along with American advisors 

and trainers took part.
368

  

Tochi Valley is eighty odd miles long, on it south-west runs the Shawal plateau (6000-

12000 feet) which is a mini Switzerland, on the north-east is the River Shewa. MiranShah is the 

capital and  in the middle of the valley. North Waziristan is overwhelmingly a Sunni adhering 

agency, following Deoband school of thought or Wahhabis. Agency also have the highest 

number of religious seminaries among all the political agencies most notable are Idak Madrassa, 

Maulvi Saleem Gul of Spinwam, Haqqani Madrassa, Dande Madrassa and Degan, all less Idak 

are in Wazir control. There were 73000 Afghan refugees still living in the agency.
369

  

The operations of Tochi Scouts in connection with the 9/11 started in December 2001 

when instructions were received from HQ Frontier Corps to seal the borders.
370

 As a first step the 

main and more frequent entry points at Ghulam Khan were choked by the No.1 Wing, over 

13000 Afghans were refused entry into Pakistan after the American had started operation in 

Afghanistan in this sector alone. 
371
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 Special Service Group War Diary and interviews with Colonel Lashari and Lieutenant Colonel Naveed both of 
SSG. 
369

 NWA have an area of 4,707 square kilometres. Presently population is 3, 61,246 (1998 census) an annual growth 

rate of 2.46%. There are 192,432 males and 168,814 females in the agency, literacy rate being 13% among males 

and 0.5% among females. Population density is 77 persons per square kilometres . The Uthmanzai Wazirs forms  

59% of population, Daur 39% with Mahsuds forming the remainder. Ibrahim Khel, Wali Khel and MamitKhel are 

the three major Wazir Tribes with sub clans which includes Madda Khel, Manzar Khel, Tori Khel and Macha Khel 

of Ibrahim clan, Bakka Khel, Jani Khel, and Kabul Khel being part of Wali Khel clan, Hassan Khel, Khaddar Khel, 

Bora Khel and Wuzzi Khel were integral part of Mamit Khel. In terms of medical facilities it had improved 

tremendously in last one hundred years there is one Agency Headquarters Hospital at Miranshah having 120 beds, a 

tehsil hospital at Mir Ali with 60 beds, one rural health centre at Spinwam with 70 beds and apart from these there 

are seven civil hospitals with 70 beds capacity, 14 basic health units, 49 mother-child health centres, 59 dispensaries 

and three sub-health centres. Animal care is not lagging behind, NWA has been famous for its bulls, by the turn of 

millennium there were one million cattle, four million sheep and goats, five million poultry and only 331 horses and 

1500 camels but mules were over 14000 in numbers. There are 23 veterinary dispensaries, four veterinary hospitals, 

12 centres and eight animal insemination centres. There have been only one instance of prostitution at Miranshah in 

1985, cases of women kidnapping or rape is very rare. NWA surprisingly have 705 educational institutions out of 

which there are 405 primary, 67 middle, 31 high and 149 community based schools and one degree college at 

Miranshah having 814 students; there is one vocational college, one commerce college, one commercial college and 

one teachers training centre having 14 students. There are 40,000 boys and 20,000 female students in NWA. Mir Ali 

have the highest number of schools for girls. The number of teachers in NWA exceeds over 800 with 458 male and 

401 female teachers imparting education
369

. It is obvious that Daur tribe have more inclination towards education as 

compares to Wazir.
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 Operational instructions from Frontier Corps to Tochi Scouts. 
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 Post Operation Report of Tochi Scouts 
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Commandant very rightly read the social values of the valley and appraised the 

headquarters that there is a very sympathetic feelings prevailing among the people and if and 

when the local religious leaders declared Jihad against the America then there will be an outburst 

similar to the Russian invasion of Afghanistan. Already donations (Chanda) are being collected 

for the Taliban either in form of money, weapons or food. Regarding the Taliban, Tochi Scouts 

collected the intelligence. It was not much, Khost was almost vacated with only two shops out of 

ten being opened and carrying out the business, there were 400 – 450 Taliban soldiers in Khost 

area armed only with small arms with occasional artillery piece and 14.5 mm gun, in Saidgi area, 

commandant estimated 30-35 Taliban with similar weapons.
372

 The major force was in the shape 

of Qaumi Lashkar which included Maulvi Abdul Khaliq of Matoon Tribe, Abdul Qayyum of 

Lakhand Tribe, Shahsawar of Tanai Tribe, Abdul Rehman of Zadrani Tribe and Jalal Ud Din 

Ghundai of Zadram and Khostani Tribe.  

On the issue of refugees the commandant foresaw that since these camps will lack the 

water and food shortage thus the refugees will spill out to all parts of the agency. Most 

importantly he pointed out that any prolong war in Afghanistan will turn the feelings of natives 

into anti Pakistan and government installations and personals will be targeted and attacked. Jalal 

ud Din Haqqani was appointed as the commander in chief of the southern Afghanistan, he had 

already left the Tochi Scouts accommodation but his family remained there.
373

  This may look 

strange to the adherents of western way of warfare but this is what Frontier Warfare is all about 

where families are not targeted to put pressure on the opponent.  

  From October 2002, onwards the American soldiers approximately 100 in numbers 

came and stayed at MiranShah, they were housed in the technical school building which 

incidentally is mere 100 meters away from the house of  Siraj Haqqani. Tochi Scouts provided 

American troops with protection. Havildar Saeed
374

 states that these Americans were provided 

with Khaki uniform of Frontier Corps and they jointly carried out search operations with Tochi 
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 Tochi Scouts War Diary. 
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 Haqqani had a house given to him by the Tochi Scouts during Afghan War, outside the fort. Haqqani had 
renovated it and was used as a seminary. His family lived here and as such Haqqani was well respected by the 
Militia and people of the town. Later his family also vacated the house. The Tochi Scouts troops families live next 
door to Haqqani’s house. 
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 Havildar Saeed Afridi of Tochi Scouts. 
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Scouts. Americans were referred as friends in all official correspondences of army and Frontier 

Corps.
375

  

For the sealing of border ahead of Datta Khel,  initial reconnaissance was carried out in 

civil clothes by the scouts operating from Datta Khel towards the Durand Line in Madda Khel 

area. Between 5 – 10 January 2002 plans 
376

were made by the Commandant Tochi Scout, he 

requested for additional two wings of scouts.  

 Bangidar  , 19 – 22 January 2002. 

Bangidar is located fifteen miles north east of MiranShah and five miles east of Ghulam 

Khan, it is situated on the Durand Line and a major smuggling route originating from Khost in 

Afghanistan and leading to MirAli, MiranShah and Spinwam. Area is mountainous in nature 

having an elevation varying from 4500 – 6000 feet, There is no metallic road,  there are three 

tracks that originates from MiranShah, Mir Ali and Spinwam and all these join at Bangidar. 

Gurbuz Wazir is the major tribe inhabiting the area on both sides of Durand Line. Hassan Khel 

Wazir a sub tribe of Momit Khel (Uthmanzai Wazir) occupies the area approximately five 

kilometres south of Bangidar on MirAli & Spinwam approach. Tori Khel Wazir lives in area east 

of Bangidar. On 21
st
 January 2002, twelve platoons  moved forward towards the Bangidar area 

and established a foothold, there were few tense moments when Chalwasti
377

 initially refused to 

vacate the positions but on seeing the heavy weapons of the Tochi Scouts moving forward they 

withdrew. Tochi Scouts improved the track and made it trafficable for four wheel drive vehicles. 

Equipment and stores required to construct the bunkers was also brought forward. Next day (22 

January 2002) Pakistani flag was hoisted at Bangidar by the Commandant Tochi Scouts Colonel 

Wajahat Choudhary. 

Dwa Toi- Tochi Pass, 19th January – 6th February 2002 

An operation was hatched with an aim to stop not only inter-tribal war but also to make 

use of this opportunity by advancing towards the Durand Line and occupying the Dwa Toi. 
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 Americans were refereed as Friends even in ordinary language and conversation among the army and militia 
officers and correspondence, it lasted till the 2012. When Americans were being referred as Americans instead of 
friends. 
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 Operational plans of Tochi Scouts, presented to Headquarters Frontier Corps 
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 Tribal police who manned the entry points in their tribal areas,  they are different from Khassdar who are  paid by 

political agent. These Chalwasti are purely tribes own arrangements. 
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There was an inter-tribal
378

 war going on in the area since 2000 , Militia had never been in this 

area, last time it entered was in 1897 at Maizar . It was appreciated that sooner or later one of the 

tribe was bound to seek the help of Tochi Scouts, it was a game of patience and soon Khaddar 

Khel asked for Tochi Scouts intervention and help.
379

 On 20
th

 January in first phase of the 

operation one company of 4 Wing occupied the Patakheni Sar at 0830 hours under artillery fire 

cover.   There was resistance from Madda Khel but no casualty was suffered by militia. 

On 22
nd

 January 2002, at 0830 the operation started with a platoon strength to occupy the 

Gharlamai in Madda Khel area, it was successfully accomplished by evening. Another objective 

was to occupy the Sherrani Killi area which is again situated in Madda Khel territory, it had 

hundred houses, and it was  abandoned due to heavy fire from the tribe. Artillery was not 

employed by the Tochi on the tribe mainly due to presence of civilian population; it was 

appreciated that any artillery fire if fired can cause substantial damage to the women and 

children.  After a week of negotiations, the tribe finally agreed to peace. The tribe seldom agrees 

to surrender as it means loss of face thus they have to be given a way out in which they can also 

claim victory at their end.  On 6
th

 February Commandant Tochi Scouts hoisted Pakistan flag in a 

simple but graceful ceremony at Dwa Toi and with this the Tochi Pass came under the physical 

control of Tochi Scouts for the first time since the very incursion of the British in the area that 

dates back to 1895. 
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 Datta Khel the dispute is over the commercial land in the Datta Khel Bazaar, the size of the piece of land is not 

much but for last five decades it has been a constant source of violence, in 1976 the first serious series of violence 

started among the two factions of Wazir which raged for three months. The area west of Datta Khel was again on 

fire from summer of 2000.  Madda Khel tribe occupies the area on the north of Tochi River while Khaddar Khel 

lives on the south of the river but at places this is not strictly followed.  The Wazir territory in true sense starts ahead 

of Khar Kamar with Manzar Khel, Dare Wasta, Khaddar Khel, Datta Khel, Madda Khel and Kani Rogha Manzar 

Khel (Tut Narai) as main built up areas. The main clans of Wazir inhabiting the area include, Manzar Khel, Khaddar 

Khel, Madda Khel, Girh Madda Khel, Zai Saidgi, Kharsin and Bromeni. 

Madda Khel is sub divided into Macha Madda Khel, Mati Khel and Khizar Khel. Malik Ajmal Khan Madda Khel 

(ex Deputy Commissioner Karak and former federal minister used to be the leading malak but he was ousted by 

Malik Qadir Khan mainly because Ajmal had a soft attitude towards the government. The uplift in communication 

infra-structure had resulted in having a metallic road between Datta Khel – MiranShah on which regular commercial 

transport in the form of pick-up, trucks and buses plied, this was the only road other were mainly tracks which 

included Datta Khel – Dwa Toi, Datta Khel – Tut Narai- Dosalli. The two main communication hubs were Khar 

Kamar and Datta Khel, numerous tracks leads to almost all direction from these two places.  In November 2000 both 

the tribes closed their shops in Datta Khel Bazaar and resorted to a Jirga, the political agent also intervened but to no 

avail resultantly on 17
th

 November 2000 Madda Khel fired rockets on the Khaddar Khel and in retaliation the 

Khaddar Khel burnt the rival tribe shops.  
379

 War Diary Tochi Scouts. In 2002, Pakistan Army had deployed only one infantry regiment in North Waziristan. 
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Kazha Valley  , 12  – 14 February 2002 

 

Kazha Valley is situated west of Miranshah, at the junction of Tochi- Kazha at Khar 

Kamar,  initially the plan was to seal the area mainly to curb the smuggling but now with the 

aftermath of American war in Afghanistan it assumed double importance as its sealing would 

achieve not only to curb the smuggling but also put a check on the movement of Taliban and Al 

Qaeda elements into Pakistan. No. 1 Wing under the command of Major Shakil was entrusted the 

task. Operation
380

 started on 12 February 2002, it was a three phase operation. first phase was 

over by 0900 hours. Khar Qamar situated few miles west of Boya became the base of operation. 

In second phase another post was established at Walgi by 1045 hours in Ismail area along track 

Khar Qamar – Lowara Mandi, it was also a  platoon size post but it was having an elevation of 

1300 meters. One of the major advantages of both the posts was the close proximity of fresh 

water, in case of Walgi it was only 50 meters away, moreover fresh ration was made available to 

the troops by the contractor mainly due to close proximity of track.
381

 

 ‘Opening of area along Khar Qamar – Lowara Mandi was an interesting experience, all 

tribes living along the said axis gave no resistance, officers and troops of Tochi Scouts were 

warmly received by the tribal chiefs and tribesmen of different tribes in their respective areas 

with traditional tribal culture, officers were presented with turbans and honoured with lunch and 

dinner along with the troops. A great reception was arranged for the commandant Tochi Scouts 

and political agent North Waziristan Agency on their visit which took place on 14
th

  February 

2002; they were garlanded and presented with turbans amidst aerial firing. By the time these two 

officials reached Dwa Toi their convoy numbered over hundred vehicles in which over ninety 

vehicles belonged to locals who had also joined in. Pakistan flag was hoisted by the commandant 

in a graceful ceremony.’
382

 

Tochi Scouts in a span of one month had brought under control an area of 1500 – 1800 

square kilometres having a population of 50,000 – 70,000 ( entire Madda Khel, Shawal, part of 

Khaddar Khel and Bangidar). This area was without electricity, postal, health, communication 
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 Operational Record of the Wing, War Diary Tochi Scouts. 
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 In Militia unlike army, fresh ration is provided by the contractor to each post on payment. 
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 Digest of Service Tochi Scouts 
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and education facilities. Commandant Tochi Scouts  in his post operation report
383

 highlighted 

and stressed the importance of having road infrastructure. He also highlighted the total absence 

of medical facilities in the area. Tochi scouts provided the medical facilities to all the inhabitants 

in the area after establishing the posts, it also established free medical camps in the villages after 

consultation with the malaks and through local Jirga, naturally the womenfolk never came for the 

medicine but older generation and young folks were willing to accept the medicines, all in all 

Tochi Scouts spent and distributed medicines worth  Rupees 2, 50,000 in the area.  Another sour 

point which was raised by the locals and noticed by the scouts as well was the low fresh water 

supply in the area. The water table had gone down in certain areas. IGFC very wisely sanctioned 

15 vacancies for enrolment in Frontier Corps from newly inaccessible areas; educational 

qualifications were lowered for these aspirants, non-custom paid vehicles was another issue 

which the commandant recommended should be made legal by registering them. 
384

 

 

6.2     The First Signs of Insurgency  

 

Islamia Madrasah is located near Match (Machis) factory on the eastern fringes of the 

Tochi Fort. On 20
th

 April 2002, the very first raid on a seminary was conducted at 2200 hours on 

the request of political agent
385

, an under strength company force of Tochi Scouts was employed. 

Only one person was apprehended later he was declared White. 
386

 This was the beginning as on 

22
nd

 April at 0730 hours a huge procession of Taliban
387

 and Ulemas blocked the road near 

match factory; they burnt tyres and protested against the raid conducted on the Islamia 

Madrasah. There were four pick-ups loaded with rocket launchers and grenades. Maulana Zakria 

announced that American soldiers
388

 are deployed in the fort (a reality) and he also declared 
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 Post Operation Report , Tochi Scouts archives. Miranshah. 
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 The political agencies are tax free, issue of  making the tribes pay tax on cars has always been an issue among 
the policy makers and intellectuals. 
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 Political Agent office and record shows that, he had the intelligence report of Al Qaeda members hiding in the 

madrassah. At that particular time, there was an air, in which the Al Qaeda members capture or report about them, 

certainly raised the prospective of career enhancement, both in civil as well in military circles. 
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  All suspects were branded either as Black which means hostile or White  which meant that he is clear. 
387

 Taliban, refers to the students studying in the madrassahs of Miranshah. 
388

 American troops were inside the fort, they had an independent setup, being allocated barrack, around which a 

barbed wire was put up, these troops were given the uniforms of Pakistan army as well, officers were given 
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Jihad against them and threatened that any American soldier seen would be fired and shoot to 

kill, however the procession peacefully dispersed at 1315 hours. This was the beginning of the 

long story in which the Match Factory became and played a central role as far as the events 

regarding the Miranshah city are concerned. From this search operation onwards violence started 

taking birth against the Tochi Scouts, something which for all practical purpose was buried with 

the burial of Fakir of Ipi. On the night of 23/24 April at 0245 hours Ismail Khel Post was hit with 

the small arms fire from the northern direction. In retaliation a search operation was launched 

with an under strength wing  at Dande, Dar Ul Uloom Haqqani Madrasah, none was arrested or 

apprehended but few documents were captured which threw feeble light on the coming days; this 

operation was conducted on the intelligence information of Americans
389

. On 18
th

 May 2002 

another  search operation was conducted by the Americans with the help  of Northern Alliance 

troops across the border in Tanghrai Killi , they apprehended certain arms and ammunition, the 

situation took a turn when they tried to enter the Zerai Village where the locals stood up with the 

arms and this combined forced had to move back.
390

  

On 1
st
 June at 0600 hours a joint raid

391
 was conducted with army in which one company 

of Tochi Scouts also participated; object was Qutab Khel near Chashmai Bridge with an aim to 

arrest the foreigners
392

 and Taliban but again nothing suspected was found and  force returned 

empty hand at 0800 hours. In the city the peace was temporarily broken on the night of 18
th

 June 

2002 when one rocket was fired from van stand; it landed in general area Toll Khel, another 

similar incident took place at Boya on 24
th

 June when two rockets were fired near Asha Baba 

Ziarat, two more rockets were also fired on same night at MirAli which landed near Razmak 

Gate, however these were dud , later defused by Tochi Scouts. Jamal Khan a resident of 

                                                                                                                                                             
accommodation in the Tochi Scouts officers Mess. Mess bill record shows the amount expended on Friends as the 

Americans were treated in official correspondence. 
389

 Details of operations are not recorded on any official /accountable document but the vehicles log book shows 

entry and mileage on the night and verified by the drivers that operation was carried out. In the Wing digest of 

events which was initiated after the events of 2000, the data about the search is given . The material captured is 

given in detail , in a message from Tochi scouts to the Headquarters Frontier Corps. 
390

 Tochi Scouts digest of service, also same event is recorded in political agents, diary of the day 
391

 Joint raid , means a raid in which army and militia both took part. Americans were also taking part in the 
operations but wearing Pakistani troops uniform. 
392

 Foreigners means those people who are anti state and supporters of Taliban,  These were the same people who 
have been living in the agency , and also in Afghanistan, but now , all such men were being searched who were not 
living residing in agency on regular pattern. 
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MiranShah had the reputation of a first class arms dealer his house and godown was searched in 

a joint operation on 1
st
 September 2002 but nothing substantive was found. 

By start of November 2002,  Americans had erected posts across the border at Zawar 

Killi and also opposite the Alwara Mandi, it was at Alwara Mandi that the first incident of firing 

missiles from own side took placed when on 23
rd

 November 2002 at 2215 hours seven rockets 

were fired on their location  by unknown tribesmen followed by 14.5 mm gunfire
393

, in 

retaliation the fire also came from their end and four rockets landed near own camp thus  a firing 

duel started which lasted for half an hour in which both sides exchange fire. On the same night 

one fighter aircraft also flew in the area and fired one rocket. Next day at 1315 hours three 

American Cobra helicopters violated own airspace by flying two kilometres inside, another flight 

of their helicopters dropped ten soldiers near Doctor Najeeb’s clinic for search operation and 

then flew back. 
394

  On 3
rd

 December 2002, two American officers along with ten other ranks 

paid a visit to the Alwara Mandi Post where Captain Javed Iqbal had a meeting with them, the 

major issue was the communication. 
395

 This lack of communication resulted in having another 

meeting on 5
th

 December because on 4
th

 December two rockets were fired at the Pakistani Post 

but Americans clarified that it was not their deed. On 11
th

 December 2002, the Americans closed 

their camp opposite the Alwara Mandi and same was occupied by the Afghan National Army. 

 For next six months ( June 2003) the situation remained calm, the activities of the 

American and Afghan troops  remained inside their own border although at times their search 

operations, landing and flying of jet and helicopters was quite close to the border line but still it 

was within their own territory. The one major incident of border violation occurred on 15
th

 June 

2003 when ten soldiers of Afghan Army were crossing into own area near Bangidar but on 

pointing out by the Tochi Post they immediately left the area. 
396

 It was on 1
st
 October 2003 

                                                 
393

 Tochi Scouts War Diary, and also the political agents record. Such incidents were entered by the respective 
wing, which passed it on to the headquarters, later during briefings given by the commandant to the IGFC , these 
were highlighted. 
394

 These were the first of the operations conducted by the American inside Pakistan airspace, but these were 
neither protested nor reported in the press. It was only later in 2011 that such acts of air space violation were 
given top priority. The border is not marked on the ground thus a chance of flying across is always inherent in such 
areas. 
395

 The communication sets with Militia were outdated as noted in the beginning of the chapter, moreover the 
frequency bands were different, such meeting were always welcome and took pace in friendly manner. Meeting 
minutes were not made but captain , later in a written message highlighted the gist. 
396

 The area at Bangidhar is not marked properly, the erected markers alignment at times is deceptive and both 
Pakistan and Afghanistan makes use of it whenever it suits them. Personal visit to site in October 2012. 
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when the very first mention of Remotely Pilot Vehicle was made, it was reported that it had 

hovered near the Ghulam Khan for eighteen minutes. 
397

  

The law and order situation in the North Waziristan Agency remained exemplary when 

one keeps in mind its volatile history and how Afghan affairs have affected it in the past. 

However the overall situation in the country and in the adjoining South Waziristan Agency was a 

matter of concern thus on 11
th

 February 2004,  the political agent very wisely assembled the 

prominent malaks including Maulana Nek Zaman (Member National Assembly) Senator Matin 

Shah;  who agreed that no harbouring of foreign national will be tolerated within the agency and 

anyone found violating the decision will be fined Rupees one million along with demolition of 

their houses, the Jirga also agreed to trace the foreign nationals and to surrender them to the 

political administration. 
398

 

In 1936, the rebellion started from the lower Daur area and again in March 2004 it 

initiated from MirAli. On 16
th

 March 2004,  a convoy of 5 Azad Kashmir Regiment came under 

hostile fire and on 18
th

 March three rockets were fired at the FC Battle School at MirAli. . A 

study period was also conducted by the Tochi Scouts
399

 with an aim to understand and highlight 

the security environments of North Waziristan Agency. On 14
th

 April alone there were two 

incidents one in Miranshah where an anti-tank blasted which took off the hand of a civilian and 

also at MirAli where an IED was exploded.On 4
th

 June the ten prominent local representatives 

led by Maulvi Rukn ud Din met the commandant and assured him of their support, however they 

also put forward certain demands which included lifting of the army check post
400

 on the 

                                                 
397

 Tochi Scouts War Diary. 
398

  Malik Madda Lam and Malik Sardar Khan Jan of Macha Tribe, Malik Meetha Khan 

of Ismail Khel, Malik Ajmal Khan, Malik Hajji Nadir Khan, Malik Maidalay Khan of Khizar 

Khel and Nazar Khel, Malik Khonia Wali and Malik Ismail Khan of Bashi Khel and Jumbe Khel 

respectively were also present. 

 
399

 it was conducted on 14
th

 April 2005, Captain Waseem gave the historical perspective of the agency, Major 

Fawad covered the post 9/11 scenario and existing security environments and Commandant Colonel Bangash had 

the analysis. The brief summary is that due to the operations in Afghanistan the Talibans shifted, migrated and took 

refuge in the Waziristan. Army operations in South Waziristan from 2002 onwards have shifted these groups into 

North Waziristan. Military  
400

 Army check posts were the new addition, manned by army soldiers, who were in the area for very first time and 
as such failed to comprehend the cultural values. They treated everyone in the same manner, with no respect for 
elders, neither they understood the language, in frontier Force Regiment, the ratio of Punjabi and Pathan soldiers 
is half and half and officers have few Pathan and majority of Punjabi and  few Urdu speaking as well, command of 
regiment is  not restricted to Pathan officers only. In my observation, these army check posts were rude in manner. 
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Spinwam Road or to hand them over to the Scouts, their another complaint was against the 

intelligence agencies alleging that they are teasing them  through telephones asking for reports. 

On 16
th

 June the political agent too had a meeting with the malaks of the agency, and included 

names from almost all Wazir Tribes very few Daur were also present.
401

 

 

In April - May 2005,  border reconnaissance was carried out and certain gaps were 

identified which allowed infiltration to the miscreants; it was decided to close these gaps
402

 by 

establishing new posts.
403404

 and 55 Khassadars were deployed on these posts. The major irritant 

of establishing new pots
405

 was in the matter of supplying water to them for which additional 

resources were required, khassadar
406

 had  to be recruited.  

On 11
th

 June a search and cordon operation was conducted independently by the Tochi 

Scouts to apprehend the foreign miscreants at the Siraj Haqqani Madrassa at Dande Darpa Khel. 

The operation was set on move almost a week before, the intelligence agencies were keeping a 

close watch on the madrassa. On the night of 10
th

 June two companies of Tochi Scouts marched 

out, they secured the road and established an outer cordon. One command post was established at 

the abandoned Afghan refugee’s camp which is almost at the end of runway. The actual 

madrassa which in fact had three distinct compounds , one known as Haqqani compound, other 

as Madrassa and third the mosque are situated on the western side across the road from the 

runway. There are clump of trees which shields these compounds and one has to walk a 

                                                 
401

 Political agent office record. 
402

 This closing of gaps , is another evidence that the official mindset of the Pakistan military , including Militia was 

not in favour of the Taliban, had that been the case, such steps would not have been contemplated. 
403

 In the Ghulam Khan area Zangurai Narai – Shinkai Khullah – Tappi, Bangidar – Ghorostai Algad, Bichi Narai – 

Tur Khullah Algad and Solak – Kharsin Narai – Nazar Baig Killi were identified and in Boya, Zawan Pul – 

Gharlamai, Kund Sar – Wazhagai, Lagharkai Narai – Maidan and Dadum – Zorium – Gharlamai gaps, in the Alwara 

Mandi sector the gaps were identified between the Border Post No.4 and Lorang and between Astaghai – Alwara 

Mandi – Dwa Toi areas. As a result new posts were established and area of operations of the wings was redistributed 

and plan was made to rotate the wings also, joint posts were also established under which 260 FC troops, 240 army 

troops 
404

 This was the first time that Pakistan Army or for that matter any army troops had been deployed at these posts, 

the posts were manned jointly, the reason being that army did not trusted the militia in manning the border, that was 

the start of mistrust of militia by army as well. By the end April of April 2005 there were 33 forward posts along the 

Durand Line in which an infantry brigade was deployed along with the Tochi Scouts, bias was towards the Tochi 

Pass with infantry battalion headquarters at Dabar Miami, Lakka Narai and one in Ghulam Khan Sector at Naridag. 
405

 These posts later came to be known as NAS Forts and each fort cost around 17.6 Million Rupees, brick wall of 

each posts cost about extra 3.8 Million Rupees. 
406

 Khassadar , the tribal police, there were no Khassadars in these tribal area of NWA for a detailed study see, Frank 

Leeson , . Frontier Legion With the Khassadars of North Waziristan (Leeson Archive, Sussex,2003). 
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kilometre on dirt track to reach them. An algad passes through them separating the Haqqani 

compound from other two, moreover this compound is situated at a higher ground. Another 

cordon was established encompassing all the three structures. Political administration, khassadars 

and intelligence representatives were also present during the search. Nothing objectionable was 

found. Another operation at the same very place was launched and conducted in September 

2005. 
407

 On 2
nd

 July 2005 the first Heli borne operation was conducted in the NWA, more than 

eight helicopters
408

 took part in the operation during which 120 SSG troops were heli landed at 

Macha Madda Khel area. However only two persons were arrested both Wazirs, not much of 

weapons were found, only one RPG-7, six 82mm mortar bombs, 13 grenades and certain minor 

items as well. 

 

         6.3    The Triggering Effect- July 2005 

 

5
th

 July has historical and political importance in the history of Pakistan but in the context 

of on-going war this date is important because on this date Tochi Scouts formally came under 

army as part of 7 Infantry Division. The division was initially placed at Peshawar but with the 

operations in South Waziristan the law and order situation also started deteriorating in the 

NWA
409

. Major General Akram Sahi was the GOC, now Tochi Scouts was formally part of 

Operation Al Mizan.
410

 

                                                 
407

 Tochi Scouts Intelligence Record of same date. 
408

 Pakistan Army Aviation records, for more details see Azam, Cheema and  Madni .History of Pakistan Army 

Aviation  1947 – 2007  {.Islamabad : Army Press, 2007}. 
409

 Army operations in South Waziristan from 2002 onwards have shifted these groups into North Waziristan. 

Military Operations were conducted jointly by army and FC during March 2004 in SWA were initially resisted by 

the Ahmedzai Tribe but later they along with Mahsud Tribe both came on board. However the aerial strike on 9
th

 

September during which 60 odd Talibans were killed inside the Mahsud Tribe changed the scenario and turned them 

against the government. Abdullah Mahsud and Baitullah Mahsud both are leading anti-government stance and had 

kidnapped three Chinese engineers working on Gomal Zam Dam. Government demanded the handing over of not 

only the Chinese but also of both leaders as well which Mahsud Tribe refused. Thus due to intensity of operation 

there the miscreants have shifted into NWA especially in MirAli area. Number of Madrassa in NWA are the largest 

in Pakistan. Idak Madrassa, Maulvi Saleem Gul of Spinwam, Haqqani Madrassa, Dande Madrassa and Degan were 

highlighted as hot trouble spots. In April there were only three of violence in North Waziristan incidents, in May it 

increased to five and in June there were ten such incidents. 

410
 Operation against AlQaeeda was termed as Operation Al Mizan. 
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The beginning of this marriage was not on a good omen, the first issue was the command 

articulation at the posts jointly manned by the Tochi Scouts and army units. The other was more 

important as to what kind of posture should be adopted, one option was to have forward posture 

by holding the choking points and establishing the writ of government but it had the demerits of 

over stretching the troops with insecure line of communication, political clearance was 

mandatory for this posture, it also had the inherent flaw of delayed reaction of reserves and 

above all required additional construction work. The other option was to occupy the most 

important choking points. It is easy to analyse an event when it has passed but requires lot of 

consideration in opting any option at that given time. Both options had its merits and demerits 

and in the end it was decided to have a forward posture. 

Tochi Scouts was manning the border in three sectors, . These posts had varying strength 

of manning. 
411

 In the threat assessment protection of Miranshah Garrison was given the highest 

priority with special attention to MirAli.  In the absence of any railway network the logistic 

situation had undergone very little change since the start of 1936 insurgency. The most important 

point highlighted was ‘lack of coordination and sharing of information between SSG, army and 

Frontier Corps may entail disastrous results while operating together’. 
412 

Americans carried out an operation against the Taliban in Lataka Narai on the night of 

14/15
th

 July in which 24 Taliban were killed; this incident triggered a chain of events because all 

of these dead bodies were later buried inside Pakistan territory. It coincided with the very first 

address of GOC 7 Division to Uthmanzai Jirga in which he gave 24 hours ultimatum to hand 

over the miscreants, somehow the other the timings of Jirga and American attack coincided with 

each other. The back ground of the attack was that Talibans were coming back into the Pakistan 

                                                 
411

 At MiranShah sub sector the posts were at Tol Khel – I & II both under command of Naib Subedar Iqbal, No.7 

Piquet by Naib Subedar Alizeb,ButtMarka, Naik Rahim, Kalanjar- I & II by Naib Subedar Kinan,Amin Piquet by 

Naib Subedar Awal Faqir, Isha Check Post by Naib Subedar Shafi and Tapakai by Naib Subedar Javed. It is 

apparent that this sector was given the high priority as no less than seven JCO’s were commanding the nine posts. 

The strength of the posts was under a platoon at all posts less Tol Khel – I, Butt Marka had only one section so was 

Amin Piquet. In  Khajauri sub sector the majority of posts were permanent in nature like Thal Piquet which is a 

permanent piquet of Tochi Scouts a section manned it under Naik Jalil, Thal Check Post by Subedar Zulfiqar, Gosh 

Piquet by Havildar Gul Amir, Qamar Piquet another permanent piquet was commanded by Havildar Rasool, Idak 

Fort under Naib Subedar Ahmed Ali, ChinaRob by Havildar Zarmat, Khajauri by Subedar Noor Bat, Nawsher Fort 

under Naib Subedar Usman, Bichi by Naib Subedar Zewar, Jallar by Naib Subedar Sher Nawaz, Machi Khel under 

Havildar Saif,Butt Marka(Naik Hazrat),Zara Mela (Havildar Nasir) Sarapal Mela(Naib Subedar Siraj) Shinpon 

under Naib Subedar Amir Ullah.  The other important posts in this sub sector included New Palaseen, Old Palaseen, 

Hadi, Wazirabad,Mashal, Pump Group,Khazana and Sultan. 
412

 GOC Brief 7 Division, 24 April 2005. 
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territory after carrying an attack inside the Afghanistan when the light of one of the pickup was 

turned on and resultantly the missile killed all the 23 siting inside. 
413

   One dead body of an 

African was located at the track junction of Sherannum – Almanza and 23 other dead bodies 

were found almost a mile west of it at Zalga Narai, also a track junction.  

Miranshah City had over 17 madrassas which all were under surveillance of intelligence 

agencies, Miranshah city had certain principles of its own, for instance no brothel house is 

allowed to operate in the city and secondly no bank has ever been looted, however on 12
th

July 

2005,  Muslim Commercial Bank was robbed and in the process five innocent persons were 

killed and two were injured, accused was recognised as a foreigner. Thus a clean-up operation 

became necessary. Starting from the night of 16/17
th

 July and commencing on the evening of 20
th

 

July three connected  operations were carried out in the surroundings of Miranshah Fort.  

The First one was put into action at the first light in the Miranshah Village (Datta Khel 

Village). Tochi Scouts laid the inner cordon whereas army had the outer cordon at Narai Kot in 

Bora Khel territory. Nothing much was achieved but sixteen persons were arrested apart from 

nine light machine guns & one rocket launcher. Resistance was offered  and the ensuing fire 

opened by the army resulted in the death of eighteen foreigners out of which five were women, 

four boys and six girls   also died in the action. Two injured foreigner women were taken by the 

helicopter to Bannu for medical treatment. One army jawan Nadeem of 19 FF also died in the 

action. 
414

 This was the triggering effect incident, since the dead includes women and children 

thus emotionally it over rode logic, it was the most serious crime that has occurred in the Tochi 

Valley since 1895. Immediately after the stopping of fire the grim reality occurred to all, army 

next morning took all dead bodies in a helicopter, incident was reported as killing of militants on 

frontier; thus army tried to cover up the accident and incident but it had grave repercussions.
415

 

The massacre of civillians took place not due to insensitivity of army but due to lack of training 

on part of army soldiers, for whom it was the first such active operation in their career. Army had 

                                                 
413

 Tochi Scouts intelligence Report dated 16
th

 July 2005. Details of the dead Talibans is as under three belonged to 

the MirAli and out of them two were Wazirs ( Bora Khel) two belonged to MiranShah one of them was a Tori Khel 

Wazir, six were residents of Razmak  all were Tori Khel, four belonged to Datta Khel. 
414

 Army and Militia have different versions, army maintains that they were fired upon first and in retaliation  they 
fired. Militia version highlights that army soldier panicked and fire. 
415

 http://www.thestar.com.my/news/world/2005/07/17/pakistan-forces-kill-17-militants-near-afghan-border--
tv_1/Military spokesman Major-General Shaukat Sultan told Reuters that an incident had taken place in the North 
Waziristan tribal region and details were being gathered.  
 

http://www.thestar.com.my/news/world/2005/07/17/pakistan-forces-kill-17-militants-near-afghan-border--tv_1/
http://www.thestar.com.my/news/world/2005/07/17/pakistan-forces-kill-17-militants-near-afghan-border--tv_1/
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been in operation only against the dacoits in Sind in eighties and nineties and also in Siachen; 

these deployments had very little in common with such search operations. 

A second operation was carried out on 18
th

 July in Qutab Khel area of MiranShah, Qutab 

Khel is located 4 kilometres south east of the city in a fertile flat land across the algad. Army had 

established eight outer cordon posts.  Eight houses were searched; this time resentment was 

shown by the people which were mainly directed towards the presence of army troops during the 

search.  

The last operation was carried out on 19/20 July in the Ghundai Killi area which is almost 

ten miles east of city, it is very close to Tappi Village where a disastrous search and cordon 

operation of similar pattern had resulted in the beheading of Captain Russell in 1941. Pattern of 

cordon remained the same with army at the outer cordon establishing eight posts, however this 

time lady searchers were also taken along and elders of village were also incorporated in the 

operation; similar  resentment was shown by the people ,more than 1000 people gathered in 

protest of searching of their homes, political administration and Tochi Scouts were able to 

diffuse it and mutual respect was restored. The operation at Qutab Khel resulted in the holding of 

a Jirga at MiranShah attended by over 450 persons , the demands were simple that either take us 

into confidence before the operation or search or we will not cooperate with the army, tribal 

traditions should be respected and dignity of womenfolk should be observed and furthermore no 

American should be allowed to be part of any search operations.  

Haqqani Madrasa remained a thorn in the eyes of law enforcing agencies, majority of the 

people who were apprehended had the links with this madrassa, thus again on the night of 11/12
th

 

September 2005, another raid was conducted on this seminary. There were reports that three 

close aides of Haqqani are present inside including Abdullah Mahsud. Two battalions of army 

and two companies of Tochi Scouts were hurriedly launched into the search and cordon 

operation, secrecy and quick reaction was the key to the success thus planning was kept secret. 

The Haqqani seemed to have nine lives of a cat because he was not present and neither were his 

three close aides who were reported about. The operation went as per usual but in one compound 

the inmates refused to come out citing the purdah
416

, it took almost an hour of negotiations which 

were mainly conducted by the commandant for the reason that he was the only one among the 

                                                 
416

 Purdah in literal sense means veil, to cover a woman body. In more broad sense it conveys privacy of home. 
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senior officers to know Pashtu and as such could communicate with these people, he was able to 

convince them to let the lady searchers have a search. Although the wanted men were not found,  

but as a consolation large cache of arms were recovered and confiscated this included equipment 

required for making IED’s as well. Thirteen persons were also arrested. Another search operation 

was conducted in the area by the Tochi Scouts and army on 14
th

 as well but nothing worth 

mentioning was gained. 

The key to the search of all the operations and madrassas was the intelligence but as is 

obvious from the history that it is never fool proof. The time between the first gathering of 

intelligence and time spent in planning and subsequent move generally is enough for these 

wanted men to disappear into the wilderness. Fakir of Ipi was never traceable for eleven years 

despite the best effort of British and Afghan government, Arsal Khan was never traced too.
417

 

 

Khatti Killi and Datta Khel Operations 29
th

 September – 2
nd

 October, 2005 

 

A series of attacks started in August 2005 on the army and FC Posts starting from night 

29/30
th

 July when three rockets were fired at Miranshah Fort from behind the Kalanjar Top, one 

of the rockets landed at the Signals Lines but there was no damage. There was a gap of almost a 

fortnight before the next attack came on the night of 19/20
th

 August when again three rockets 

were fired at the Fort, on 4
th

 September, four rockets were fired at the Fort they were RPG-7s 

and till the night of 22/23 September there were attacks on each night the numbers of rocket fired 

never exceeded beyond five at one time. There had been rows of incident in Datta Khel where on 

regular basis army and locals had narrow and minor clashes, for instance in one incident on 13
th

 

September 2005 a vehicle of 5 NLI was stopped at Dwa Toi  resultantly firing was exchanged in 

Maizer Village. On 17
th

 in another incident No.3 Wing and 5 NLI troops signalled a car to stop 

but it did not complied with instructions and fire was open on it. On 21
st
 September 2005 a Jirga 

was held at MiranShah in which malaks of Madda Khel and political agent attended, the end 

result was a deadlock. On the next day another search operation was conducted by the army in 

Datta Khel. The elders and malaks pointed out that where as they are ready to cooperate but lady 

                                                 
417

 Arsal Khan was a ganster in mid nineties who had kidnapped two girls, for two years he was hunted without any 
avail by army, militia and even air force was utilized. Tochi Scouts Digest of Service. 
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searchers must be there for search of the houses. The problem was that no lady searchers were 

available at the tehsil or village level and had to be transported from MiranShah. On 28
th

 

September, another Jirga was held at Datta Khel Bazar in which Commanding officers of 19 FF, 

5 NLI and Wing Commander Major Tariq of Tochi Scouts participated, later searches of the  16 

shops was carried out, it lasted for an hour without finding anything objectionable. 

.Thus two operations were simultaneously conducted by the army after it took over the 

operational control of the North Waziristan Agency, within a span of 72 hours, army lost notion 

of victory in the eyes of the tribes. 

Khatti Killi  was the biggest operation till to date in North Waziristan Agency for the 

reason that for the first time Army Aviation Cobra attack helicopters and air force was also 

employed, although their employment was not part of original planning. It was conceived as a 

minor operation in line with the other operations conducted so far but in the context of the 

insurgency it attained an importance much more than what it merited.   

Maulvi Sadiq Noor is a young man of mid-thirties (37 years old) who was living and is 

still residing in a small village by the name of Khatti Killi (also known as Khare Killi in the 

native and is marked on the map as Khare Killi) which is located almost 15 miles west of 

MiranShah on the southern bank of Tochi River in Upper Daur Valley. Sadiq Noor was a 

confirmed abettor of foreign miscreants; he was collecting funds for them, providing them with 

training and recuperation facilities. He was fond of riding horses, his guide and steno.was a 

student of his own madrassa by the name of Faqir Muhammad, Sadiq had a double pick up as 

well which had the registration number of 976. 
418

  On 16th September 2005 officer commanding 

military intelligence met director general military intelligence at Peshawar at 1100 hours and go 

ahead of the operation was given after pondering over the intelligence reports. In the initial 

briefing it was decided to have Commandant Tochi Scouts as the force commander, with outer 

cordon being under the command of second in command of 33 FF who would also be 

responsible for the quick reaction force and blocking positions. The indication of target was the 

responsibility of the officer commanding military intelligence. Task was simple; to apprehend 

Sadiq Noor either from his madrassa or from his residence and simultaneously search & 

                                                 
418

  Tochi Scouts own intelligence report dated 12
th

 August 2005. ( Tochi Scouts had established an integral 

intelligence set up from 2003 onwards) 
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demolish the madrasa, arrest or kill the miscreants and if possible to gather intelligence related 

documents. Intelligence reports confirmed that the compound is not defended by more than 

fifteen miscreants. 

It was perceived that by the end of the evening it will be over. Operation was envisaged 

at the first light; thus move started at the midnight. 

Brigade commander Brigadier Ghayoor was on leave, the standard battle procedures were 

not strictly adhered as the operation was too obvious; in fact from the onset of operation in the 

NWA they were seldom adhered in spirit. The very warning which was given by the Tochi 

Scouts in the April briefing highlighting the lack of communication to be a catalyst was about to 

turn true. 

Opeartion at Khatti killi commenced at 0350 hours on 29
th

 September, surprise as usual 

was lost and  Talibans opened fire on the troops who were marching towards the Khatti Killi. By 

morning it became obvious that the troops have been encircled and outnumbered at Khatti Killi, 

thus 117 Brigade was inducted in the operation, its one unit 19 FF was at Datta Khel and other 

23 AK was located at MiranShah along with remaining 4 Commando Battalion. 

At 1040 hours the very first sortie of Cobras came in and attacked the miscreants, By 

1350 hours the brigade tactical headquarters and 23 AK were heli-lifted to Boya from where they 

marched westwards, brigade establishing the tactical headquarters at Pawani( 3988 feet) and 23 

AK attempting to establish a link up with the company of 27 FF. 4 Commando Battalion’s 

company was also heli-dropped at a height of 3644 feet , it was accomplished by 1420 hours, 

however due to the miscreants accurate fire the intended drop zone was compromised, another 

company of 33 FF was dropped on the east of the village Khatti Killi, helicopters flying through 

Berai Sar and Panekzai, this company was in position from 1500 hours onwards, four helicopters 

flying in two sorties accomplished the drop. By the end of first day 29
th

 September there were 

ten soldiers missing and there was no contact with them, it was only in the morning at 0900 

hours that three dead bodies including that of company commander was found in a nullah, all in 

all three died, three were wounded and four other went missing in this link up east of target area. 

Early in the morning 30
th

 September, three PAF’s A-5 aircraft flew over the target area 

for fifteen minutes (0745-0800 hours) along with the Cobra Helicopters. Use of PAF was more 

psychological than having any effect on the operation in terms of physical  damage, the speed of 
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the aircraft is quite high and target area was clustered with own and miscreants that it was 

difficult for any pilot to identify own troops. In the pre Independence era the British used the air 

force quite frequently for the reason that helicopters were not invented then, but now with the 

Cobras on inventory the use of aircraft had no useful effects. 

By 2
nd

 October evening, the circle around the target was now completed and now the 

actual task of searching the madrassa and the compound had to be undertaken. On the third day 

the locals came out and pleaded for a cease fire which was agreed and search of Maulvi Sadiq 

Noor’s house was carried out and operation culminated successfully. The search started at 1525 

hours and within an hour it was completed ‘few items including a small quantity of rounds of 

different calibres were recovered’.
419

 Artillery fired 185 rounds of medium calibre in this 

operation against nine targets employing six observers. Fire support was provided by the 

batteries of 65 Medium, 86 Field, Tochi Field and Thall Scouts. Reportedly over 50 Talibans 

were killed in this operation and scores were injured including Sadiq Noor who unfortunately 

was able to escape through. The own casualties were four shaheeds ( two from 33 FF, one from 

44 Signals, One from 4 Commando )thirteen were injured( three each from 27 FF, Tochi Scouts 

& SSG, two each from 33 FF & 86 Field) there were three missing in action two from 33 FF and 

one from 86 Field. 

Meanwhile at Datta Khel, the operation also started, the first compound
420

 was to be 

searched on 1
st
 October and other two were on 2

nd
 October 2005. In the initial planning all three 

were to be done simultaneously but later realising the gravity of situation and with the moving of 

force towards the Khatti Killi the plan was made flexible. 

Operation at Khatti Killi had a chain reaction across the NWA; the most affected areas’ 

were the Datta Khel and MiranShah. On the night of the operation 29
th

 September no less than 

nine rockets were fired at the MiranShah Fort, two at Jallar Post at MirAli and on 30
th

 September 

the road blocks were established by the miscreants at in MirAli, Degan, Qutab Khel and Khar 

Kamar ( all Daur territories). MiranShah again came under attack on the next night and so were 

                                                 
419

 Post operation report Tochi Scouts and also the 7 Infantry Division. 117 Brigade Headquarters Post Operation 
Report, 12 October 2005. 
420

 Three compounds  were situated on the southern bank of the track leading from Datta Khel Post towards Idar 
Khel, almost a mile to the south of Chashmai, on the numerous fringes of Wucha Shaga Algad. Ajab Khan’s 
compound comes first, then a kilometre on the west comes Pashakai’s compound and finally the Mushtaq Khan’s 
compound is the last one a further mile away, but it is almost inside the Dande Killi and north of the track, east of 
Idar Khel. 
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Idak and MirAli where eight rockets were fired upon which later resulted in the shahadat of two 

NCO’s and other five were injured. On 2/3 October 2005, miscreants attack Zara Mela Check 

Post at 0215 hours in strength, there were at  about 60 odd miscreants. The post not only absorb 

the attack but also retaliated in fury, reportedly six miscreants were killed,and one dead body 

was found in the morning. 

An  attack was launched against the Datta Khel Post when on the night of 5/6
th

 October 

three rockets were fired, in retaliation own troop’s fire killed three civilians and one was injured. 

Next night Isha Post came under attack but it was repulsed and on the morning of 9
th

 October an 

IED was exploded on MiranShah – Boya road in which one army jawan embraced shahadat. NLI 

Camp came under attack on 6
th

October too, 12 Sind Regiment was attacked near Ghulam Khan, 

all these check posts were jointly manned by the Tochi Scouts along with army. Tochi Scouts 

expended 220 rounds of G-3 at Ghulam Khan and 390 rounds at Datta Khel. 

 

6.4      Fall of Miranshah- December 2005 

 

From 2003 onwards the Tochi Scouts in the line of political agent’s directive carried out 

cleanup operations in the agency. These are routine operations as North Waziristan , like other 

political agencies is a harbouring areas for criminals wanted in settled districts of Pakistan. The 

prominent gangs involved in the heinous crimes were headed by Hakim Khan, Hazrat Ali, 

Muhammad Amin (Chundry Qabila) and Jabbari. A full-fledged operation against these criminal 

groups was conducted with Wing (+) force successfully on 8
th

 April 2003 and as a result 25 

criminals out of 60  required by political agent surrendered voluntarily, thirteen houses were 

razed to ground and nine illegal addas were destroyed,. Miranshah City was declared as a 

weapon free zone. Not all the criminals were apprehended and two most notorious Hakim Khan 

and Jabbari remained absconder. In October 2004 Tochi Scouts carried out an operation against 

both these gangs, majority of their houses were demolished on 9
th

 October 2004, and positions 

around their compounds were occupied by the Tochi Scouts in December 2004 , two scouts 

Sepoy Asif Bangash and Sepoy Abdullah Marwat had received fatal injuries during that 

operation, Jabari had surrendered unconditionally on 15
th

 December and Hakim Khan on 16
th

 

December 2004, both were placed inside the Tochi Scouts quarter guard and later shifted to the 
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Dera Ismail Khan Jail, in their absence  gangs were led by Sher Ali and Jahangir Khan 

respectively. 

 The troubled started when in end November 2005 Hakim Khan’s gang forcibly took the 

money from the public transport near Boya, the passengers mostly women were related to 

Maulana Sadiq Noor. This forcible taking of money or jewellery is a common act of gangs.  

The Talibans threatened the groups but to no avail, on 6
th

 December 2005 the gang again 

stopped five vehicles carrying goods for ‘Bhatta’, the goods belonged to Sadiq Noor a local 

militant commander.   Passengers which included Taliban resisted , on which Sher Ali who 

himself was leading this act opened fire on them and killed five Taliban on the spot, in the return 

he also received a fatal bullet which ended his life too; this duel lasted for half an hour. 

By 1650 hours Taliban concentrated and surrounded the houses of Sher Ali and Hakim 

Khan and fired the first of the rocket on them at 1705 hours, within half an hour both houses 

were demolished, heavy weapons including rockets & missiles were used. These Taliban were 

not satisfied with this and they hunted the group members of the gangs and by the end of the 

night had killed 11 members of Hakim Khan Group alone. Next day after the Fajr prayers the 

Taliban continued with their manhunt and killed further seven members of the group. The houses 

and property of these members were also burnt, demolished and destroyed but womenfolk were 

not harmed.  The dead bodies were displayed in open hanging from the electric polls and trees in 

Dande Darpa Khel. In next move these Taliban cordoned the house of Mir Kalam Khan and 

inflicted the same fate on him too. The gangsters in retaliation fired three rockets on MiranShah 

Fort at 1215 hours without causing any damage. Another interesting and strange phenomenon 

that took place was the announcement by the Taliban from the mosques that anyone who will 

cause any damage or harm to the Tochi Scouts or the army will meet the same fate
421

.On 8
th

 

December the hunt for the gangsters was resumed by the Taliban and by the end of the day a 

total of twenty gang members were killed and their bodies displayed on road MiranShah – Datta 

Khel.
422

 Taliban handed over five dead bodies to Darpa Khel tribe for burial, thirteen to political 

agent for burial and two they kept hanging on the road. Political agent had a meeting with the 

GOC 7 Division on the issue. Company of Tochi Scouts was kept alert for any eventuality. On 

                                                 
421

  Commandant Tochi Scouts briefing to IGFC on 12 December 2005. 

 
422

 Intelligence report mentioned in the daily sitrep of Tochi Scouts, dated 8
th

 December 2005. 
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9
th

 December the gangs were completely eliminated, a Jirga was convened by the political agent 

and things started returning to normalcy. 

It is a sad commentary on the overall act because with this action the Taliban established 

them as an alternate organ, a state within the state, they achieved within a span of three days 

something which all the elements of the state were denying them. It seriously altered the very 

mind set of a common person. The same very group(Taliban) who had almost two months back 

had inflicted casualties on the military at Khatti Killi was now in action and they were not taken 

to the task by the military, it was a golden opportunity to crush them. The positive aspect was the 

good will by the Taliban towards the law enforcing agencies; Taliban created an impact among 

army that the fight is not between these rather with those who are not part of the agency. It needs 

clarification, because there were different groups of Taliban working, living, operating in the 

agency and as such there was no single person controlling all these, thus from the state point of 

view it was important to have as many friends as possible among them.  

 Militia was able to achieve the desired result of establishing posts at the Durand Line, 

monitoring of movement, through the subtle art of diplomacy mixed with use of force. The 

resentment took birth in the town of Miranshah which was aimed at the presence of the 

American troops and their taking part in the operations. The right to wage a war against a foreign 

power in Afghanistan was justified by the army, militia and world community during the Russian 

occupation of the Afghanistan thus to expect the tribes to overnight have a paradigm shift is 

defying historical logic.  

Pakistan army acted in accordance with the directives of President General Musharraf, 

the irony is that when army chief is also the political leader than no counter arguments on 

military policy are floated by the military commanders. The military system by nature especially 

in Pakistan is to please the senior, because on the reports of the senior hinges the career progress 

of the junior commanders. The perks, privilges and the high esteem in which a brigadier or 

general officer or for that matter any officer is held in the society , puts a pressure on the 

individual to go with the official policy. North Waziristan in the first year offered a ground for 

the commanders to prove their mettle by scoring victories over the tribes, by capturing as much 

of the Al Qaeda elements as possible and in the pursuit of this goal they overlook and forgot the 

basic rules of engagements of Frontier warfare. 
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  Within the army’s regiments
423

, every soldier who took part in the operations was not 

trained, for decades ordinary soldier has been performing the duties of batman
424

 and running 

numerous welfare projects including poultry farms, bakery, band
425

 to name few. All of a sudden 

the soldiers found themselves carrying weapons with loaded ammunition
426

 which they have not 

been accustomed for years and decades. thus panic and resultant catastrophe. Same holds true for 

the officers, a young officer spend three-four years in the regiment and then is away from 

regiment for almost a decade and when he joins back, he may not even spend enough time with 

troops at firing range. Majority of the officers especially the senior officers were physically unfit; 

overweight and seldom have ever fired weapons in last decade. 

  MiranShah was allowed to fall into the hands of  Taliban due to indecisive organisational 

flaw of army. Army had lost the moral ascendency after the killing of women in a search 

operation thus it became mentally restrained , resultantly the Taliban got the control of the Tochi 

Valley and army became subservient. Notion of Victory was lost.  

Militia was blamed for all the failure of army, instead of accepting the reality that it is not 

up to the mark to wage even a minor operation in the tribal areas, the army came out with the 

propaganda that India and Hindus are fighting the war .
427

 Thus it was the failure of the army 

which caused and ignited the violence in North Waziristan and through its inefficiency it lost the 

initiative to the tribes. 

              

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 7 

                                                 
423

 An infantry battalion have 840 men. 
424

 Batman, soldier acts  as a  personal assistant to an officer, polishing his shoes and when married he looks after 
officers children and cooks food and washes dishes. It was finally abolished in army in 2006-2007. 
425

 Every infantry and armoured regiment have a a military band comprising of twenty odd regular soldiers who 
play music year around and are expected to act as stretcher bearers in operations. 
426

 In army, soldiers seldom carried ammunition, on night duties at quarterguard, the ammunition was placed in a 
locked box with guard commander having the key. 
427

 This was the general theory in army at that time and it is still persistant. 
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                                    Tochi Valley 2006-2012 
   

Frontier warfare revolves around small engagements, peace and subsequent notion of 

victory depends upon the outcome of these minor operations. Army after moral loss in  winter of 

2005 conducted a series of operations to regain notion of victory; all in vain. New post was 

established at Hassu Khel with disastrous effects, it further lowered the morale. A rescue attempt 

to salvage a truck at Jallar left  even more bruises on army and finally the ambush at Gharlamai. 

Army thus  attempted to have a peace accord with Taliban , it was short lived due to events of 

Lal Masjid. Thus in this period army despite all its firepower failed to have a single successful 

engagement which is more or less the fate of British Army during Ipi campaign. 

  

New year had started with Taliban having a notion of victory in the North Waziristan. 
428

  

Every new military commander assuming the command,, which ironically were being rotated 

quite quickly, arrived in Tochi Valley having a belief in himself more than in the organisation to 

put an end to the century old myth of tribal superiority . In an related event a large 

gathering(300/350) at Naurak was addressed by the Maulana Sadiq Noor in which Sadiq stressed 

that Hafiz Gul Bahadur is the commander-in- chief of all the Taliban forces and no action should 

be taken without his consultation, the actions across the borders will be continued, the strict 

vigilance against the drugs, immorality, theft, dacoits and lawlessness in the agency will 

remained enforce .
429

 Another gathering was held at Idak where similar announcements were 

made, it was also highlighted that from now , there will be one person in each village who will 

keep an eye on the people who are working or reporting to the military.  

New year, started with the operation in the Saidgai area, aim was to search the three 

compounds belonging to Hafiz Noor Muhammad, Dareem Khan and Shammati.  This operation 

was conducted exclusively by Tochi Scouts with a company of army undercommand. Operation 

was launched on the morning of 4
th

 January 2006 by No.1 Wing. Lieutenant Colonel Bilal the 

wing commander along with the Assistant Political Officer Iqbal Khattak in the company of 

khassadars and two lady searchers now embarked on the most difficult part of the operation to 

convince the elders of the villages to allow the search of the compounds, they finally managed to 

                                                 
428

 Notion of victory is a state of mind which is present more in the organisation rather than in an individual see 
Brigadier Iftikhar Zaidi The Conduct of War and the notion of victory; a theory and definition of victory. Ph.D Thesis 
(Cranfield University,2009).. Pakistan in 2006 had General Musharraf as the military and political commander, thus 
political and military goals became synonym. 
429

 Intelligence report, Political  Agent NWA 4
th

 January 2006. Intelligence agencies were operating in the agency. 
Tochi Scouts , political agent and army all had their own intelligence networks; Inter Service Intelligence (ISI) and 
Military Intelligence (MI) were also operating in the agency. 
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get through the arguments and searched started at 0945, it was over by 1145 hours. Nothing was 

found. 

Nothing was found but more importantly no loss of human lives took place, force was not 

encircled neither ambushed which has been a pattern of Frontier Warfare. This operation 

highlights the intricacies of the tribal life pattern and the way of dealing them. You cannot enter 

a house without permission, no male can search the ladies portion of a house, it requires lady 

searchers, when all this is followed in letter and spirit then surprise is lost. The houses of natives 

are not ordinary in pattern or construction, they are compounds, the tunnels are dug for escape 

routes, thus it is possible for any miscreant or wanted person to make good of escape. The other 

option is to just storm a house which army initially adopted in early days of the operations with 

far reaching consequences. Thus a search and cordon operation in the agency under the 

prevailing circumstances was a no win situation. 

 

7.1.                     A fatal case  of Army Ego -Hassu Khel-January 2006 

 

The tribes in the area around MirAli includes Daur, Haider Khel, Mausaki, Hassu Khel, 

Hurmaz, Zerraki, Khaddi, Tori Khel and Maddi Khel. Major villages are Mausaki & Hurmaz 

Killi in South West, Ipi on South East, these are situated in close proximity of MirAli whereas 

Hassu Khel, Natasi and Khushali all in the south are almost 6-10 Kilometres away. Hassu Khel is 

on the northern bank of Tochi River where as Natasi is on southern bank and Khushali is again 

on the southern bank but slightly away. 7 Infantry Division
430

 had five brigades, 27 Brigade at 

                                                 
430

 The deployment of wings had the problem of articulation of command, thus No.1 Wing at Datta Khel by virtue of 

its own area of responsibility(613 Square Kilometres) was placed under command two different infantry brigades 

(No.6 Brigade at Manna & No.27 Brigade at Gharlamai) who had different areas of responsibility. Similarly No.3 

Wing at Ghulam Khan (241 Square Kilometres) was under command 117 Brigade and 52 Brigade (both brigades 

located at MiranShah), No.5 Wing at Boya (306 Square Kilometres) was also under command No.27 and 52 

Brigades. In case of No.4 Wing (128 Square Kilometres)the situation was tricky because while the wing itself was in 

77 Brigade(brigade headquarters at MirAli) area of responsibility but it’s one post Banda Post was in the area of 52 

Brigade. Only No.2 Wing (184 Square Kilometres) at Gharlamai escaped this articulation of command.Thus 

brigades’ allocation of area of responsibility divided the entity of the wings. The Tochi Scouts wings were deployed 

on geographical boundaries of tehsils whereasbrigades’ frontages were on different aspects. The issue may looks 

ordinary but when the tribal composition is taken into account then the nature of the problem becomes serious. 
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Gharlamai, 117  and 52 Brigades  at MiranShah, 6 Brigade at Manna and 77 Brigade at MirAli( 

in May 2012 a sixth brigade was also added for a brief period).
431

 

Warning orders for establishment of a post on the Tochi River came on 31
st
 August 2005. 

432
Resultantly Natasi Check Post was established on 2

nd
 September 2005 on the orders of 7 

Division, its primary aim was to keep an eye on the movement across the river. Initial strength 

was 25 scouts. There was already a khassadar post at Natasi almost 850 meters south of Tochi 

River thus it was merely reinforced. Establishment of a post in North Waziristan Agency is not 

like establishing a post on Mall Road of Peshawar or Lahore; rather it involves a political 

process, it is always assessed in a historical perspective and in the end no post can be established 

without the consent of a jirga. From 1900 onwards this system has been challenged time and 

again by the army with serious consequences and this time again it was no exception. Natasi Post 

was surrounded by the locals who demanded its removal as it violates their Riwaj. Jirga of Hassu 

Khel presented an application to the assistant political agent urging and requesting the removal 

of Scouts from the Natasi post. Tochi Scouts and political administration had a difficult time in 

making the division understand the consequences; they partially succeeded and Tochi Scouts 

were taken away from the Natasi Post from 25
th

 October 2005. 
433

 

Most delicate part in Frontier Warfare is the issue of face saving & ego, whenever these 

two abstract values over rides historical evidence then disaster is almost knocking on door. It was 

decided to have the post in the same area but instead of having it on southern end as part of 

khassadar post, a new post was established on 25
th

 December 2005 on the northern bank of Tochi 

River to be known as Hassu Khel Check Post. Tochi Scouts rightly demanded defence stores 

from the division but it was left to the political administration to do so; which they did but it was 

forcibly taken away by the locals on 29
th

 December 2005.
434

 

The post was again  established under canvas on 31
st
 December 2005 with 35 scouts, one 

officer, two JCOs and 32 scouts (one havildar, one naik, 10 lance naiks, 15 soldiers and five 

NCEs). This post had the first warning of impending attack when on 3
rd

 January 2006 at 2330 

hours miscreants fired two rockets coupled with small arms fire, the scouts on duty responded 

                                                 
431

  Tochi Scouts letter No. 5354/54/G, dated 12 July 2006. 
432

 Tochi Scouts War Diary, also War Diary of 7 Infantry Division. 
433

 The No.2 Wing of Tochi Scouts was placed under command sub sector MirAli of Army from 8
th

 October 2005 
onwards. 
434

 Report from Court of  Inquiry held on 7
th

 January 2006 by Tochi Scouts and Army. 
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back and attack was repulsed. After an hour the post was again attacked with similar results. Post 

had no bunkers at that time it was living under the tents. 

Post had established a barrier on the main road just adjacent to the bridge, it had four 

main machine gun mud bunkers. The bias of post was towards the south east, all living and 

ammunition tents were pitched on the eastern side adjacent to the bridge relatively at a lower 

height. Lone armoured personnel carrier was also parked here. It had six machine guns with 

18500 rounds, one RPG-7 with 17 rockets, two mortars with 48 bombs and 36 hand grenades 

apart from APC as major weapons.  

This post had the first warning of impending attack when on 3
rd

 January 2006 at 2330 

hours miscreants fired two rockets coupled with small arms fire, the scouts on duty responded 

back and attack was repulsed. After an hour the post was again attacked with similar results. Post 

had no bunkers at that time it was living under the tents. On the night of 6/7 January 2006, the 

post came under attack and by morning it was almost wiped out
 
. 

435
 

Sepoy Razif Afridi is from Tirah (Khyber Agency) he joined Tochi Scouts in 2003, had six months 

training at MirAli before he was employed on operational duties. He recalls that in 2003-2004 

there was freedom of going to the MiranShah City and  none knew anything called Taliban in the 

city. Remembering that eventful day, he narrates ‘I was in the No.2 Wing at MirAli, on that day 

6
th

 January 2006, I was told to proceed to the Hassu Khel Check Post which was a mile away 

from the MirAli Bazaar. It was pay day in a sense that vehicle taking the pay of post was 

proceeding. I was informed by the acting wing commander Captain Qayyum that I will be 

helping in the construction of the post and as such I do not requires to carry my weapon with me. 

I thus arrived at the post with a heavy hammer instead of rifle. 

I had to help in the construction of two rooms for the sentries on the road check points. Subedar 

Zewar briefed me and assured that I will not be performing any other duty on the post except 

construction of the rooms. I soon changed into my civvies and worked till evening, two other 

                                                 
435

 Miscreants who reportedly numbered over 300 were able to take away three sub machine guns,15 Rifles G-3, 

five MG1A3, one RPG-7,two 60mm Mortars and 48 grenades apart from sizeable quantity of ammunition which 

included 6000 rounds of G-3, 1450 rounds of SMG,1200 rounds of LMG,17 rockets of RPG-7 and 54 bombs of 

60mm Mortar. Not only this they also made good of the ration at the post taking away 84 kilograms of  dry milk, 

two kilogram of tea, 70 Kilograms of sugar and four tins of ghee. The sole armoured personnel carrier was also 

burnt. 
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persons of Tochi Scouts also worked with me Mistri Juma Khan and Sepoy Rasheed, and they 

both have been working there for last one week. 

There was no security on the post, locals were coming and going, stopping and chatting, 

inquiring about the aim of construction of post and in the end giving advice to vacate the area. 

The whole tent complex was in an open field with only one reinstaring wall on the southern side 

separates it from the Tochi River. We all had our food in the open, the cook cooked food and 

chapattis on a big ‘tawa’ since it was cold thus it was heartening to sit around the fire. I soon 

left and went into my tent where apart from me there were another dozen of scouts, I slept on the 

floor with quilt wrapped around me. 

Around midnight there was a general alarm and stand-to was observed. I just stood outside my 

tent wearing the shoes under my shalwar kameez with a chaddar wrapped around me. I had no 

duty; I just stood there idle watching the proceedings. The sentry had observed some movement 

coming from the southern side towards the camp, he was wearing night vision device. He had 

alerted the camp, subedar and Captain Yahya stood with him when a short burst of fire was 

made by the Taliban, in return post fire back with all weapons for fifteen minutes before the 

subedar intervened and highlighted the ammunition state, post stopped firing. I went back to my 

tent and soon others also followed.  

We were still standing outside the tent when all of a sudden a man from outside the post shouted 

that you all have been surrounded by over 1000 mujahedeen thus you should surrender. Captain 

Yahya was not fluent in Pashtu language thus subedar replied back that ‘’we do not want any 

trouble and in the morning the post will be removed therefore you all should go back’’. The man 

replied that you should come forward for negotiations and on this the Captain Yahya and 

Subedar moved forward and then all of sudden we all were hit with rockets and machine gun 

fire. I at once hit the ground and crawl to my tent; I could see the other tent on fire. After some 

time I crawl back to the open and saw Taliban standing with his face wrapped holding a gun, 

there was chaos on the post with men running around, shells bursting, and tents on fire. I 

crawled away from the scene and jumped over the wall without giving any thought to what is on 

the other side, I landed on stones. I just remained idle and move few feet deep into a dug hole. 

The Talibans were carrying out the loot, talking at times in Arabic at times in Pashtu; they were 

wearing our helmets too. 
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Now own artillery shells started landing in nearby vicinity, I crawled under the bridge to keep 

myself safe from the splinters. I could see the Taliban walking on the bridge at times flashing 

their torches. I remained in this state for another two hours. I then crawled a mile and then 

almost ran towards the Khajauri which was almost three miles away. I reached at Khajauri at 

Fajr time, other scouts from the post have been pouring in all night thus sentry knew that I am 

also one of them. Later a court of inquiry was held, all of us were given punishments, sepoys 

were given 28 days rigorous imprisonment, and all others were demoted. I took the plea that I 

was never given the rifle in the first instance, but to no avail’.
436

 

 

On the same very night (6/7 January 2006) when Hassu Khel Post was under attack, 

another attack was underway at Saidgai where American gunship helicopters entered Pakistan 

territory at 0300 hours and fired the missiles at 0305 hours in the same area where Tochi Scouts 

had carried out search operations on 5th January. Americans landed the helicopters near the 

compounds of Salala Mir & Noor Muhammad, conducted a search at 0340 hours and flew back 

at 0348 hours, leaving behind six dead and six wounded natives and taking away two wanted 

persons; Gul Badshah and Rehmat Shah.
437

   

On 7
th
 January amidst all this a jirga was called and held at Tochi Mess between 1230 – 1345 

hours which was addressed by the GOC 7 Division Major General Akram Sahi and attended by 

Commandant Tochi Scouts, Political Agent and Uthmanzai Wazir apart from notable Ulemas , overall 

over 100 were present. Atmosphere was gloomy, charged and volatile, GOC demanded arrest and 

handing over of the persons responsible for the attacks on Hassu Khel Post, Uthmanzai regretted the 

incident, assured of their innocence, agreed to Barampta by handing over eight persons from their tribe till 

the time actual culprits are not arrested, meanwhile they asked for the reason of attacking on the Saidgai. 

Major General Akram Sahi regretted the attack, in the end funeral prayers were offered for all the 

deceased including the one who died at Saidgai, it was led by Maulana Muhammad Alam.
438
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 Interview with Sepoy Razif at Miranshah in October 2011. 
437

 Intelligence Record Tochi Scouts. Also same event is recorded in 7 Army Division Diary of Events. The event 

was not highlighted at International media or diplomats , legally and morally it was not different from American raid 

at Abbottabad in 2011. 
438

 Tochi Scouts Digest of  Service. HQ 7 Division gave a list which included 22 men from Hassu Khel, six men 

from Khushali Tori Khel, 26 men of Daur. It must be mentioned that jirga handed over ten persons which they had 

promised in the yesterday’s jirga. 
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Another jirga was held on 8
th
 January at Tochi Mess from 1400 – 1525 hours attended by Senator 

Mateen Shah, Maulana Noor Muhammad, Malak Daud Khan, Malak Kalu Khan, Malak Toti Gul, Malak 

Gul Akbar and many others. Malak Gulabat Khan spoke on behalf of others and stated that they have 

gone to the Hassu Khel area and they have agreed to hand over ten persons as guarantee , ‘but let me state 

that we all demand the removal of check post from there and also the return of army’ . Malak Khan 

Marjan spoke for the people who were killed in the American raid at Saidgai, Senator Mateen Shah asked 

for extension of time limit in finding the culprits, initially ( Major General Akram Sahi had given 24 

hours but now they were demanding it to be extended to five days). By and large jirga was able to 

outsmart the military as they committed nothing and put conditions for their cooperation which were not 

acceptable to the army; the leading one was the removal of Hassu Khel Check Post and release of persons 

captured by the army.  In the end the post at Hassu Khel was not removed by army and tribes did not 

handed over the persons who have committed the attack , however Major General Akram Sahi was 

removed from the command. 

The events of the first week of the year in the agency set the temperature very high on 

military and political front. The two incidents of Hassu Khel and American raid on Saidgai were 

not inter linked but now they were constructed as one by the locals. . In January 2006 , alone, 

posts at Amin, Sarbandkai, Tut Narai, Boya  all were attacked by firing rockets and placing IED 

on road. 
439

 It was reported by the intelligence sources of Tochi Scouts that Ibrahim who is 

brother of Jalal Ud Din Haqqani, recently released from the American prison and his nephew 

Ishaq are the master minders of the attacks.  

4
th

 March 2006, was a normal day, nothing unusual took place till evening but at 1645 

hours, three missiles were fired from the city side which landed inside the fort, killing one and 

injuring four soldiers of Tochi Scouts
440

. In retaliation miscreants positions were hit hard with 

artillery all in all 63 rounds of medium artillery fired. 
441

 

On the same day at almost same time (1645 hours) another attack was planned and 

executed by the miscreants on the north-eastern wall there by attacking the political agent’s 

colony; aim was to establish a foothold in the garrison. This attack was thwarted by the timely 

                                                 
439

 Amin and Isha Posts were attacked on 14
th

 January these two posts bore the brunt of miscreant’s indiscriminate 

fire which included light and heavy machine guns, rockets and grenades. Sarbandkai was tested on 13
th

 January at 

midnight, it retaliated by calling the field artillery fire , four of these shells landed in the village, resultantly one 

Muhammad Khan died when one shell landed on his house.  
440

 . Faqir Taj Mohmand embraced shahadat while Ijtahad Ali Turi, Ikram Ali Turi, Ghaffar Ali Orakzai and Idrees 

Khattak were injured 
441

  7 Divisional Artillery firing record, Miranshah. 
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action, co-ordination, determination and better firing standards of Tochi Scouts.
442

. On 17
th

 

March another rocket attack was launched on the fort when two missiles landed near stadium 

without causing any injury. 

As a punitive measure and to curb any further attacks on the fort the dominating points 

and buildings in the city which included the water reservoir a 150 feet high tower was hit, 

artillery shells also targeted another high rise building where as the Cobra strafed the water 

reservoirs on different houses which were acting as sniper and observation posts for the 

miscreants. Above all Madrasah Gulshan Ul Uloom was demolished, Fazal-e- Ghani Hospital 

Complex also met the same fate, a number of houses facing the eastern wall of the fort were 

demolished. Miscreants changed their tactics and along with attacking the post physically or with 

rockets they now resorted to the suicidal attacks
443

 on the check posts, the aim was to force the 

militia and army to remove these check posts thus giving them free hand to travel at any time of 

day.Hurmaz School MirAli Check Post was the first to be hit with suicide attack on  20
th

 May 

2006 at 1015 hours
444

 ,very next day Datta Khel Check Post was made target
445

; the post itself 

was subject to physical attack when on 4
th

 June 2006 indiscriminate fire was opened on it. In 

June, Isha Post came under suicide attack on 26
th

 June 2006;
446

.  

                                                 
442

 Sepoy Sajid Hussain Turi, Lance Naik Dilbar Hussain Turi, Lance Naik Akhtar Ali Bangash, Havildar Rehman 

Ullah Mohmand, Sepoy Liaqat Hussain Turi he was having a mere year service in Tochi Scouts were mentioned in 

despatches for their valour. 
443

 Bruce Andrew Eggers. Addressing the causes: An analysis of suicide terrorism. Colorado University and 

Matthew Capell. Suicide Terrorism; A Future Trend. University of North Texas,2002. Both are thesis submitted for 

Master of Arts degree requirement. Bruce Andrew has made a graph of suicide attack in Pakistan between 2002-

2009, in which 3,280 people have lost lives and 7,824 have been injured, the average kill rate is 13.7 and average 

injured in each suicide attack is 31.42 persons. 
444

 Sepoy Muhammad Laiq Afridi and Sepoy Waheed Rehman Khattak both from No.2 Wing were performing the 

duty of checking every vehicle. Laiq was looking at the rear compartment of a Land Cruiser when Waheed noticed a 

bearded man walking briskly towards them, the man put hands in his pocket and threw two hand grenades on these 

scouts. Laiq died instantly, Waheed stood there when he was hit with a burst of SMG from the southern side, and he 

also had his last breath there. Sepoy Ghazi ur Rehman Orakzai the third sentry took the positions and fired at the 

direction of incoming fire, he moved towards his fallen scouts, in the process he also received a bullet on his thigh. 
445

 on 28
th

 May 2006 another bearded suicide bomber in mid-thirties blew himself at the check post resulting in the 

death of Lance Naik Muhammad Ashraf Mohmand and injuring Subedar Shams Ul Haq Wazir, Naik Zulfiqar Alam 

Khattak and Sepoy Mir Hassan Jan Turi. One khassadar also embraced shahadat 
446

 Routine checking was in progress, Sepoy Abid Ullah was having a thorough inspection of a Hiace, when he 

noticed a white Suzuki car moving from MiranShah towards MirAli accelerating pass the already parked vehicle. 

Subedar Siraj Gul also noticed this and he almost came in front of the white Suzuki, Abid also rushed behind the car. 

The vehicle at that instant blew up. It killed Subedar Siraj Gul Khattak instantly and injured Sepoy Abid Ullah 

Wazir Isha was a post manned jointly by the Tochi, Thall and Swat Scouts troops, there were 23 scouts injured apart 

from three khassadars. Sepoy Abid Ullah took his last breath at Bannu CMH, apart from two shaheeds of Tochi 

Scouts four other scouts and one khassadar also embraced shahadat.  Havildar Saif Ur Rehman Wazir, Sepoys Ijaz 

Ahmed Afridi, Rehmat Ullah Afridi and Asif Raza Khattak of Tochi Scouts were among the injured. 
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2006, became a turning point in the ongoing efforts by the state to curb the militancy in 

the agency. Hardly a day passed by when one of the posts was not subject to the fire attack, 

sometime it would last for minutes at other for hours. None of the army or scout could move 

freely. The road operating days
447

 were in force from October 2005,  everyone had to travel in 

the military convoys. Extra man power was employed for this purpose; almost 4000 soldiers 

were employed on a single day. By the start of April 2006 Tochi Scouts was manning 80 posts 

and seven check posts out of which 42 were jointly manned by the army and Tochi Scouts. No.3 

Wing at Datta Khel was manning 16 posts out of which only one post was independent rest all 

were jointly manned. Tut Narai was one such jointly manned post where army had 15 soldiers 

and Tochi Scouts had 40 scouts.
448

 

Militia’s Grievances 

In April 2006 Honorary Captain In charge Pensioners Jafar Khan wrote a letter to IGFC Major 

General Alam Khattak, this petition had signatures of over ten subedar majors. The crux of the petition 

was to highlight the difference in rules, regulations and customs of service mainly in relation to the 

shaheeds of army and Frontier Corps. ‘we should like to compare FC and army as two sons of a father, if 

a father gives more attention to his one son and ignore the other what will be the feelings of the ignored 

son, if both are equally obedient to his father, same is the case of Frontier Corps and the army personnel, 

we are the ignored son’ 

The points highlighted by the pensioners were genuine and accepted by the IGFC. Issues 

seems minor but keeping in view the culture and very nature of the scouts they were pertinent, 

for instance the lack of any condolence letter on death in operations, absence of shaheeds 

pictures in the FC magazine as compared to the Army Magazine Hilal. They highlighted that the 

wards of army is given the free medical treatment in military hospitals but no such arrangements 

have been made for FC. Above all the discrimination in pay and allowances of army and scouts 

while performing the same job. 

This letter was timely, it had its impact and there was a genuine effort to address the 

grievances. The fact that army and FC while performing same duty should have differential & 

preferential rules is certainly beyond comprehension. 

                                                 
447

 See Appendix on Road Operating Days. 
448

 Operational deployment In North Waziristan Agency, letter send by Tochi Scouts to headquarters Frontier 
Corps, dated 11

th
 April 2006. 
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Similar issues were raised earlier also in which the same attitude towards FC troops 

while performing the duty with Force Command Northern Areas (FCNA) was also highlighted, 

for instance scouts were not authorised free air warrants, which an army soldier was 

enjoying.
449

 

In September 2012, Chief of Army Staff General Ashfaq Kayani hosted a dinner for war veterans, 

attended by FC troops also. Almost all points raised in the original letter had been addressed by then less 

the treatment of scouts after retirement. 

 

 

 

Illusion of  Peace 

 

 

7.2                      Jallar another case of  army ego  - 6
th

  October  2007 

 

 

The hopes of a lasting peace in the agency had their last breath in 2007 when a wave of 

IED’s, suicidal attacks, ambush, raids, fire and physical attacks rocked the agency. Statistically 

only 67 such attacks had taken place till September 2006, out of which 24 such incidents 

occurred in July alone. Therefore in the two years period since army took control only 91 attacks 

occurred but then from there till February 2008 it touched an all-time high of 426 such incidents. 

Similarly the casualties which were only 86 shaheeds till September 2006 and 32 in the period 

till 3
rd

 July 2007, but in the next eleven months there were 215 shaheeds and 480 wounded.  

                                                 
449

 Service structure of all ranks less commissioned officers was changed, now the JCO had an upper 

service limit of 24 years as compared to 21 years previously in vogue, similar NCOs had 21 years as compared to 18 

years and sepoy’s service was increased to 18 from 15 years. Now the tribe composition also changed, Tochi Scouts 

by August 2008 had 72 platoons, new tribe inducted was Swati which had two platoons, Bhittani were increased to 

seven from four, and Marwat from two to three, Yusafzai and Bangash also got one additional platoon increasing 

their strength from five to six. Overall strength of Tochi scouts thus reached an all-time high of 4638 all ranks.  
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The year 2007 from July onwards witnessed an unprecedented volume of fire raids and 

rocket attacks but they did not cause as much damage as the volume of attacks suggested. One 

key factor was better preparation of the military, posts were better equipped with weapons, 

ammunition and protective walls. The year 2007 had started with a suicide attack on a convoy 

carrying army on 22
nd

 January near MirAli, Frontier Corps and Tochi Scouts soldiers. Four 

soldiers lost their lives in this. In July 2007 alone there 26 fire raids and rocket attacks, in August 

they rose to 58, in September to 53, in October they decreased down to 37 and finally petered out 

in November 2007 when only seven such attacks and raids were carried out, again in December 

they increased to 15 and in January 2008 only one such incident occurred, still five more were 

carried out against Tochi Scouts in February 2008 

In July 2007 eight additional check posts were established and incidentally all eight were 

targeted by the miscreants, the year 2007 revolves around these seven Check Posts.Boya Bridge 

Check Post was established on 7
th

 July 2007; it was established once before in 2002 also for anti-

smuggling purposes but it was burnt within a week by the natives who resented having any check 

on their movement.  An average of 300 vehicles passed through it every day commuting between 

Boya and MiranShah.
450

 

MiranShah Garrison bore the brunt of such attacks; almost all attacks were conducted in 

the dark hours. The same pattern lasted in August
451

 and September as well with MiranShah 

Garrison being hit on nine nights in the month of August and eight times in September and if one 

includes the outer and inner perimeter post then there was hardly any night in which there was no 

fire duel. In 2007 alone Tochi Scouts despite not being part of any operation still suffered 12 

shaheeds and 38 wounded, 10 of the scouts were wounded in a single incident at Saidgai. The 

major cause of all the casualties were the suicidal attacks, ambushes, IED’s and fire raids. Water 

collection by the posts (Banda/ Ismail Khel) was targeted by the miscreants. Old names like 

Boya, MiranShah, Amin, Ismail Khel and Banda remained in limelight as confirmed hotspots. 

New names like Machis came into forefront from July 2007 and even today is the source of 

irritation and all blood spilling along with Amin Piquet. In 2007 there were five suicide attacks, 

                                                 
450

  Situation Report No.478/2006 Dated 29 August 2006. Tochi Scouts archives. 
451

 On 3
rd

 August 2007 Kalanjar I & II, Amin I & Amin II all were attacked and in return 86 rounds of 12.7 mm gun, 

226 rounds of LMG. 74 rounds of SMG and 713 rounds of G-3 apart from lone RPG-7 were fired by these posts.
451

 

Data Khel received eight rockets between 0315 -0400 hours on 4
th

 August without causing any damage but it 

disrupts the working pattern of the scouts, leaving very little time to unwind. 
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22 IED attacks, three ambushes and 299 fire raids which were faced by the Tochi Scouts. 

Between July – 2
nd

 October 2007 alone there were 137 fire raids, two ambushes, two raids and 

10 IED’s attacks. Nine scouts embraced shahadat and 30 other were injured.September 2007 was 

another tough month with serious setbacks for military, the Pash Ziarat operation
452

 suffered 

casualties when the 14 FF and SSG troops were cordoned by miscreants. Army and Tochi Scouts 

adopted a simple but effective countermeasure; to retaliate with full fire power. This tendency 

was cut short and on 5
th

 July 2007 instructions were passed to all the wings not to open fire 

without recognising the target or unless target is within range
453

. 

There are days which needs to be remembered purely for the lessons they give, one learns 

from own mistakes. 6
th

 October 2007 was one such day when a Frontier Corps convoy while 

coming back to MirAli from Jallar was ambushed, ‘ it disengaged from the situation by 

retaliating immediately and reached MirAli camp safely leaving behind a damaged vehicle’
454 

77 Brigade planned an immediate operation to retrieve the vehicle and in doing so also 

decided to punish the village suspected of such act. Two companies each from 11 Baloch & 15 

Sind Regiments, one company of 59 Baloch Regiment and a task force comprising of 67 all 

ranks of Frontier Corps including Tochi Scouts along with requisite engineers party for 

demolishing , medical and signals were made ready, all in  all 682 all ranks were put together. 

Bridge on River Tochi was secured and when the remaining force moves forward it soon 

realised that it has been encircled.  Thus half the force was on the northern side of the bridge and 

other half on the southern side. The rear guard action of southern force became uncontrolled 

melee. Their attempts and efforts to reach the bridge was foiled by the miscreants, in a panic they 

left the road and started travelling cross country in order to cross the Tochi River. PAF was 

called in for support. The same very Hassu Khel Village again became notorious, the same place 

where a year and half ago a post was ransacked by the miscreants again became a battle field.  

Air Force was called upon which was wastage of efforts because there is nothing an aircraft can 

do in such close quarter battle which an attack helicopter cannot perform Three Cobras and two 

                                                 
452

 Pash Ziarat operation was launched in Shawal Valley of North Waziristan. 18 commandos were captured by 

Taliban and all were beheaded later. Official history of Special Service Group {SSG} Tarbela Archives. 
453

 On 12
th

 October 2007 when MiranShah Fort and Garrison was put under fire attack then 841 rounds of LMG and 

115 rounds of 12.7 mm gun were fired as comparison only 149 rounds of Rifle G-3 were expended which indicates 

the over reliance on machine gun fire rather than rifle fire 
454

 7 Division War Diary, p – 20. Also see 7 Division Situation Report dated 7
th

 October 2007. 
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Bell 412 helicopters, one combat flight was employed. Own troops at the bridge also disengaged 

at 1545 hours thus leaving the remaining force at their own, miscreants also effectively checked 

any reinforcement coming from MirAli to the sight. The entire force was able to reach back 

MirAli in pockets with last one arriving at 0700 hours 8
th

 October and last one being extricated at 

midnight 8/9
th

 October 2007. 61 troops lost their lives and another 45 were injured. 7 Division 

later analysed the operation  in which it reached the conclusion  

‘notwithstanding the bravery of soldiers, there were incidents of non-adherence to minor 

tactics, especially to basic drills of rear guard action, taking up of hasty defence and use of 

ground…weak command and control especially at section and platoon level…withdrawal was 

completely disorganised which resulted into chaos and more casualties…pulse of locals could 

have been ascertained by intelligence agencies but this valuable input was lacking… cost benefit 

analysis was ignored before launching the operation instead an over reactive approach was 

adopted leading to hasty planning for retrieval of a damage vehicle.
455 

Four Kinetic strikes by Predator at 2153, 2217 and 0207 hours restored the notion of 

victory.  On 8
th

 October dead bodies of 45 soldiers were handed over by the locals and another 

17 were handed over on 9
th

 October. Same night three Kinetic strikes were conducted, two at 

Mausaki and one at Arkh Ghundai.
456

This operation brings back the memories and lessons of the 

Waziristan Campaign of 1922 and 1936. In both campaigns it was highlighted that regiments 

coming from the plains  (Punjab) are ill-trained for Frontier Warfare, an acclimatisation period 

should be imposed upon them , separate training institutions and centres be established and 

above all the role of air is paramount. In 2007 despite having the superiority in air there seems to 

be shyness at staff level to incorporate the attack helicopters. The hard fact is that aviation assets 

never really came under the divisional control even for once. Aviation should have been able to 

extricate the whole force, no reinforcement was inducted in the area through helicopters, and Mi-

17 helicopters were not even employed for any of the role. 

7.3 War and Peace in North Waziristan Agency 

 

                                                 
455

  7 Division War Diary, page – 24. 
456

 7 Infantry Division operation report and returns. 
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Army and political agent had a single point agenda that miscreants should announce 

unilateral & unconditional cease fire whereas the miscreants demanded withdrawal of army from 

the posts or stop its movement within the agency.  

The tribes of the agency were divided in two factions one was in favour of the military 

and state and other wanted militancy. Mostly the religious seminaries (not all) but unregistered 

were in favour of second option for instance AlMarkaz Ul Uloom at Alwara Mandi an 

unregistered madrasah headed by Maulana Fatah Ullah having a strength of 60/65 students with 

20 odd Afghani students as well, another madrasah at Maizar under Maulana Shakeel was again 

unregistered with 80 odd students all under 12 years of age. In the same period a Danish 

newspaper
457

 publish blasphemous cartoons which further added fuel to the already volatile 

situation. NWA was and still is very sensitive to any world event that creates even an iota of 

insult regarding the religion. 

The political activities that underwent in the agency is interesting from historical 

perspective, in times when political agent was all powerful then he was responsible for all 

decisions and usually took the advice from the governor but now the chain of command became 

lengthy. Political Agent had to ask the GOC 7 Division who in turn would be relying upon the 

corps commander. 

A  Grand Jirga was held on 13
th

 August 2006 in which the Taliban Shura committee 

asked for the release of all the prisoners before any further progress be made.  One of the key 

issue was the presence of Arab fighters notably Abu Kash and Abu Nasr Groups, they had 

engaged into marriages with locals, Abu Nasr was married in MirAli area with a Daur family and 

his sister was also married into locals. Abu Kash had erected the check posts of his own group as 

well; this put him at odds with Maulana Sadiq Noor Group. They had almost drawn the weapons 

on each other on 12
th

 August 2006 at Hurmaz Daur area. 

On 2
nd

 September at 1130 hours the draft copy of the pact was scrutinised by the Taliban 

Shura and Grand Jirga at Madrasah Ashrafia at MiranShah and finally they all agreed on the 

draft copy, Taliban were led by hafiz Gul Bahadur, at 1700 hours they all signed at the Circuit 

House (Taliban Commanders did not signed) thus grand jirga was able to bring peace in the 

                                                 
457

 http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/europe/france/11341599/Prophet-Muhammad-cartoons-

controversy-timeline.html. In September 2005 Danish newspaper Jyllands-Posten published these cartoons which 

wee reprinted by Norwegian newspaper Magazinet on 10
th

 January 2006. 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/europe/france/11341599/Prophet-Muhammad-cartoons-controversy-timeline.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/europe/france/11341599/Prophet-Muhammad-cartoons-controversy-timeline.html
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agency after a lapse of nine months, Taliban Commanders agreed to sign on 5
th

 September
458

. 

Army returned three double cabins, one single cabin, one land cruiser, 22 Kalashnikovs, one .303 

Rifle, two .30 pistols and one movie camera.
459

 In return Taliban handed back four Rifle G-3 

along with 237 rounds, one beret, four uniform belts and one bandolier. It is obvious that this all 

was customary and cosmetic in nature but more important than this was the peace in the agency. 

On very next day as a sign of good will Taliban arrested one suspicious man and handed it over 

to the 7 Division.
460

 Tochi Scouts were once again allowed to visit the MiranShah Bazaar and 

travel in private transport; it seemed as if the good old times are returning.As a sign of goodwill 

a friendly volleyball match was played between the Tochi Scouts and civilians on 20
th

 September 

2006, few army players were accommodated in the scouts’ team. A free mobile medical camp 

was also established on 17
th

 October 2006 by 117 Brigade, over 433 patients were treated 

including 206 females and 123 children. By end November 2006
461

 Tochi Scouts had conducted 

25 operations as part of Operation Al Mizan, with 31 injured and 21 Scouts embracing shahadat, 

it had killed 61 miscreants, apprehended 31 and injured another 10.  

The resistance against the Russian invasion in Afghanistan is  synonym with the Stinger 

anti-aircraft missile, the present insurgency in the Pakistan and in NWA have IEDs apart from 

suicide bombers as trademark. simple and easy to make, construct, place and explode yet with 

deadly results. An IED requires an electronic detonator, a detonation wave carrier, it uses radio 

frequency, TNT Powder or slabs. The power unit can be purchased locally which is commercial 

battery. 
462

 Varieties of explosives were employed by the miscreants which included anti-tank 

mines, mortar bombs and anti-personnel mines. Tochi Scouts after coming under the operational 

control of army had the primary responsibility of ensuring the safe passage of convoys thus it 

included detection and removal of IED’s. Between 7
th

 June 2005 – 30
th

 December 2005, Tochi 

Scouts detected 12 IED’s at places like Alwara Mandi, Machi Khel, Ghulam Khan, Tarnol 

                                                 
458

 Army (19 FF & 23 AK) as part of the pact closed down certain posts included Boya and Machis (only Tochi 

Scouts were allowed to remain there), Tochi closed down PTCL, Colony, from Kalanjar I the 19FF pulled back its 

troops thus only Tochi was left there, army also recalled troops from Thall Piquet, Tut Narai Post (mines were also 

removed), Dardoni II and Sarbandkai Posts. 
459

  The capyured list itself highlights the overall efficiency of the operation. 
460

 7 Infantry Division intelligence  report. 
461

 For more on events of 2006 see Washington Post.  http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/article/2006/01/24/AR2006012401528.html 
 
462

 As explained by the IED, disposal platoon of Tochi Scouts, I have given his simple version in how to make it. 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2006/01/24/AR2006012401528.html
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2006/01/24/AR2006012401528.html
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Piquet, British Cemetery, Chashmai Bridge, Idak Fort, Saidgi Fort, Darga Mandi and Khawaja 

Jan Chowk. 

Subsequently Tochi Scouts diffused 14 such devices and 11 other were exploded by the 

miscreants. Which resulted in 9 Shaheeds and 56 injured, four military vehicles were partially 

damage including two of FC and three were completely destroyed.
463

 On 30
th

 January 2006 at 

1040 hours a convoy of Swat and Kurram Militia who were under command Tochi Scouts had an 

IED blast near Isha Post resultantly 13 scouts were injured. On the same day another IED was 

exploded at Khajauri without causing any damage. IED’s thus compelled the army drivers to 

drive fast which resulted in many accidents most notable being on 2
nd

 February 2007 when a 

vehicle of 12 Sind overturned resulting in serious injuries to 17 soldiers including one officer. 

MiranShah City had few craftsmen who were master in making these IED’s and were in great 

demand they were mainly Uzbek, most notorious was the Immad Uzbek another was Khabrooz, 

the last one had his workshop at MirAli. He was charging approximately .3 Million Rupees for 

making one IED
464

 

 

 

A number of jirga took place from October 2007 onwards. The Daur and Wazir rift 

became obvious with Daur alleging the Wazirs that sabotage activities are only taking place in 

Daur areas especially in lower Daur area. The main Daur so called Taliban leader was and still is 

Maulana Sadiq Noor of Khatti Killi whereas the Wazir Taliban was and still is led by Hafiz Gul 

Bahadur with Haqqani sandwich in between. Political agent NWA Mr Aurangzeb played a key 

role in mustering the lashkar of Daurs and encouraging them to forcibly evict the foreigners from 

the area he paid half a million in one instalment for such lashkar in December 2007. On 17
th

 

December 2007 Gul Bahadur unilaterally announced a cease fire for the coming back of hajjis 

and from this point onwards the opportunity was exploited by Major General Ghulam Dastgir 

GOC 7 Division. 

Taliban demands were centred on removal of army and certain Tochi scouts check post 

with Banda Post topping the list, they also demanded release of all prisoners and compensation 

                                                 
463

 Reports and returns submitted by Tochi Scouts to HQ Frontier Corps. 
464

 These IED makers were known in the bazaar of Miranshah, attempts were made to apprehend them but failed, 
the price tag is quoted in political agent documents and in Tochi Scouts intelligence record. 
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of losses, army demanded return of its stolen armoury and captured soldiers apart from banishing 

of foreigners. The ceasefire which was initially to expire on 8
th

 January thus lingered on till 21
st
 

January 2008. Jirga returned two stolen RR’s and army in return returned one double cabin pick 

up and four prisoners. Major General Ghulam Dastgir also gave 34 points demands. On 21
st
 

January 2008, the final rounds of talks were held in which the Jirga finally gave a deadline for 

acceptance of all of the Taliban demands. It was led by Malak Qadir Khan, Malak Liaqat Ali 

Khan, Malak Inayat Khan and Maulvi Khan Daraz. As a compromise army agreed to allow the 

malaks to visit the post and readjust them, the posts under considerations were Boya, Dwa Toi, 

Michi Fort, Wacha Bibi, Damdil, and Dosalli.  Razmak, Spinwam and Shewa. Corps 

Commander Lieutenant General Masood Aslam came on a visit next day and had a brief on the 

area. One is not certain of the outcome of all the talks but from now onwards the focus of 

fighting shifted to Razmak area which received almost 35 rockets on a single day (25
th

 January 

2008). Later on 26
th

 January 2008, eight prisoners were released with a gift of one thousand 

rupees, one Holy Koran and one tasbeeh (rosary); resultantly Taliban extended the ceasefire till 

8
th

 February 2008. It was a great political move as the operation in Razmak was still going on. 

On 17
th

 February 2008 the peace pact was finally signed rather agreed in a grand jirga in which 

over 200 members including Malak Qadir Khan Wazir, Khan Draz Wazir, Malak Shahzada 

Wazir, Ajmal khan Wazir  took part, from state  Commandant Tochi Scouts, GOC 7 Division, 

PA NWA and few others attended and gave consent. 

This peace pact is relic of one fact that peace in North Waziristan Agency cannot be 

maintained or attained without active involvement of Wazirs and political administration. With 

the peace agreement the administration of the agency was practically taken over by the Taliban. 

On 21
st
 February 2008 these Taliban formulated the policy under which all compact discs shops 

were closed and above all any one kidnapping or threatening the army or Frontier Corps along 

with any official will be taken to the task. These announcements were made through pamphlets 

and loudspeakers on behalf of Hafiz Gul Bahadur and Maulvi Sadiq Noor. On 18th March 2008 

another jirga was held at 1230 hours in which all the leading malaks and officials attended less 

GOC 7 Division who later met the jirga at 1415 hours
465

 and congratulated them and the entire 

                                                 
465

 The general intentionally kept the Jirga waiting for over an hour. The conduct of jirga has changed in over the 

years, initially it was either called by the political agent on a schedule or in emergency or when a high official was 

visiting the agency but seldom a jirga had to wait for hours for any person who is present in MiranShah. The malaks 

as noted by a political agent in 1920 are highly sensitive about protocol. 
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nation on the safe passage of one month of peace agreement. He lauded the efforts of jirga for 

curbing smuggling in the agency; he agreed that no army or Frontier Corps units will check any 

vehicle at any check post unless there is a dire requirement.  

In South Waziristan Agency the peace process started on 14
th

 May 2008 when army and 

Taliban released each other’s prisoners, army released 37 Taliban and in lieu got its 12 members 

including one captain; six more soldiers were released on 15
th

 May. 

The life in agency after the peace agreement became peaceful with matters other than the 

military taking precedence. Tochi scouts did not had any casualty in the year within the agency. 

466
 Luckily there were only six injuries to the scouts in the year 2008 out of which only two 

occurred in the NWA, two at Hangu and rest in Bara and Dara. Taliban now took the control of 

the area, every day someone was caught in smuggling or firing or theft. They on 8
th

 March 2008 

warned the officials of radio MiranShah to close down as in their view it was working on foreign 

agenda and threatening the values of the locals. They [host] talk to our women when we are not 

at home was the logic against FM radio. 

The smuggling or movement of flour and other edibles to Afghanistan had been a 

sensitive issue for over a century. One point is that free trade corridor be given as in Europe and 

other favours strict control of such items. In NWA the issue becomes even more delicate as 

tribes are living on both side of the border. Daurs generally favours strict movement control and 

Wazir are in favour of free access. On 17
th

 April 2008 Hafiz Gul Bahadur addressed a gathering 

of Taliban commanders at Idak and warned that any one stopping the flour movement will be 

dealt with; his face will be blackened and given a tour of the area on a donkey. Flour price at 

MiranShah was Rupees 1700 for a bag of 100 kilograms 

The crimes in the agency were checked by the Khassadars and Taliban; it were being 

chased. On 19
th

 April 2008 three men were shot publicly on charges of adultery and murder. 

Agency in over a century never really had any sex crimes, Kidnapping for ransom is the 

favoured crime. There were splinter groups working in the agency.  National Bank at MirAli was 

opened on the assurance of local Taliban taking the surety. There was no set day for the move of 

                                                 
466

 There were two scouts who embraced shahadat, Havildar Salim Khan Orakzai who was kidnapped by the 
miscreants on 22

nd
 December 2008 near Kohat while he was coming back from leave, his dead body was later 

handed over to the political administration by the miscreants and he was buried with the Scouts dignity and rites. 
Sepoy Gultan Khan Afridi was unlucky as he was hit with own aircraft stray bullet at Khyber Agency on the last day 
of the year 2008. 
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military convoy but one of the conditions of the Taliban was that army should fix one particular 

day for road movement as it causes inconvenience to the public. On 31
st
 March 2008 political 

administration started working again in Razmak, the issue of Razmak Cadet College was still 

under consideration as the college was moved from here at end 2007. Now the tribes were 

requesting for its reopening but government wanted a written assurance from them for the safety 

which was not coming forward. On 2
nd

 April 2008 it was announced that college will be 

reopened, resultantly 61 Punjab Regiment which was occupying the premises started shifting to 

the Razmak Camp. College was finally opened on 24
th

 August 2008 but it was again closed after 

a short period. 

There was a monthly meeting between the officials and the jirga held at the circuit house 

MiranShah. Issues were minor but nevertheless raised, that is one disadvantage of having too 

many jirga because something has to be communicated; if nothing else than complaints. In the 

April meeting the point raised by the army was that the sale of compact discs banned by the 

Taliban is not part of the peace agreement, another point was about one vehicle carrying cement 

which was stopped by the Taliban for four hours. The drawback of these minor points was that 

the jirga now had to communicate all these to the Taliban Shura and then come back to the army 

circles thus the air of mistrust started creeping up. From the Taliban Shura the points conveyed 

were regarding the issue of Khassadars pay and the distribution of flour bags. With the passage 

of times the air became cordial among the negotiators and atmosphere also friendly. It was the 

Khassadars pay which ultimately set the course of collision among the various stake holders of 

the agency. At end April Khassadars went on strike jirga reminded the political agent that that it 

was part of the peace pact to pay the Khassadars pending pay. The issue looks minor with 

Khassadars demanding seven months of pay and PA willing to pay only four months as balance 

was beyond his financial ceilings. Regarding CD’s shops they were demolished by Talibans in 

MiranShah on 3/4
th

 June 2008, a total of 12 shops were destroyed. Shaving of beard was banned 

and any barber caught doing so will be punished; same was the case for drug sellers and 

consumers.  

 As a sign of increasing confidence, a different kind of operation Al Muhafiz was 

conducted on 2
nd

 January 2009 Aim or mission was not to search or cordon any specific house or 

area rather to interact with local population, distribute free books, gifts, sports items and to 
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establish free medical camp. The force
467

 also supplied fresh water to the villages with the help 

of water bowzer, 132 patients were given free treatment. This was the first such activity in the 

area since the start of operations and it speaks itself about the environments. Another similar 

operation was carried out in the area of Ahmed Khel-Boya & Khar Kamar.; there were three 

woman health visitors also part of contingent. Local meetings with Jirga, elders, and mashrans 

were held, sweets and gifts were distributed and free medical camp was established in which 79 

male, 28 females and 86 children were treated and given free medicines.  Machis and 

surrounding area was visited on 23
rd

 January but no free medical camp was established. Another 

sign of peace was the high number of scouts who were given leave, in early part of year there 

were only 344 on leave and by mid-February, they were 441.  

The peace in the agency, which came into existence since September 2008, finally broke 

down in March 2009. On 30
th

 March a convoy of 15 NLI was hit by a suicide bomber between 

Bannu & MirAli, resultantly five soldiers embraced shahadat and seven more were injured
468

.  In 

April, there was one fire raid at Sargardan Post, in May the intensity increased but only 

Sargardan Post was targeted which endured six night attacks in May 2009..  

The first instance of resuscitating violence occurred on 8
th

 June  2009, when two RPG-7 

bombs were fired at Machis. Khar Kamar incident on 29
th

 June 2009 is thought provoking as at 

0415 hours a vehicle coming from Datta Khel direction was warned by a sentry to stop. The 

sentry does not stand at the road neither there are any barriers, thus the sentry who stands at 

higher ground fires a round which he did but vehicle did not halted therefore 82 rounds of LMG, 

four illuminating shells of three inch mortar, six rounds of 12.7mm gun, 160 rounds of G-3 and 

36 rounds of SMG were fired by the post. Vehicle stopped almost five hundred meters ahead and 

passengers inside escaped. Next day at 1030 hours, 27 scouts move forward and brought back 

the vehicle to the post. It had only one bullet mark at the windscreen and few spots of blood 

inside. Post had one RPG-7 but did not had any night vision devices. The moral of the incident is 

that vehicles do not explode with firepower as generally perceived. As a result of this incident 

the post was uplifted, an additional platoon of army was inserted, thus the total strength  which 

                                                 
467

 Three officers including the regimental medical officer, 9 junior commissioned officers and 99 other ranks 

moved towards Banda, Sarbandkai and Panekzai Village from 0805 -1520 hours. 
468

 On the same day, ten foreign fighting elements were eliminated in a Predator strike. Thus a cause and action ,  
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was already  74 all ranks crossed over hundred; water state still remained the same neither any 

additional toilets were made. 

The worst was yet to come, 28
th

 June 2009 was Sunday, a road operating day  marred by 

an ambush in Madda Khel area between Gharlamai – Wacha Bibi on a military convoy. 32 

Soldiers embraced shahadat, 37 were injured including one Tochi Scout. It was the most 

devastating ambush which army encountered in North Waziristan Agency, a similar ambush that 

took eighteen army lives in 2007 was also laid in Madda Khel territory. 

Tochi Scouts
469

 did not take part in Operation Rahe-e- Najaat yet in the overall context of 

North Waziristan Agency this operation is of vital importance. It was conducted by 326 Brigade 

which was inducted in the NWA (7 Division) in May 2009. Tanks were used at an altitude of 

6500-8000 feet. No go areas around Razmak were cleared and most important notion of victory 

was taken back from the miscreants and their myth of invincibility was shattered. Operation 

aimed at Makin, which is hub among Razmak-Ladha- Sararogha. All these names and places 

carry bitter memories for army and Frontier Corps (Tochi Scouts being no exception). The 

operation itself had started in the first week of October when 22 sorties of PAF were utilised on 

6
th

 October in Nawaz Kot, Kundi Sar & Karam. 

There were 19 fatal casualties in the year and 74 injuries. Summer period June – August 

remained the period in which highest number of incidents and fatalities occurred. Last casualty 

of 2009 took place in November. Tochi scouts were manning 43 posts almost half of what it was 

looking after in 2005 (89 posts). One reason for this decrease in number of posts was the fact that 

No.2 Wing was operating outside the North Waziristan Agency, other reason was the overall 

change in the strategy of military which had reached a hypothesis that it is not possible to 

physically seal the Durand Line without having electronic surveillance devices thus Scarlet 

Thread of holding every nodal point was discarded. Another factor seems to be the lack of 

manpower in holding the posts. 

Majority of the injuries were of minor nature with over 75% injured disposed with two 

weeks sick leave. 60 % of injuries took place in the agency with overwhelming number being hit 

inside the MiranShah Fort, followed by IED blasts and suicide attacks. 

                                                 
469

 Shawal Rifles a Militia raised in 1974 and stationed at Shawal took part in it. War Diary Shawal Rifles. 
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Leave thus remains a cardinal method to ensure a high state of morale. In 2007,2008 and 

also in 2009  over 1800 scouts availed privilege leave with another 113 enjoying three months 

leave. Tochi Scouts from their inception have been sensitive about their leave and delay in this 

regard is not seen in a positive manner; quite right to some extent. A scout on post or in a wing is 

delayed for leave only on one pretext that manpower is not sufficient now. It is not that 

individual scout’s fault if additional manpower has been attached with higher headquarters, 

which in turn restricts his right to have few days of relaxation with his family. 

7.4 A New Decade- 2010 

 

January of 2010 started with a promise of peace but these hopes were short lived as on 

23
rd

 January 2010 at 0300 hours four rockets of RPG-7 landed inside or near the fort without 

causing any damage; it was more or less a reaction of Machis Village search operation. Next day 

same pattern was repeated with five rockets landing inside the fort, one rocket landed near the 

school, one near the grid station, one landed inside the political agent’s colony. Two more such 

attacks were launched on 30
th

& 31
st
 January with same results; no damage was caused.   It was in 

mid-February that 7 Division passed the instructions to all under command highlighting that 

level of violence has increased in last one week there by urging all levels to remain cognizant of 

effete environment.  In 2009 alone 54 people were killed by the Taliban in the NWA on the 

charges of spying.
470 

The six years of army operations in North Waziristan especially between 2006-2011 were 

mainly reaction to the militants, tribes and Talibans actions. Army had started the year 2006 with 

a hope and will to nullify the demoralising impact of 2005 operations in which it had suffered 

setbacks which took place west of Miranshah. However, these setbacks were absorbed internally 

by the army headquarters. The first week of 2006 , the catastrophe at Hassu Khel in east of 

Miranshah in which only the Militia suffered because of army planning and lack of firepower 

further demoralised the forces, they were looking for a single incident or action to claim the 

victory but unfortunately it never came. The Jallar action by a brigade further auguments the 

hypothesis of army commanders being more in seek of glory than the adherence to the old 

                                                 
470

 Political Agent North Waziristan Agency, letter No. Intelligence/NWA/2 dated 4 March 2010. 
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wisdom. A whole regiment strength was composed of from four different infantry battalion and 

yet they failed even to cross the bridge. That was the last straw in the army campaign in North 

Waziristan, it never recovered from that setback. The weapon in militants hand was the IED and 

suicide attacks for which no military have any viable solution; Pakistan despite being close ally 

to USA never deployed high technology vehicle or utilised aviation helicopters for the 

transportation of the troops. 

  The chain of violence in North Waziristan should have finished after the American 

action at Abbottabad in 2011, in which it was reportedly stated that Bin Laden is killed and  his 

body disposed in sea.
471

 However the violence continued , Pakistan and especially army took a 

strong stance on Abbottabad scenario and resultantly relations with American reached the bottom 

since 2000. Salala Post incident
472

 in which 24 Pakistani soldiers were killed by the American 

led fighters
473

 further fuelled the already anti American feeling among all factions of society.  

Osama episode (2
nd

 May 2011) further lowered the impression of army among the tribes, the 

failure to detect and respond to the American forces in the very heart of military garrison was 

beyond the comprehension of not only the tribes but also among military and civilian officials. 

Collectively the end result in tribal areas was a lowering of army prestige, from army point of 

view, its stance against the tribes became softened as now both were perceiving the Americans as 

the enemy.
474

   

January 2012,  was no different from the previous years,. There were twenty IEDs attacks 

in January  2012 alone.
475

 Rocket attacks also resurfaced with MiranShah receiving three rockets 

on 7
th

 January without any damage. In March the intensity of rocket attacks remained unaltered. 

476
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  Miller, Greg (May 5, 2011). "CIA spied on bin Laden from safe house". The Washington Post. Retrieved May 
6, 2011.  Sherwell, Philip (May 7, 2011). "Osama bin Laden killed: Behind the scenes of the deadly raid". The Daily 
Telegraph. London. 
472

 http://tribune.com.pk/story/297979/nato-jets-attack-checkpost-on-pak-afghan-border/   
473

 https://www.ispr.gov.pk/front/main.asp?o=t-search_site 
474

 General Kayani the army chief issued a order of day in which Salala incident was highlighted and orders were 
given under which posts can now fire at any intruding aircraft from Afghanistan . Also army dropped the word 
‘friend’ for American in all official correspondence. 
475

 Tochi Scouts Operational Records for the year 2012. 
476

 Tochi Scouts War diary and the individual sit-rep , of the posts , these reports are usually sent on ireless at 
sunset time, written data is also filled up by the post commander, this data is not officially maintained and as a 
result the posts records are usually burnt at every few months. 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/cia-spied-on-bin-laden-from-safe-house/2011/05/05/AFXbG31F_story.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Washington_Post
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/al-qaeda/8500431/Osama-bin-Laden-killed-Behind-the-scenes-of-the-deadly-raid.html
http://tribune.com.pk/story/297979/nato-jets-attack-checkpost-on-pak-afghan-border/
https://www.ispr.gov.pk/front/main.asp?o=t-search_site
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May has a notorious history in sub-continent as far as the military or more precisely army 

affairs are concerned. In North Waziristan Agency, month of May 2012 at the start look 

promising, it was hot but not unbearable, cool breeze in the evening, light showers occasionally 

made it pleasant. Notion of Victory
477

 was with tribes. There were four infantry brigades and 

four wings of Tochi Scouts present in the Tochi Valley when the summer of 2012 started. Major 

General Ali Abbas took over the command of the division from Major General Ghayur Akhtar
478

 

in October 2011, he thus became the sixth general officer commanding in seven years (2005-

2012), Tochi Scouts commandant Colonel Wajahat Hamdani took over command in July 2011, 

Wajahat is also the sixth commandant since Tochi Scouts came under operational control of 

army. On the other hand the Taliban commander remained the same person Hafiz Gul Bahadur 

Wazir.
479

 

In the summer of 2012 the activities of ANA(Afghan National Army) were a matter of 

concern for the Tochi Scouts. The issue is complicated in a sense that miscreants also fire upon 

them with rockets while remaining within the boundary of Pakistan.
480

 On 10
th

 May 2012 

American & ANA forces came close to the Zero Point, initially one Chinook and one gunship 

landed at 1105 hours followed by eight APCs which all halted forty yards within Afghanistan 

territory. Tochi Scouts patrol on inquiry learnt that they(American) were looking for a proper site 

for checking of vehicles. It was at this time it was learnt that they had given prior information of 

their intended reconnaissance to Islamabad but it took time before it reached down to the men on 

spots. With volatile situation boiling up due to Salala Post incident there were all the chances of 

the post opening up fire .
481
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 See  Brigadier Iftikhar Zaidi The Conduct of War and the notion of Victory A theory and definition of Victory, Ph.D 
thesis, University of Cranfield,2008-09 . Brigadier Iftikhar incidentally commanded 103 Brigade in North Waziristan 
in 2008-09. 
478

 Ghayur at present is lieutenant general, he assumed the command of frontier corps after handing over 7 
Division. He has also served as brigade commander in Tochi Valley in 2005. Ali Abbas had also commanded a 
brigade in South Waziristan and at Razmak. 
479

 Gul Bahadur was in command of Taliban since 2004 in area Degan{ahead of Boya}also see 
http://www.criticalthreats.org/pakistan/jan-drone-kills-taliban-leader-hakimullah-mehsud-november-4-2013. 
480

 On 4
th

 May one mortar bomb of ANA landed within Pakistan territory, on 8
th

 May two such bombs fell into own 
area, on 9

th
 May at 1655 hours same event happened but this time Tochi Scouts post at Bangidar replied with 

equal number of rockets 
481

 Interview with post commander Captain Mohsin, who highlighted that he despite the orders of fire on any 
intruder ,still took the pain of checking it from higher headquarters and only then it was revealed that American 
shad informed in time but , it was not conveyed to the posts due to no specific reasons. 

http://www.criticalthreats.org/pakistan/jan-drone-kills-taliban-leader-hakimullah-mehsud-november-4-2013
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7.5       Repetition of History- 6
th

 May 2012 

 

Amin Piquet is a strategic post as it dominates the area all around and keeps the 

miscreants on toes through intimidatory fire and as such receives utmost reverence from them. It 

has been a front line post which has sustained the maximum attacks in last five years. In May the 

ROD was on Sunday and a coordinating conference was held at divisional headquarters on 

Saturday to iron out an issue, Amin was reporting suspicious movement of the miscreants,
482

. 

There were two tanks also placed at Amin. Miscreants were making use of the mud walls erected 

around local’s fields, taking cover behind these walls they were carrying out their miscreant 

activities with a reasonable amount of safety. It was decided to demolish these walls on Sunday. 

GOC 7 Division Major General Ali Abbas and Commandant Tochi Scouts Colonel Wajahat 

Hamdani were both on leave. In any case demolishing of a mud wall is not an operation which 

requires elaborate discussion; this is what was perceived. Thus political administration was not 

taken into confidence, strange coincidence but even political agent was on leave.
483

 However by 

the evening of 6
th

 May 2012, what little respect and fear army and its firepower had in the 

MiranShah was evaporated. There were 23 dead soldiers and over twenty were missing in action, 

out of these missing less two all other re-joined their battalion by morning; they had hid 

themselves from Taliban. 

Naib Subedar Sharbat Khattak is an experience hand in Frontier Warfare, for last seven years he 

is with QRFs and invariably taken part in almost all actions. He narrates ‘ I reached Amin at 

0745 hours with four vehicles of QRF I had 32 scouts with me, there were four vehicles each 

carrying one RPG-7, one LMG and personal weapons like G-3 and SMG. Six magazines of G-3 

and five magazines of SMG were also with these weapons, G-3 have twenty rounds in each 

magazine whereas SMG have 30 rounds capacity. When we reached at the post the bulldozer 

was already there perched on a transporter. Army subedar asked me as what to do and I asked 

him the same question, later we both went up to the post. I wired Captain Hamzah
484

 our 

adjutant as what to do, he told me to wait as army officers are about to reach the post. Our own 
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 on 2/3 May it was hit with RPG-7 rockets , in retaliation it fire back over 600 rounds of LMG, 70 rounds of 

12.7mm gun, six bombs of 60 mm mortars and six rounds of 75 mm RR 
483

 In 1939 at Tappi fiasco, political agent, commandant were  both on leave, what a coincidence. 
484

 In Tochi Scouts and also in other militia, army officers with 2-4 years of service were being attached for a period 
of six months, in Tochi during summer of 2012, there were four such officers on attachment. Majority were not 
familiar with Pashtu language and customs. 
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officer Captain Hammad was already placing piquet on MiranShah – Bannu road, he had two 

vehicles of QRF with him. Meanwhile army officers also join us which included Major Habib, 

Captain Suleiman and Lieutenant Noman.When we reached the intended wall site, there were 

children playing cricket in the mid of dry algad. One of the army officer fired an aerial warning 

shot but boys paid no heed, I then went to them and requested them to leave the area as we 

intend carrying out military work, they all left the playing arena. Dozer started grazing the wall 

and within an hour it was over, then walls in the mid were demolished, after this came the turn of 

western wall which was also demolished, there were few houses in ruins which were also razed 

to ground’. Time now was past mid-day. 

Myself and army group move forward towards the house, I was taken along for the reason that 

there was none among the army who could speak Pashtu. Compound had a normal ordinary gate 

made of iron sheet; army havildar simply kicked it but was bit strong for his leg. I interrupted 

and said that this is not how it works here, we have to get permission from the inhabitants of 

house for a search, and it took time to make army understand this cultural aspect. We knocked 

and shouted that we intend taking a search of the house, two voices came from inside one male 

and other of a little girl both denying us the permission. I was given a mega-phone earlier by 

Major Habib, as per the Riwaj I started counting from one to ten after which we were free to 

knock down the gate. I had reached till six when the same army havildar knocked down the gate 

with another kick. We all rushed inside, there was another mud wall facing us, it had two 

wooden doors, one on the eastern end and other opposing it. Army soldiers moved towards the 

eastern door opened it and searched it; nothing was found.
485

 

Fog of War regarding which Clausewitz
486

 had written almost one hundred and fifty 

years ago now sets in at this spot. It was at this particular moment when brigade commander and 

commanding officer heard about this firing and drove towards the place of incident reaching 

there in twenty minutes. They established their tactical headquarters almost a kilometre short of 

the compound in an algad which was deep enough to allow them to stand and observe the 

proceedings. Two tanks were called down from the Amin Post to reinforce the already two 

armoured cars already present. In another fifteen minutes attack helicopters also came in and hit 
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 Naib Subedar Sharbat Khatatk account narrated in an interview. 
486

 Karl Von Clausewitz On War 
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the compound. One tank was moved to take position in the rear of the compound and other 

engaged it frontally. ‘Mud walls are too tough, even tank rounds and RR failed to create any 

impact’, Recalls Brigadier Aqeel.
487

 Another search operation was immediately planned and 

groups sent back into the compound, while these groups were moving back to take position 

around the compound the curfew time expired.. Brigadier Aqeel states. ‘We were now being hit 

inside our tactical headquarters, we were firing back, light was fading and number of injured 

persons kept on increasing’. At this stage he was persuaded by the others to reach back at Amin 

Post for the reason that his presence so close to the action may jeopardize the rearguard action. 

He  agreed and ordered an organized with drawl. Force was able to reach the safety of Amin 

piquet;  not all of the original members were lucky enough to come back, quite a number of 

soldiers laid down their lives to.
488

  

This incident by itself explains the whole century of operations in North Waziristan; 

military incompetency at its worst. A whole division was beaten in open ground mere thousand 

meters away from the MiranShah Fort; army failed to rescue its own soldiers despite having 

overwhelming numerical and firepower superiority. Tribes are not superhuman but by virtue of 

their culture they are more apt in fighting, army on the other hand was not good enough to put up 

a resistance. In this case, the infantry battalion after first few casualties simply got into panic, 

command and control was lost . The officers has to be blamed for this fiasco, they failed to lead 

the troops, the brigade commander who happens to be a former officer of same infantry battalion 

along with present commanding officer simply left the battlefield and retreated to the safety of 

the Amin Post. Incidentally, In 1939 at Tappi, the political agent, and commandant Tochi Scouts 

were on leave. An infantry regiment was reluctant, hesitant and did not involved itself in battle . 

7.6    Evening 19
th

  October 2012  

 

 Stadium  check Post over the years has been fortified and technology has been integrated 

into the overall defence lay out of the fort and garrison.  At 0830 hours 19
th

 October 2012, two 
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 Interview with Brigadier Aqeel in June 2012. 
488

 23 soldiers lost lives and over twenty were missing , which were able to reach the post and Miranshah next 
morning, majority of these soldiers hid themselves in burrows and later fled to safety. Official record of 7 Infantry 
Division. 
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miscreants
489

 were walking across the road behind a truck and taking cover behind it they cross 

the road towards the check post and rushed, at that precise moment guard commander also 

spotted them and fired resultantly one miscreant was killed on spot. The whole attack had a 

purpose and back ground. Miscreants intention and plan was to overrun the Tochi Post with a 

suicide attack followed by a vehicle borne attack team which was to head towards the Tehsil Jail.  

This attack had a back ground; there are foreign fighting elements present in the city. 7 

Division had conducted one operation along with Tochi Scouts against them in January 2010. 

Machis a small village on the eastern end of Fort is their hub. On the evening of 19
th

 October 

2012, army hit back with all its might on these foreign fighting elements. For last almost two 

months there were negotiations going on with the Peace Committee regarding the future of these 

foreign miscreant. Peace Committee was trying hard but without any success. Machis Village 

was identified as the hub of nefarious activities and as such was punished on the evening of 19th 

October 2012. At 1600 hour’s artillery opened up with observers at Amin, Machis and 

Sarbandkai directing the fire. Cobras hit the exact houses, fired 20mm Gatling rounds hitting the 

vehicles parked inside the complexes. On ground tanks & recoilless rifles at Sargardan and 

Datta Khel Posts carried out direct hits on the houses suspected of facilitating miscreants in 

their fire attacks on the fort.. This heavy fire power continued for an hour.  Military paused the 

fire power for the duration of prayers; all night artillery roared. In the morning there were 

reportedly over thirty miscreants killed. 

 Army and Taliban remain engaged till the last day of 2012 , army tried to wrest the 

notion of victory but fell short of it. In June 2014, army launched Operation Zarb Azb, the first 

major  operation in Tochi Valley. 
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 Miscreants were carrying one SMG, eight magazines, seven grenades. miscreants was later identified as an 

Uzbek 
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                      Chapter 8 

 

                                              Inferences and End Statement 

 

                                  Causes of  Violence on North Western Frontiers of Pakistan  

   

 

There were two fundamental research questions that were raised after the literature 

review, one was as why North Waziristan has become the most dangerous political agency 

among the seven political agencies of Pakistan?. The second question relates as why military has 

not been able to defeat the tribes and establish the writ of state in the agency?. And a subsidiary 

querry was whether Militia is collaborating with Taliban in North Waziristan Agency?. The 

inference drawn from the study of the agency cannot be represented in a mathematical equation 

to answer the research questions. All three questions are interlinked with each other and 

historicism was employed to understand the causes of violence, an inductive approach was 

adopted to find the reasons rather than proving or disapproving a hypothesis; thus a qualitative 

methodology. 

Civilisation existed and prospered on river, thus River Oxus and River Indus represents 

two civilisation. All those water channels which joins River Indus are part of Indus Civilisation. 

The early migration took place from North-South; thus the Aryan moves down from Oxus 

towards Indus . The early and subsequent historicism of Indus Valley brings in the inference of it 

being a militant civilisation comprising of various cultures . Persian and Greek civilisation have 

left their impact on Indus Civilisation and it is more prominent and still alive in the remote and 

inaccessible valleys, North Waziristan is one such valley . Wazir are an Aryan tribe, the North 

Waziristan  Agency is socially constructed and operates on racial identity, throughout the history 

and in the period under research, it has been Wazir who have been in command of insurgency 

and peace depends upon their thumbs impression. Islam and its interpretation is varied in the 

Frontier Region among the tribes. Geography and trade routes have configured it; in extreme 

north (Chitral) it is much influenced by the Central Asia where as in North Waziristan it is 
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heavily influenced by the Arab thought and practise. There is acute hate and mistrust between the 

two sects of Islam, namely Shia and Sunni; North Waziristan is Sunni and as such  Wazir in 

Muharram  attacks  Shia Turi in Kurram Agency . Therefore to interpret all violence in frontier 

region purely as terror and related to Al Qaeeda or due to presence of foreign troops in 

Afghanistan is not wholly correct . 

Forward Policy was the main reason and factor apart from religion on the North Western 

Frontier and it continued even after the cessation of paramountacy by British in 1947. Events in 

Gilgit in November 1947 is one evidence of this policy. United Kingdom and United States of 

America thus supported Pakistan more due to this realism than any idealism. Resultantly military 

especially army became powerful in Pakistan, it remained in power intermittently since 1957; 

resultantly army and military suffered professionally. Pakistan military especially the army 

inherited the British army culture, and British army culture as seen in the  World War I, 

campaign against Ipi and also in World War II is  bureaucratic   in nature. 

In a theoretical research model , the behaviour of the variables is noted, in North 

Waziristan , Militia, Tribes and Political Agent have remained constant and present in the 

geographical boundaries. The geography of the area which is in fact the research model’s 

environment have remained almost identical in the period under research (1896-2012). There has 

been no unprecedented migration, famine, earthquake, flood, deforestation, plantation, water 

channelling to name. On philosophical level the induction of aircraft and motorcar along with 

electricity, television mobile, and education, all have been added to the model without any 

noticeable change in the area. However it is the Variable of army , whose induction and 

deduction have created an impact, whenever this variable has been added to the model the level 

of violence has gone up and when ever it has been deducted the violence has gone down. In the 

period between 1947-2002, there was no army inside North Waziristan, thus a low level of 

violence and in 1936-1947 and between 2005-2012, army was in area thus a higher graph of 

violence.  

 

8.1 Militia and Army are two distinct cultures  
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The major finding of the study is in highlighting the fact that militia and army are two 

distinct cultures and as such have  a degree of mistrust regarding each other. Frontier Corps and 

army have two distinct military cultures and both have seldom worked together for long 

duration. Majority of the scouts present less the officers had very little knowledge about the way 

of army working and same was the case among the army jawans. One of the scouts narrated that 

in initial days he was uncomfortable with the presence of army. One key reason was the lack of 

communication between the two. Scouts invariably speak Pashtu which very few in army ranks 

and even less in officer cadre understand. A scout irrespective of his rank always shake hands 

with the visitors irrespective of his rank, would offer him tea and since he is not that proficient in 

Urdu thus his vocabulary is very informal in addressing the seniors; in army it is other way 

around where it is the prerogative of the senior to offer his hand for handshake. In army all 

company commanders are invariably officers preferably a field officer but in Tochi Scouts or for 

that matter in FC the companies are commanded by junior commissioned officers (JCO’s); 

which is a very powerful and authoritative rank. The concept of Qaum is another enigma for the 

army; qaum tend to live, train, eat, fight, obey, disobey and die together, this is more magnetic 

than the espirit de corps. 

Militia despite having dining tables still tend to eat and sleep together and on floor 

covered with mat, in army they eat on tables. Scouts wears kameez shalwar (militia) with brown 

chappals where as in army the kameez shalwar is basically an off parade dress, in scout’s code of 

manners the officers are allowed to visit mess in the kameez shalwar with chappals but in army 

the same very dress code can land an officer in trouble. In FC there is more initiative, less staff 

work for the reasons that the authorisation of officers is less.  

Scouts life pattern is also different from army; his sense of motivation and pride is 

centrally revolving around the pride of his Qaum more than his sense of unity with Wing where 

as in army the battalion is the pride. Scout is very demanding and vocal in terms of his right of 

ration and leave, he expects everyone else to be as dedicated to his charter of duty as he is thus 

he fails to understand that a ration can get late. Statistically a Scout is more religious oriented 

than an army jawan, although in Tochi Scouts there were 234 scouts who were unable to read 

Holy Koran yet a scout seldom misses a prayer. A Scout seldom urinates while standing but in 

army it is a common affair. Professionally in the contest of Frontier Warfare a scout was more 

professional, his body muscles were more tuned to mountain marches, climbs, descends and use 
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of ground than an army jawan. An army jawan have the edge in technology; he had a broader 

outlook, was more educated and above all had better equipment. Tochi Scouts had fired more 

artillery shells in operations prior to July 2005 than majority of artillery units of Pakistan, it 

seems odd but in hunt of Arsala Khan in 2001 it fired 260 rounds in a single day. In FC the 

scouts were more in harmony carrying their weapons loaded with ammunition then the army. It 

is no secret that in army{prior to 9/11} the guards at quarter guards were always armed with 

sticks or carrying rifles with ammunition stored with the guard commanders, it was not the case 

in FC. Religiously FC or more precisely the Tochi Scouts are more liberal, tolerant and broad 

outlook; for instance in no army cantonment one finds an Imambargah but every FC Corps have 

one. Militia troops requires careful handling, dealing and attention, they are sensitive to any 

adverse remarks, at times are unable to understand common jokes and above all hate any racial 

comments. There are no pictures of female actresses in the Tochi Scouts canteen, troops 

information room or on posts, a common feature in most of the army canteens and posts, there 

are no cinemas in North Waziristan, in army every station has one. Frontier Corps troops seldom 

talks about females and absolutely detests anyone inquiring about their family members; unless 

he has developed a confidence in his superior. A FC jawan takes Niswar, army jawans prefer 

cigarettes. Their fables, proverbs, heroes, folk lore, songs, dances all differ from each other. 

In Tochi Scouts or for that matter in FC the officers are from army, on a deputation to the 

civil, they serve in scouts for two years. These officers are from various arms and services of 

army. Other ranks on the other hand spent 15-23 years in Tochi Scouts or in the Tochi Valley 

thus they are familiar with every village, killi, algad and khar. They know the culture, riwaj and 

traditions of the each tribe and village. An army unit seldom interacts with civilians thus to them 

there is no such thing as riwaj. Frontier Scouts way of warfare is medieval in cultural aspect 

which is in frequency with the adjoining environs; army on the other hand represents modern 

times. Army last had a tour of duty in North Waziristan way back in 1947, over passage of time 

it has become more technological in outlook which is correct keeping in view the likely future 

war on Eastern Front however as the time passed it became obvious that the technology has little 

to offer to offset any limitation in deviations from the basic of Frontier Warfare; which revolves 

around culture. 

Figures generally do not tell lies and are easy to interpret. There were only two drill 

instructors in the Tochi Scouts and both sepoys (hundred years ago they had thirty two), only one 
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non-commissioned officer trained from an army institution in the art of defusing an IED, again 

only one NCO trained from SSG Cherat in anti-terrorist training, four scouts were trained in 

bomb disposal art, (one JCO & three NCOs), however there were five JCO’s who were qualified 

in the intelligence gathering techniques from School of Military Intelligence (SMI). Only two 

scouts were available who were trained as snipers despite being operations for almost five years 

(from School of Infantry & Tactics). This had its effect on the training being imparted to the 

recruits in the corps. 11
th

 Batch of recruits having 337 men who were accepted for induction in 

the Tochi Scouts, were trained between 14
th

 April – 20 September 2008, they further had to 

undergo six weeks of training as young soldiers before they could be employed as real scouts for 

guards and duties, raids or ambushes. Between January 2007 – January 2009 over 1200 scouts 

were put through four training cycles of six-eight weeks each. The problem with war and other 

related insurgencies is that they demand full attention and maximum man power but on the other 

hand, the bureaucratic channel of military promotion criteria imposes a difficult choice on the 

individual and his commanders. If a scout fails to pass the promotion cadre from sepoy- lance 

naik then his career dooms resulting in financial and social impacts, on the other hand he has to 

be spared for preparation and examination; a difficult choice. In 2007, maximum failure (eleven) 

happened among sepoys in the promotion cadres between the months of March – July 2007 

when the highest number of attacks took place. The day operation at Pash Ziarat was undergoing, 

maximum scouts appeared in the promotion cadre numbering 103. Naik to havildar cadre is very 

important for a scout, in two years 2007-2009 no less than 190 naiks attended the cadre with only 

four failing. 

 

 

 

 

8.2. Water, not the Taliban ; as the main cause of Casualties 

 

 

The general concept about the casualties in North Waziristan are attributed to the 

atrocities of Taliban , however the data reveals that it is partially correct. Militia have suffered 
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casualties due to its own short comings in planning and having a  casual attitude towards the 

campaign. More than that it is staff work which have neglected the basic realities of everyday 

life thus overlooking the requirement of water at the posts. 

Water was responsible for maximum casualties of Tochi Scouts in the year 2007. Tochi 

Scouts had a total of 12 fatalities in the year,  Naik Syed Sadat Hussain Bangash embraced 

shahadat(30
th

 March 2007) at Wana , he was part of Special Operations Group (SOG) which is a 

Frontier Corps special operations task force. One fatality occurred due to suicide attack at Boya, 

another took place at Saidgai due to ambush, one more occurred at Bakka Khel when Lance Naik 

Abdul Sattar Marwat who was driving the vehicle hit an IED on 12
th

 November  while he was 

moving with a convoy towards Bannu. Three died due to attacks on posts Lance Naik Yousaf 

Khan Bangash at Gharlamai was attacked on 29
th

 September 2007, he had gone to the village to 

purchase some items and while coming back to the post was ambushed,  he was hit with three 

bullets which he did not survived. Cook Sepoy Zarmat Khan Khattak and Sepoy Dildar Khan 

Orakzai were also with him and were wounded  in this  incident both had splinter injuries. 

At Ismail Khel Post before it was attacked two fatalities took place due to water. On 24
th

 

July 2007 at 1755 hours Sepoy Nawaz Khattak and Sepoy (Animal Transport) Muhammad 

Hayat both embraced shahadat when their ‘water party’ after fulfilling the mission was 

proceeding back to the post and had an encounter with the miscreants who also suffered equal 

number of casualties. 

At Machis Post on 30
th

 July 2007 three scouts were killed when an IED was placed after 

careful reconnaissance by the miscreants for the water seeking party of Tochi Scouts. It was 

almost replica of what had happened at Banda almost a year ago. The strength of the party at 

both posts was also identical, one junior commissioned officer and two other ranks, both parties 

had gone not merely to collect the water but to take shower in the spring also. Naib Subedar 

Amir Akbar Yusafzai, Sepoy Hayat Khattak and Sepoy Nawaz Khattak lost their lives when an 

IED was exploded when all three of them were close to it.  

On 29
th

 August 2007 an IED blast near water source(27 Brigade area) onto a joint army 

and Tochi Scouts patrol that had moved from Maltika Sar Post to fetch water, three were injured 

including two from Tochi scouts (Havildar Wahid Gul Afridi and Sepoy Rafiq Bhittani). 
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The increasing number of water ambushes forced the military to replenish the post with 

QRF protecting water bowzers under attack helicopters cover
490

. On the last day of the month 

two water seeking parties one from army and other from Tochi Scouts were ambushed near the 

water source. Tochi Scouts were fired upon near Banda whereas army party was hit near Danai 

Post. Miscreants fired only solitary shots but in response over 14 rounds of artillery, 100 rounds 

of LMG, 82 rounds of G-3, four bombs of 60mm were expended by the military. Purely in terms 

of economics the cost of ammunition alone would have been sufficient to cater for any water 

requirement of these two posts for well over a year. Again at Machis on 15
th

 November one 

soldier of 27 Sind Regiment was shot dead seven others were injured when they were busy in 

collecting water. 

 Datta Khel Post suffered one injury when on 3
rd

October 2007 a patrol moved from 

Akhtar –I Piquet to Datta Khel piquet to fetch water, they were engaged by miscreants in the 

Bazaar area, fire started and few shops in the bazaar caught fire, it stopped at 1355 hours with ten 

casualties of miscreants and own Havildar Noor Ullah Afridi getting one bullet on right leg, he 

was evacuated to MiranShah hospital by helicopter. Situation became tense as miscreants vowed 

to take revenge, the hard reality was that not all inhabitants of the area are miscreants but 

incidents like this only help in increasing the number of miscreant’s sympathisers. The helicopter 

which came to evacuate Noor had to fire 400 rounds of LMG before it could pick him up. A jirga 

was called to diffuse the tension, announcements were made from mosques for peace and calm 

and compensation was made to the locals.
491

But no lesson was learnt and again  Akhtar Piquet 

(Datta Khel) No.1 Wing water party was fired upon on 19
th

 October 2007, no loss took place this 

time but in retaliation 106mm RR and RPG-7 rockets were  freely fired by the military. 

Another water related attack took place on 5
th

 October 2007 when the very bowzer 

carrying water for Tochi Scouts Posts at Machis, Pahari –II, & I while returning at 1305 hours 

had an IED blast, it destroyed the bowzer and both driver Lance Naik Fazal Amin Afridi and 

Sepoy Zar Manan Afridi received minor injuries. As punitive measures the nearby compound 

was demolished employing 128 soldiers. Next day as expected Machis Post received fire raid 

from 2220 hours till 2230 hours. Amin - II Post came under fire next day in which Sepoy 

Rehmat Khan received bullet injury on left shoulder and had to be evacuated to Bannu on a Bell 
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  7 Division Situation report dated 4th October 2007. 
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412. On 9
th

 October this water fetching took two more army lives and eight other were injured 

when in 27 Brigade areas an army party was hit with IED. It is worth mentioning that Sepoy 

Faizullah Khattak who was driving the QRF vehicle had detected one IED while proceeding 

towards the Machis. Moral of the episode is that alertness pays. 

At Banda another water ambush took place on 30
th

 November 2007 when No.4 Wing 

Tochi scouts were ambushed by miscreants resultantly Lance Naik Suleiman Afridi sustained 

injuries, in retaliation  one miscreant was shot dead and four other were captured, the miscreants 

took the dead body away at night. It was not a successful ambush as Tochi Scouts were able to 

retaliate and inflict casualties upon the miscreants. The positive aspect of water collection was in 

the activity it generated among the posts. Water is life line and had to be obtained, thus water 

collection became an art of warfare. Miscreants were looking for an opportunity so were the 

Tochi Scouts to retaliate. The method adopted was to have a protection party of three Scouts and 

one soldier clearing the area and water collection party comprising of almost seven scouts then 

fulfilling the requirement. 

 Thus a series of fire raids was initiated against Banda Post in which on 1
st
 December 

2007 a night arid was carried out but it was repulsed. One drawback of such raids was the 

collateral damage that invariably took place due to artillery shells landing in the nearby villages. 

Army was no exception in such matters, on 7
th

 August 2007 Lance Naik Dilbaz Khan of 11 

Baloch died when an IED exploded while he was busy collecting water at Banda Post. On the 

same day Amin & Kalanjar- I water parties of Tochi Scouts were attacked and attack helicopters 

had to be employed for their safety. 

By 2008,  procedure remained the same but now water collection was carried out under 

the protection of QRFs.
492

 These quick reaction forces would carry the water and ration to all 

surrounding post including Pahari –I & II, it would take two hours to perform this task. 

In 2009,  there was another incident which seems to be a carbon copy of earlier accidents. 

On 10
th

 August 2009 Havildar Rashid Ali Bangash and Sepoy Niaz Orakzai both embraced 

shahadat at Banda Post while they were preparing to take a dip in the cold water of the spring 

after filling their water containers, an IED exploded, and both had their last breath near the 

spring.  But before this incident a warning was given when on 25
th

 June 2009 at 0730 hours two 
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  HQ Tochi Scouts Situation Report 23/2008 dated 12th January 2008. 
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shots were fired on the water carrying party. The party had gone down to the base to fetch the 

water through generator, in retaliation 11 rounds were fired by own troops on the individual who 

was able to make good his escape. Same event took place on 27
th

 June when again the party was 

fired upon by a moving vehicle. Again on 26
th

 June an individual fired a single round on the 

water party but in retaliation over 30 rounds of 14.5mm gun were expended. It became almost a 

plaything for the locals to fire one odd round and then run away but scouts had to follow a drill 

to retaliate which was costly. 

By the summer of 2009, the situation improved slightly despite best efforts of all, still 

nine posts were dependent upon spring water and four on animal transport. Banda Post was lucky 

as it survived a narrow miss, on 15
th

 July 2009 its water fetching body comprising of 15 scouts 

under the supervision of  Captain Waqas the post commander detected an IED near the spring, 

they fired rounds on it to blast it and were successful, only Captain Waqas received minor 

splinters on head. Two days earlier Isha Post had similar episode and were able to detect and 

blast the IED. On 26
th

 august 2009 another IED was detected, despite firing 45 rounds of LMG 

and 37 rounds of G-3 they could not explode it. 

The Chaugal universal made of canvas is an excellent reservoir of water but out of 2319 

authorised items, only 1657 were held.  Post life is a complete life where ten, twenty, thirty or 

even more grown up men live with an aim to survive and to perform the duty assigned to the best 

of their ability. They have to either kill or be killed in the process.  Posts are small for the reason 

that nodal points are neither plateaus nor meadows but rocky, barren, dry and broken pieces of 

uneven area. Majority of the posts after July 2005 were established in haste with more 

consideration on the tactical aspect. Later logistics became the major reason of casualties in 

which water and issues related to it were paramount. Tochi Scouts posts built in the past had 

limited physical and ecological expansion, Musa Khan Post built in 1919 never had a built in 

water reservoir or source. Not every post had latrines, in the absence of running water the 

sanitation becomes fundamental issue when seen with the cultural issues and taboos. There were 

only three tent latrines screens present in Tochi Scouts against an authorisation of 78, which 

ensured a latrine screen for every post. Thus, scouts and troops had to attend the call of nature in 

open. Scouts comes from conservative back ground where even farting is taken as extreme social 

taboo. In these circumstances the mental stress is too much especially in summer thus maximum 

occurrence in hot months of July & August. 
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It must have been  noticed that soldiers are not trained as khakroobs, water carriers and 

other trades. The issue is social and cultural, it further leads to the composition at posts where the 

accommodation is limited, how to integrate the sweepers with the bayonet strength and even 

among the bayonet strength where to draw the line between the administrative staff and general 

duty soldiers. A soldier will not share his living bunker with a non-combatant; neither will he 

share his food utensils with him. All khakroobs are non-Muslims, mostly from Punjab; there is a 

ban in the enrolling of Muslims as wet sweepers. In the layout of posts the locations of animals 

has seldom been highlighted or catered from the inception, even the latest posts/forts like 

Gharlamai and Bangidar have no provision for the animal area, no separate living bunker for 

khakroobs and above all no septic tanks for disposal of human body waste. 

Disposal of human body waste at post away from water and on high nodal points with 

minefields, barbed wire, obstacles all around, having only one entry and exit point is thought 

provoking. Normally the cook house is established in the mid towards a leeward side to allow the 

used water to flow down and that also makes the only logical place for human waste disposal 

also but it has to be done at a distance to keep the stench away, which in case of North 

Waziristan is difficult. This was one of the key factors that so high number of events, incidents, 

casualties occurred close to water sources. The Contingency Plan format issued by division and 

Tochi Scouts also failed to cater for the disposal of human waste. Regarding the strength of 

khakroobs and cook sepoys on each post, there is not a single correspondence between the 

division and under command units or between the Headquarters Tochi Scouts and wings on this 

subject. No equipment had ever been received in any of the military aid since the inception of 

Pakistan from abroad, which has shown any improvement in this field. Thunder Boxes remained 

in use until mid-nineties and eastern commode has replaced them now. 

 

Militia raised on the North Western Frontiers of India and later Pakistan never really was 

a Militia in classical sense as it never encouraged the native tribes to possess and carry arms, thus 

the varying nomenclature of Rifles, Scouts and Militia are in use. These were and are a form of 

army thus they have an identity of their own and as such be treated like it. The period between 

1900-1947 remained turbulent in FATA, but not even once there has been an uprising 

simultaneously in all the political agencies therefore each tribe and agency should be dealt 

individually. It would be more appropriate if the whole agency and for that matter the entire 
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FATA should be visualised and politically handled in terms of tribes rather than the 

administrative boundaries. Thus the North Waziristan Agency will be seen as Wazir and Daur 

Tribes and both have divergent roots, culturally and socially apart from each other. 

Representation in provincial and national assembly be based upon this and so will the  future 

economics and peace process  in the agency. 

The division of affairs regarding frontier and tribes are distributed among no less than 

three different ministries. This has grossly undermined the efforts to curb militancy in FATA and 

in PATA. Presently, The Frontier Corps and Frontier Constabulary are under the Ministry of 

Interior and Narcotics and can be employed anywhere in Pakistan. Levies and Khassadar are 

controlled and paid by the Ministry of Frontier and States and are employed only in FATA and 

PATA. The pay structure is varied and so are allowances and privileges. None of these militias  

have a constitutional cover. Levies were constituted in 2012 through a regulation
493

, whereby a  

detailed structure has since been drafted. Their charter of duties is wide,  encompassing almost 

all duties as presently being performed by the militia and constabulary. raids, ambushes, anti-

smuggling, protection of roads, and general maintenance of peace. Thus these militias have 

overlapping duties under different ministries; a time tested hypothesis under which , 

misunderstanding often leads to friction among  multiple organisations in the same geographical 

area.
494

 

  Pakistan-Afghanistan; Open Border.  Pakistan and Afghanistan cannot change 

history;  however both can regulate the cross border movement. In Europe and in the Gulf,  

movement across the borders are free and the same should be attempted between these two 

Islamic brotherly countries. Suppression of militancy is more due to inefficiency on the part of 

law enforcing agencies and structural mismanagement than due to  free movement across the 

border by tribes. There is a difference between free movement and illegal settlement. The 

frontier tribes (Afridi, Shinwari, Wazir and Mahsud) have clans living on both sides of border, 

they should be allowed as in past to move freely across borders. By imposing restrictions,  free 

trade gets affected which in turn affects  economic indicators of the tribes. 
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 Federal Levies Force Regulations, August 07,2012. 
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 For detail work on Militia see, Victoria Henshaw Scotland and British Army 1700-1750 , unpublished thesis for 

Ph.D , {University of Birmingham,2011},p-214. Desmond Morton Authority and Policy in the Canadian Militia 

1874-1904. Ph.D Thesis, University of London,1968, p-19. Jonatahn David Hills The Militia relationship with the 

regular army in the wars of 1812 with particular respect to the Militia of Ohio and New York, Ph.D thesis, 
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The conduct of present campaign is not much different from the past.  Majority of 

casualties in the North Waziristan are self  inflicted in a sense that they all are attributed to the 

poor command and control, lack of adequate resources, more specifically the lack of water at 

posts and reckless driving due to fear of improvised explosive devices. Army has not done 

anything special to counter or overcome this aspect. 

There is no evidence that the present uprising in North Waziristan  is being supported by 

India , the opening of consulates in Afghanistan by India have no bearing on the tribes in North 

Waziristan. Army has been highlighting this but it is more to give an excuse for military losses 

suffered. 

 North Waziristan has never been peaceful in its last one hundred years of history 

whenever any military prolong its presence, thus hypothesis of its behaving differently this time 

is defying the historical logic. The answer is in the mind-set of the modernity in which  the rule 

of majority {democracy} is being taken as the ultimate recipe for the enduring peace in the world 

without realising that it cannot be applied equally everywhere. In North Waziristan, in the name 

of democracy the centuries old institutions have been discarded. Present civilisation and States 

does not have any moral justification in waging war against the tribes. The current operations are 

more of an inertia. It was the modern civilisation which first initiated the violence and brutality 

against the pre-modern tribes of North Waziristan. 

                                               

8.3   End Statement  

 

 

Causes of violence on North Western Frontiers of Pakistan are not uniform. Level of 

violence in North Waziristan increases with the induction of army and decreases with its 

deinduction. Militia has a culture of its own and it has been able to control the violence on North 

western Frontier and especially in  Tochi Valley and as such be given constitutional cover. 

Military failure to overcome the tribes is due to its own poor training and culture rifts among its 

various corps. 
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     Appendix I.                  Education Qualification among the Militia – 2012 

 

 

This has been a great change from the same time period in 1912, when the records shows that 

none among the tribes was educated. From 1947 -70 the situation improved as scouts were being 

educated within the corps yet matriculates were counted on fingers. The education figures also 

highlight the cultural difference among the Chitral and tribal areas. Within the tribal areas the 

education level is high among  Afridi as they are living astride and close to Peshawar and 

Kohat. In North Waziristan Militia the Daur tribe is not inducted but they as a tribe 

outnumbered Wazir in education. 

 

 Strength  Matric FA BA MA 

Tochi Scouts 2000 144 19 16 6 

Chitral Scouts 2000 244 52 23 11 

Khyber Rifles 2000 140 51 29 13 

Kurram 

Militia 

2000 121 43 20 9 

Thal Scouts 1000 97 47 13 7 

Mahsud 

Scouts 

1000 55 46 11 8 

Shawal Rifles 1000 111 32 9 5 
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Appendix II  Children access to TV, Radio, Net and Newspapers (2012-2014) 

 

 

 NWA  Khyber Kurram Chitral 

Television 23  167  170  200  

Radio 41 90 76 177    

Newspaper 5 7 11 17      

Net 3 11 11 29       

Total students 274  355 317 333     

 

 

Students or children in  Chitral and Kurram have the highest access , it correlates with their 

economical, social and religious patterns. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix III           Parents Occupation of children studying in Militia Schools 

 

 NWA Khyber Kurram Chitral 

Orphan 56 49 44 9 

Both parents 

alive 

160 171 216 270 

Working mother 1 4 4 16 

Total Students 274 355 317 333 

 

 

 High number of working mother in Chitral as compare to tribal agencies and within the tribal 

agencies it is apparent that North Waziristan has been hit hard. With the War on Terror. 
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Appendix IV                Militia Data 

 

 

 

 Tochi 

Scouts 

Kurram 

Militia 

Khyber 

Rifles 

Chitral 

Scouts 

Mahsud 

Scouts 

Thall 

Scouts 

Shawal 

Rifles 

Firing 73% 76% 79% 69% 69% 67% 70% 

PT 75% 72% 70% 71% 69% 70% 66% 

Discipline 23% 22% 19% 11% 18% 16% 23% 

Bravery 43% 41% 31% 22% 29% 21% 27% 

AWOL 31% 27% 22% 17% 21% 19% 22% 

OSL 17% 9% 10% 11% 9% 9% 16% 

Desertion 11% 7% 6% 5% 7% 5% 9% 

Strength 2000 2000 2000 2000 1000 1000 1000 

 

 

    Data shows the efficiency of the militia , there is not much of difference. Bravery is based 

upon the citations raised by concerned corps for award of medals. Absent without official leave 

(AWOL) and over stay leave (OSL) are as common presently as in past. In figures Chitral looks 

more disciplined but the fact is that among all the militia corps it has been only Chitral Scouts 

which has mutinied twice in last forty odd years. The % shown is that of passed scouts in an 

event. 
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  Appendix V               Militia point of view on War on Terror 

 

      

 

Less Chitral, all other agencies have two militia corps each. In North Waziristan ,Tochi Scouts 

and Shawal Rifles. In Khyber Agency, Khyber Rifles and Mahsud Scouts. In Kurram Agency, 

Kurram Rifles and Thall Scouts. The answers were taken informally over a period of time 

through conversations during walk, sports and over food. Army on the contrary feels war 

justified . It is not a straight question and as such no straight answer, which varied with the 

environment prevailing. Reason for its being unjustified is invariably blamed upon America as 

the main cause of this war. 

 

 

 

Appendix VI                           Militia Point of view on Uniform 

 

 Kameez Shalwar Trouser No comments 

Tochi Scouts 95% Nil 5% 

Shawal Rifles 92% Nil 8% 

Khyber Rifles 66% 30% 7% 

Kurram Militia 82% 3% 15% 

Mahsud Scouts 90% Nil 10% 

Thall Scouts 76% 14% 10% 

Chitral Scouts 64% 30% 6% 

HQ Militia 50% 50%  

Army 10% 90%  

 

 

Fundamentally the traditional shalwar kameez has been replaced with shirt and trouser in 

militia corps. Above is the response. It highlights on one side the cultural trend among the militia 

. It also is in line with traditional mindset of any group which resists any change in its infra 

structure and outlook. 

 

 Justified No Comments Not Justified Militia strength  

North Waziristan  3% 20% 77% 137 

Khyber Agency 10% 20% 70% 29 

Kurram Agency 22% 15% 63% 27 

Chitral 35% 30% 35% 58 

Army 80% 10% 10% 28army 

soldiers/officers 
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Appendix VI                   Militia use of Cosmetics ( May-December 2012) 

 

 Body Spray sold After Shave solved  

Tochi Scouts 272 5 May-December 2012 

Shawal Rifles 166 4  Do 

Khyber Rifles 282 9 June-December 2014 

Chitral Scouts 167 33  

Kurram Militia 165 7  

Mahsud Scouts 170 4  

Army 32 12  

 

    

It is an interesting feature. Through observation it was realised that Militia’s men invariably use 

more cosmetics chiefly body spray as compared to army soldiers. Data was compiled through 

the canteen registers in each corps. 


